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Rumble — In this worldwide exclusive, Dr. Jane Ruby meets with board-certified Embalmer and
funeral Director, Richard Hirschman who reveals, for the first time ever, arteries and veins filled
with unnatural blood clot combinations with strange fibrous materials that are completely filling the
vascular system. Many of the victims reportedly died of heart attacks and strokes. Mr. Hirschman
reports that he found resistance when he tried to embalm these jabbed patients, and then found
these strange materials and pulled them from the large vessels of the bodies. He also reported
that he has gone from seeing 50% of his embalmed cases with these types of blockages rise to
almost 80%.
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TheSerendipitousSoul, 3 weeks ago
This is so sad and disturbing. How many of us have loved ones potentially filled with these long clots?

😢

628 rumbles
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donnatugs, 3 weeks ago
My entire family has gotten all 3 shots and are waiting to get the 4th. They think I'm crazy for not
getting them. :'(
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deckdiva, 3 weeks ago
Stay strong! We’re all going thru this too. You’re not alone. So sad 

😞

548 rumbles

MAGYNC, 3 weeks ago
Oh you sound like me. All my family except one nephew have gotten the vaccines. Me and
my nephew tried to get them not to, but they chose to and didn't want to hear anymore from
us. We just have to leave them in the Lords hands. My heart aches for them, and I pray for all
of us.

523 rumbles

Steveogan, 3 weeks ago
I know. My very liberal gay son who lives in the woke portland communist society, convinced
my wife (we're elderly) to get two shots, and then the booster later. I'm pissed and angry and
feel helpless. Am hoping shit doesn't happen to her.

259 rumbles

GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
@deckdiva - This was just released - talk about sad & anger inducing! The babies -- 
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/biden-admin-wants-3-covid-shots-each-for-kids-
under-age-four-fauci-says/

131 rumbles

M

LEEPRZ, 3 weeks ago
I know! My sister encouraged her kids and grandkids to get the jab. She and I were
talking and she told me that most of her grandkids are jabbed. I just started crying and
said oh no. She said you got to stop listening to the BS. I knew that there was no way I
could win her over. I just straightened my self up wiped my tears and said a prayer to
myself.

😪🙏

425 rumbles

donnatugs, 3 weeks ago
Yes, I even sent them the VAERS data, videos, and articles and they STILL ran out to
get "vaccinated". It broke my heart.

405 rumbles

Tjones0341, 3 weeks ago
I just don’t get these brainwashed ppl to me it’s so clear !! Why pushing this so hard
when it’s not a pandemic, it’s 99.9 percent recovery but ok if you don’t know that by
now let’s go with this umm can your dr tell you what’s in it? NO , why would you put
something in your body and you have no idea what?? And why so secretive about
what’s in it and why censoring dr and scientist and ppl are dropping like flies and they
don’t see it? My fiancés aunt died five days after getting it she was young and healthy !
Two ppl at work died within days from getting it at the same Drug store I am frustrated
at the ignorance

329 rumbles

Cathyfromoz, 3 weeks ago
Same as me. My parents, sister, bf, nieces have all had the vax except me.

242 rumbles

Ahneck, 3 weeks ago
I am there also. I am the one who is killing people to some family members.

226 rumbles

BonBonMan, 3 weeks ago
I knew that the cremation of my family member, after they murdered her in a nursing
home, was forced on the family to cover up this criminality and destroy the evidence.
Our family did NOT want her cremated.

220 rumbles

boomercylon, 3 weeks ago
I had a dream that i was standing in a field, covered with stones, as i was putting the
dirt on my brother's grave. I was inconsolable in my dream. He has since been
redpilled, but my sister and her husband are headed for their 4th, even though i've tried
desperately to stop them. I've even had covid and survived it with no problem. I gave
her all the notes how to get IVR. She asks questions, then goes back to the Cult.
They're so desperate to belong to something that they ignore any other information.

216 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Same here. Only my husband and me said no. We tried to warn family and friends but
they were like being under a spell, no common sense, critical thinking, nothing.

210 rumbles

cstein91, 3 weeks ago
I went home to visit my family for Christmas some of them wouldn't see me because I
wasn't vaccinated. It's crazy. I can't believe what's going on.

166 rumbles

ParadiigmShift, 3 weeks ago
Same here. Only us in the band (4 of us) have not had the jab form all the people we
know ....and between us that is a lot. After well over a year of raising our blood
pressure trying ro convince them with every known logic , we finally gave up . W know
longer speak to any of them - that includes mothers, fathers, brothers and sisters and
life-long friends. 

It was as though they were possessed, judging ny their reactions when confronted with
information other than what they were hearing in the media. 

We warned them years ago about the dangers os watching TV. To people who very
rarely watched TV, on the occasions we were forced to when in company with others, It
became darker, more obviolsy evil as the years passed by .

See if you can find the off set camera ramble by comedian and actor Rik Mayall from
about 4 years ago, where he warns people 'switch off the TV, people - you are in great
danger' He died shortly after that, mysteriously. 

As you say - we just leave them now to their choices. We have to. The horse has bolted
and they must now follow the path they have chosen 

For the rest of us - stay strong - stay true. We will see a new World soon, much better
thna the one we have known 

🙏💪🙏

https://rumble.com/vrsqcf-paradigm-shift-that-storm-the-savior-2nd-mix.html
161 rumbles

mlbud, 3 weeks ago
Someone mentioned tv watching. I hadn't thought of that. My husband and I stopped
watching tv years ago, and we are the only ones in our family who get it. All others are
watchers, and will not even listen to a voice of reason. When we tried, they would open
up their phones to look for links to prove us wrong. I'm wondering now if, in addition to
the obvious evil seen on tv, subliminal messages are also paralyzing the minds of our
loved ones. We can only pray for them now. :(

150 rumbles

Dreaume, 3 weeks ago
Same here entire family on wife side all Vaxxed and friends to. Fortunately my side
including my mom dad and sister all unvaxxed and actually my mom and I covid
recovered no issues mild symtoms. My mom is 65 and healthy so no issues at all. Stay
strong your all making the correct decision

105 rumbles

daniwanicki, 3 weeks ago
Same, parents and brother took the vaccine. I showed them project veritas videos of 3
pfizer scientists saying natural immunity is better than vaccine. And the vaers reports,
and fda website warning of miocarditis and all the athletes passing away. After all that,
they still got double jabbed because of the media. It's a tragedy. I hope the media and
government get hit with the karma they deserve.

87 rumbles

Spovelko, 3 weeks ago
My family all think I'm nuts also for not taking the vaccine or any boosters. Doesn't
seem to matter what information I send them. 

🥲🥲🥲

78 rumbles

allegreraul, 3 weeks ago
Unfortunately when you only get your news from TV, newspapers and radio, you're
going to get the same government propaganda from each of them and it's
understandable that you would think the one friend or family member who's warning
you about the danger of the covid jab is a kook. I mean who are you going to believe -
local news, national news, cable news, the local newspaper, etc..., or one random
person? Like the saying goes, it's easier to fool someone than to convince them they're
being fooled.

76 rumbles

Kimby53, 3 weeks ago
LEEPRZ, my sister is the same way! Mocks me about listening to bs, videos, watching
interviews etc. I am perceived a a crazy nut and conspiracy theorist and totally blown
off. It is heart breaking. She and my daughter tell me not to send them anymore info
because they will not look at it.

57 rumbles

Oliver15, 3 weeks ago

🙏

 Praying for your family and all the others in the world that have gotten these
injections.

45 rumbles

flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
@ParadiigmShift : Yes, I haven't watched TV in years and do everything online instead
(but no TV streaming), but it seems my entire family that watches TV at their respective
homes is totally brainwashed by the media and is vaxed to the max. Here's some
related TV humor: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0a2sqMLhGNM (3 min. long)

29 rumbles

98st4462ed, 3 weeks ago
Same here only my wife and I are not vaxx. All members of the family are. Now my wife
is slowly resisting my stance. Please all pray the Nuremburg Code will take action
soon. And its already hell to pay.

27 rumbles

flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
@98st4462ed : Have you shown her any videos? At the very least, I would have her
watch: US vax injury panel: https://thehighwire.com/videos/who-will-help-us/ 12 min.
long; Israeli vax injury testimonies: https://rumble.com/vn212d-the-testimonies-project-
the-movie.html 1 hour 7 min. long; UK funeral director:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/gigUyK3yLtMU/ 38 min.; German physicians examine
blood: https://rumble.com/vldaex-vaxxed-patients-blood-examined-horrific-findings-
revealed-by-german-physici.html 13:14 min. long; Best of Dr. Zelenko:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/TnZxsDwk0cFn/ 1 hour 8 min. long

25 rumbles

Turkina, 3 weeks ago
magnyc: I also. I'm so frightened for them.

25 rumbles

allegreraul, 2 weeks ago
I talked to my dad yesterday and he was telling me I need to run out and get an N95
mask, and I just shook my head. These people have no ability to do any critical thinking
and just go along with whatever the government tells them to do. Covid has been
around for two years, and just now they realized N95 masks are the key to defeating it?
Really, what study did you perform to compare masks and determine N95 prevents
covid transmission the best and when did you do it? Do the cloth masks and disposable
masks work or not? Masks are just one small part of the covid problem, but it's an
indicator that the government is not really serious about public health and is more
concerned with keeping the pandemic going so they can use it as an excuse to abuse
us.

21 rumbles

cookml, 2 weeks ago
My kids refuse to get it because of my passion. I am a RN but the in laws on the other
hand is the same story as yours. My stepfather got the injection, he had his first stroke
about 1.5 months after the injection then recently had a second stroke while driving his
truck and hit a car with a young girl in it and she is hurt now. He had brain surgery and
is in a care facility now. His brother got the injection around the same time and he
developed a rapid growing cancer and has passed away. My friend RN also got the
injection and not even a year has gone by and she had rapid growing breast cancer.
She had breast surgery and is OK so far. My friends since high school (they are
married) have developed rapid growing cancer. She had mastectomy but he thinks his
is under control now after chemo. My dental assistants father in law and his brother had
the injection around the same time. Both in late 40's. Her father in law had a heart
attach 3 months after injection and his friend had heart attack 3 weeks later. Both are
dead. Doctor told them it was to late for injection to be cause....

20 rumbles

CAlexyon, 2 weeks ago
same here. my wife and I are not vaxed but my children are and their spouses. they
don't even want to discuss it like adults. they're brainwashed . thank God the babies are
infants. my heart bleeds when I read shit like this. Pray, Pray, pray is all we can do for
them

19 rumbles

strefanash, 3 weeks ago
I am afradi so. we can only leave them to it. 
 
my only broter died in 2017 and two of his children, now grown, are vaxxed. bu the
younger two are not  
 
i hope that the children of the younger two are not vaxxed either but i have not heard as
they live in another province. 
 
but all my friends bar one is vaxxed. it ison them. i will not take responsibility if they
come complaining to me when they start dying off

12 rumbles

Sigkim, 3 weeks ago
Vaxx is thicker than blood....REEEE. ~The LEFT. 
 
Oh great, now my blood is too thick. ~The left.

10 rumbles

barbm519, 1 week ago
The jabs don't stop you getting the virus or transmitting it. So why are these people
taking the risk?

7 rumbles
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TonyKirk, 3 weeks ago
I have heard from multiple health care practitioners that the best remedy to counteract
the effects of these vaxxes is the oral therapy of taking N-Acetyl Cysteine (NAC) which
is the precursor of the production of Glutathione by your own Liver, and your body's
master anti-oxidant. 
It will destroy the Graphene Oxide. Your system will do the rest. If you want to speed up
the process of excretion, take some Chlorella. 
Prayers go out to your family. God Bless.

161 rumbles

donnatugs, 3 weeks ago
OMGOSH! I am so sorry! I am praying for your wife and my family to have been given
saline instead of the poison.

143 rumbles

lonniclarke, 3 weeks ago
NAC, C60, Ivermectin, Glutathione, Vitamins C & D, Chaga Tea, and Balanced Zinc is
what I've heard is helpful for repairing your situation. I'd check what Frontline Doctors
recommend at flccc.net.

132 rumbles

AussieLover, 3 weeks ago
I would cut your evil queer son OFF. And tell him why. If you have any money or assets,
make sure he does NOT get them.

112 rumbles

TonyKirk, 3 weeks ago
Biglydisasta, 
Thank you for mentioning those protocols. 
 
The remedies you mentioned are for targeting the spike proteins of the mRNA portion
of the vaxx. The NAC targets the Graphene Oxide. 
 
A scientist in Germany was killed by the Police two days after he divulged the nature of
the nano particles on video. 
 
They are atom thin slices of Graphene Oxide and what they do in the body is cut up the
Epithelial linings of the Capillaries. 
 
The more one excerises and circulates the Nano Particles, it seems the quicker they
die. 
 
Hence, the deaths now of some 150 professional athletes in mid stride on the field.

94 rumbles

LargeMarge1, 3 weeks ago
Albert Bourla the Pfizer CEO said himself that 2 shots offer little protection, if any. IF
ANY ?!? The things don't freaking work !! God help us.

85 rumbles

amacd, 3 weeks ago
There are protocols out there to help with the effects of the jab. Front line doctors, Clif
High on twitter has one pinned right at the top. You do not need a twitter account to see
it. just do a search.

77 rumbles

CivicChick, 3 weeks ago
And you had better hope shit doesn't happen to you! At the least, look into vitamin D3
and other ways to protect yourself against what the vaxxed are emitting. If you can get
the lot/batch number of your wife's shot, you can look up how pernicious it is here:
https://howbad.info.

72 rumbles

Hesetusfree, 3 weeks ago
Reduce your exposure to electromagnetics such as from the mobile phone, at night
turn phones onto airplane mode and off, turn the router off at night, see if there is a cell
tower aimed at your bedroom and mitigate the emf exposure. There are things we all
need to do.. live a detox lifestyle, look into gentle parasite cleanses which will also
include a heavy metal cleanse. Pray.

70 rumbles

StrawberryjewelRN, 3 weeks ago
My 23 yr old gay son that lives in woke New Orleans is against everything I believe. I’m
a racist because I voted for Trump. He has not spoken to anyone in his family since all
of this started. I could cry. He’s my baby. Prayers for your wife and son.

64 rumbles

TonyKirk, 3 weeks ago
jcaton, 
 
Because "DENIAL" is NOT a river in Egypt: 
 
Indiana life insurance CEO says deaths are up 40% among people ages 18-64 | 1 Jan
2022 | The head of Indianapolis-based insurance company OneAmerica said the death
rate is up a stunning 40% from pre-pandemic levels among working-age people. "We
are seeing, right now, the highest death rates we have seen in the history of this
business - not just at OneAmerica," the company's CEO Scott Davison said during an
online news conference this week. "The data is consistent across every player in that
business." OneAmerica is a 100 billion insurance company that has had its
headquarters in Indianapolis since 1877. "And what we saw just in third quarter, we're
seeing it continue into fourth quarter, is that death rates are up 40% over what they
were pre-pandemic," Davison said. "Just to give you an idea of how bad that is, a three-
sigma or a one-in-200-year catastrophe would be 10% increase over pre-pandemic,"
he said. "So 40% is just unheard of." Most of the claims for deaths being filed are not
classified as COVID-19 deaths, Davison said.

60 rumbles

Biglydisasta, 3 weeks ago
Carriemadej.com has a remedy protocol on her website. I also heard pine needle tea
and suramin is a good vaccine detox as well.

41 rumbles

Mustard_Tiger, 3 weeks ago
I am sorry. I wish I knew what to say to help her. She needs to go see a doctor and
show him this video. That is all I know to do.

35 rumbles

luminax, 3 weeks ago
I'm so sorry. I can only imagine the pain of having to deal with a very liberal gay son as
well. I'm so glad I never had children, I wouldn't be able to deal with these things as
graciously.

34 rumbles

TonyKirk, 3 weeks ago
jcaton, 
 
As I said, "DENIAL" is NOT a river in Egypt. 
 
..from a panel of 12 renowned Doctors-leaders in the fields ... 
 
"COVID-19- A Second Opinion" 
 
<https://rumble.com/vt9zxi-covid-19-a-second-opinion.html>

33 rumbles

TonyKirk, 3 weeks ago
jcaton, 
 
You might call this "switching" protocol that works for one that doesn't, but in dire
circumstances, since the monoclonals are derived from aborted fetuses, I call it murder
and deliberate depopulation: 
 
"Biden cuts off America’s supply of monoclonal antibodies – only “vaccines” allowed" 
 
<https://www.newstarget.com/2022-01-26-biden-cuts-off-monoclonal-antibodies-only-
vaccines.html>

30 rumbles

Jellee, 3 weeks ago
I hope nothing happens to your wife. But if it does, God forbid, you can lay the blame at
your son's door. I hope he feels good at pressuring your wife into allowing a dangerous
experimental gene therapy into herself.

28 rumbles

sayange, 3 weeks ago
same thing happened to my mom...a family friend swooped in and got my mom vaxxed
3 times in a short time without even asking us ..i consider that murder

24 rumbles

TonyKirk, 3 weeks ago
StrawberryjewelRN, 
 
I had a gay brother who is passed on in the 1980's in his 30's. 
It is unfortunate that they mix their political agendas to force others to accept their
predispositions with their sexual preferences. They do not see themselves as having an
illness that is very similar, and in some cases, connected to pedophilia. Touchy subject. 
 
On the purely political side, introduce him to Brandon Strake and his 500,000 strong
"WALKAWAY: movement. 
Countless testimonies are on You Tube, including Brandon's own story of awakening to
hypocrisy and lies of the WOKE Liberal movement. 
 
Peace and prayers. God Bless.

21 rumbles

TonyKirk, 3 weeks ago
JuventUS4Trump, 
 
"Liberal Gays" does not express the whole picture. 
 
"#WalkAway Founder Brandon Straka Addresses Media Lies a Year After FBI Arrest
For Non-Violent Role Jan 6th, 45-yr-old, gay, former Democrat hairstylist turned
conservative activist" 
<https://100percentfedup.com/walkaway-founder-brandon-straka-addresses-media-
lies-one-year-after-fbi-arrest-connected-to-jan-6th/> 
 
 
Incarcerated for Jan 6th- Brandon Straka @BrandonStraka "I have not spoken to my
twitter audience in an entire year. Please read my statement below." 
 
<https://twitter.com/BrandonStraka/status/1486480785595113473/photo/1> 
 
 
 
<https://twitter.com/BrandonStraka/status/1486480785595113473/photo/2>

20 rumbles

jenwells, 3 weeks ago
wow sorry to hear that you are going through this. May God strengthen you.

19 rumbles

flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
I have a very liberal gay sibling in PDX who is a high-level nurse. She's totally
brainwashed and pushes the vax online to everyone. We only communicate rarely and I
haven't told her my stance on the vax since she's just go ballistic. We aren't close, so
I'm not fretting over her exposure to the vax. In terms of detoxing, like other said, your
wife needs to take this stuff immediately, as the vax starts self-assembling internally
each day and she needs to stop it from doing that by detoxing:
https://www.orwell.city/2021/07/antioxidants.html

16 rumbles

PixelatedSoul, 3 weeks ago
It sounds like most negative effects show themselves within the first 30 days or so.
Hopefully your wife got placebo.

14 rumbles

17WW, 3 weeks ago
Have her eat plenty of healthy wholistic super foods consistently

14 rumbles

JuventUS4Trump, 3 weeks ago
..."liberal gay"?... I rather like to call these beings Homosexuals; for that's what they
really are...

14 rumbles

Rbso122220, 3 weeks ago
NANO SOMA

12 rumbles

BethWat, 3 weeks ago
Pray pray pray! God hears the prayers especially of fathers and mothers for their
children. You might very well be the last one standing and their help. They will regret it.
Be strong. Turn to God. With God all things are possible. 

✝🙏🙏🙏

10 rumbles

janvanruth, 3 weeks ago
how about letting him know that you cut him from your will? 
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Kitiekat4U, 3 weeks ago
My sister died from these shots on Dec. 24, I have a friend whose brother died two weeks
before my sister and he now is dying in the hospital from his shots. I have another sister who
has taken these shots and she is not doing well. My head is swimming from all of this.

149 rumbles

GregBjugstad1952, 3 weeks ago
I’m from Hawaii for 46 years and all my family is on the mainland. I defriended just about
everyone off facebook so I don’t have to know how stupid they are. I’ll never see them again
and they don’t listen to me anyway.

122 rumbles

EdgeLagerthaSeawolf, 3 weeks ago
Sadly many of my family have complied and have been boosted.I'm petrified what this is
going to do to them. They think I am the nut in the family the one with the Tin Foil Hat. I told
them I hope you can live with this. I don't trust our government and I thanked God for the
wisdom to research the Vaccine before I decided. I told them I want to go home to God the
way that he made me intact with His DNA.

120 rumbles

dannoah, 3 weeks ago
Same here, my four sisters, my brother and all their families are all vaxxed, including my
wife, now ex-wife, friends, and neighbors are all vaxxed, only me, my daughter, and son are
still unvaxxed and pureblooded, and they too think I'm crazy.

84 rumbles

Rkic, 3 weeks ago
10 years to make a vaccine. We got 4 genetic manipulations in 1 year. Those that think this is
okay wont be alive in 5 years.

81 rumbles

DAH8890, 3 weeks ago
I’m sorry... I have family too. There is only grief in being right. They wouldn’t listen... The grief
is ongoing.

70 rumbles

tho00148, 3 weeks ago
I feel you, all the people that I know that have taken it, are constantly sick and are out of
breath and have sick days off work. They think it's because they have covid and they can't
wait to take the booster. Meanwhile I haven't taken any shot or any tests and I feel perfectly
fine.

68 rumbles

Pamzy, 3 weeks ago
I lost my only daughter because I refuse to be a part of the experiment. I haven’t seen her or
my grandbabies in a year and a half and it has ripped my heart to shreds..

60 rumbles

linuxbynight, 3 weeks ago
Sadly, too late to warn anyone. Most people have already made their choice one direction or
the other. Everyone reading your post has similar stories about friends/family. The best you
can do is to pray for them and support them if/when the need arises.

59 rumbles

Smellslikepoop, 3 weeks ago
The sad part is that Doctors claim it is "just their time" when the elderly have strokes when
there was little to no risk for those who had strokes within a couple of weeks of the shot. I
believe that they are too scared to admit they had a part of being a dupe to murder.

57 rumbles

RonEBorden, 3 weeks ago
Same here. On the bright side my good friends, like me, refused the "vaxx". So we support
each other in these perilous times.

57 rumbles

Spudhill, 3 weeks ago
They think I'm selfish. I'd rather be called crazy by them, cuz they should know I've never
been selfish

54 rumbles

luminax, 3 weeks ago
If you warned them and provided proof then they are willfully rebellious. I would just leave
them be. Your family is the family of God anyway, not blood relations.

49 rumbles

Eddie21755, 3 weeks ago
Pure blood here. Don't cave to them.

47 rumbles

KathleenGriffin59, 3 weeks ago
Same here. It's so frightening. My 23 year old daughter I'm heart broken and my son & his
wife and she took the shot 6 months pregnant & nursed they have no idea. I tried so hard for
so long but they thought I was crazy. i had covid! i have antibodies and even if i didn't get it i
would not take those shots! Praying for you!

44 rumbles

Shadowridyrs, 3 weeks ago
Ur not crazy ur smarter than the sheeple who R useful idiots & can't think for themselves. I
never get flu shots & never catch the flu . I believe I hav the same DNA as my ancestors.
Who were immune to the bubonic plague & burnt & buried the dead of that dark time . I hav a
God given immune system uncompromised by jabs & bioweapons. The jab is the cause of
the spread . Stay resolve & U'll stay alive .

40 rumbles

how about letting him know that you cut him from your will? 
choices have consequences...

7 rumbles

Catchounette, 2 weeks ago
Oh really sorry to hear that, so many of us are dealing with family breakups, loss, due
to this split in reality, we’re all losing loving connections with friends or family members,
so important to connect with others, new found friends.

6 rumbles

SOtEM, 3 weeks ago
You better get her on some n-acetyl-cysteine and just tell her its good for your hearts. I
am afraid you will hear bad soon about your son. I have a lost nephew

6 rumbles

TonyKirk, 3 weeks ago
StrawberryjewelRN 
 
Typing in the dark. Sorry for the typo's. His name is Brandon Straka.

6 rumbles

flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
@LargeMarge1: The jabs were not created to offer protection. It's a depopulation
agenda. Each dose is more components of the their nano-size operating system that
they are downloading into your body to create a new internal network so they can track
and control you remotely. See the nano-AI here: https://tinyurl.com/52z3x6xp

5 rumbles

CAlexyon, 2 weeks ago
hey Steve sorry to hear that. my now 89 yo dad got. both shots. so far all's well but you
never know. God will protect your wife. stay strong patriot

3 rumbles

flockofdoves, 2 weeks ago
@Tewwi: Airplane mode while sleeping has been suggested to reduce EMF exposure
coming off your phone....you said you turn it 'off,' but that can mean the ringer or
'powering off'....if you completely power it 'off' so that the screen is black, that probably
stops all EMF exposure....otherwise, keep it in another room from where you sleep....

2 rumbles

Tewwi, 2 weeks ago
This question is for hesetusfree. Why do I need to also put phone on airplane mode? I
do turn my phone off at nite, but never considered airplane mode. Thanx for you
response, in advance.

1 rumble

TonyKirk, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-2 rumbles

jcaton, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-14 rumbles
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TheLightReports, 3 weeks ago
And the lying traitors in the healthcare system will claim it's from Covid not the clot shot.
Welcome to the era of completely ignoring blatantly obvious cold hard facts.

86 rumbles

boomercylon, 3 weeks ago
I'm so sorry for your loss. I, too, lost one of my closest friends. She got her third shot,
then died of a massive heart attack less then 10 days later. She was in perfect health.
Her family is reeling, but refuse to connect the dots. I also feel my mother died from the
shots. She was elderly but had a stroke a few weeks after the boost. The family writes
it off as just 'elderly'. I am inconsolable after watching her die.

77 rumbles

donnatugs, 3 weeks ago
Oh, I am so sorry! :'(

43 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
My uncle died 10 days after his Pfizer, my mother got Alzheimer on steroids after
sometime the first - second, it was after the second when it became very noticeable,
but let herself persuaded to have the booster. I guess this is the end, she can't do
anything alone, too confused. My only real friend was coerced, she is well for now. I
can't reach my son due to new girlfriend but rather sure he got it too - based on the
arrogant ignorance of that goose with DD breast. Better not to have anyone close, too
painful.

35 rumbles

GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
@boomercyclone - So sorry for the loss of your friend. The elderly are being
decimated. In this article included is the number of Medicare patients who passed
within 14 days of taking the shot. EVERYONE needs to see it. 
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/us-govt-whisteblowers-sound-alarm-over-increases-
in-miscarriages-cancer-since-covid-shot-rollout/

35 rumbles

Chonpz, 3 weeks ago
So sorry

33 rumbles

sayange, 3 weeks ago
7 of our friends r vaxxed injured 3 are dead ...its really hard to handle ..hugs

24 rumbles

Minnie14, 3 weeks ago
I'm so sorry.

17 rumbles

dalia1961, 3 weeks ago
I'm so very sorry, that's just ludicrous. Praying that you find some comfort soon. I don't
know how I could live with that, it's bad enough my 26 year old daughter died and she
passed from an onset of diabetes which I didn't have any clue about as none of us
were diabetic. Many hugs and prayers, stay safe and strong. 
.

12 rumbles

BethWat, 3 weeks ago
I feel or you. Pray for them. I’m sorry for this. All this has been prophecized about a
genocide, 1/3of the world will die in these apocalyptic times. But in the end, God will
triumph! He will crush the wicked and truth and goodness will be victorious! The good
will be vindicated. But the purge and purification of humanity is now beginning. Pray. 

🙏

6 rumbles

Susandawn, 3 weeks ago
May you find peace and solace in these crazy times. Your comfort in Nature and truth.
source energy or God. Whatever your belief is.

3 rumbles

Terri5757, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-5 rumbles

jcaton, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-15 rumbles
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summerrain333, 3 weeks ago
Im with you. I actually deleted FB and all other social media because I could no longer
listen to family speak of the fear and their vaxxination. Every time I mentioned any
science against the vaxxine they attacked me. I am happier without them. Find your
own tribe. Walk with lions, not sheep.

119 rumbles

Lekkerwyn, 3 weeks ago
The fact that these mandates create such division and brokenness between families
and friends, is proof that they are evil. 
God brings peace, not division.

112 rumbles

CarolynSigns, 3 weeks ago
The most horrifying thing happened in February of 2021. My grandson had Jujitsu by
an Albertsons who rolled out the vaccine signs heavy on their store. Both my grandkids
who have been homeschooled this entire time saw those signs. We do not watch
television or listen to radio but somehow they became highly agitated and age 12 and
14 and Demanded that I take them to get vaccinated right then and there. When I tried
to explain why we were not doing that? They both got very Angry with me. And
demanded that they be taken to that store and vaccinated. We were on our way home
from picking up my grandson from class. They about gave me a heart attack and they
would not accept my explanation. They seemed to be under a powerful mind control
spell. We were by 4 large cell towers and communication towers when it happened. I
have never had them react this way about anything, food, toy, outing, nothing. They
remained angry with me for days. I have never experienced anything like this with
them. I prayed, it is all I knew to do. That was last year, and they never brought it up
again O_o Why did they react this way? We have never before discussed vaccines in
our household. My youngest is vaccine injured and can barely walk or stand without
support. Her foot is malformed and she walks tippy toe. This was a delayed reaction to
forced vaccines at age 3. She is twelve. She developed at 9 years old and now cannot
walk, she is slightly autistic but high functioning. No Vaxx No Way. I am not sacrificing
my kids to Baal and Jeffrey Epstein's friends for their experiment.

49 rumbles

MindWarrior, 3 weeks ago
I defriended Facebook itself years ago.

47 rumbles

MoubleTraker, 3 weeks ago
What an incredible division and separation is taking place all across the country, and
perhaps the world. It reminds me of Jesus’ parable of the wheat and the tares, and the
sheep and the wolves. What we’re seeing is very significant separation of those who
know and stand for truth versus those who are content with error and lies. Read 2
Thessalonians 2:10-12.

19 rumbles

luminax, 3 weeks ago
It's sad when you have to defriend people after all this time, realising they were never
really friends, and furthermore, they are deluded.

11 rumbles

Catchounette, 2 weeks ago
MoubleTraker,  
I also thought of the division of the wheat and the tares.

7 rumbles

jcaton, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-12 rumbles
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nickanor, 3 weeks ago
There are many that are with you . Our family is becoming bigger all the time. We come
from every corner of the earth. God bless the families. From Vancouver Island, BC.

57 rumbles

AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
We have never met but we are now in one God loving family. Love and peace to you.

53 rumbles

patay920, 3 weeks ago
Amen, EdgeLagerthaSeawolf! I also researched. I didn't trust that any of it was on the
level when they were bribing people with free donuts for a year and whatever else they
tried -lottery tickets, you remember I'm sure. I thank God for His merciful hand of health
over me and my husband. Both of us are in our mid-70's. We also feel as you to - go
home with the DNA God gave us.

44 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
I thank you to Eleanor McBean' book, The Poisoned Needle, true history of vaxxes, I
was much earlier a hard core antivax than this hoax arrived, never considered to have
it. Stay away from wireless tech as much as you can. It never was a virus but acute
radiation sickness.

27 rumbles

FocusAbove, 3 weeks ago
Amen

22 rumbles

Katzen_1, 3 weeks ago
Those same words flew out of my mouth when discussing the shot with my son. I'm
sure God put those words in my mouth because I wasn't thinking that when we were
discussing the shot.

19 rumbles

Turkina, 3 weeks ago
My husband and daughter are vaxxed and they also think I'm the crazy one. Now I fear
what could happen to them.

18 rumbles

ParadiigmShift, 3 weeks ago
Well said! Same here. 
 
We will form new families now and in the future, real families that share common beliefs
and actually love each other, rather then the often forced bonds of parents and
siblings,, 
 
Stay strong - stay true to your beliefs. Our numbers grow daily.  
 
https://rumble.com/vgkpkh-paradigm-shift-hymm-to-john-the-baptist.html

18 rumbles

VeganViv, 2 weeks ago
It looks as if we have found our tribe. So sad that the family that were once my ver
reason for living, are now like strangers. Breaks my heart but, I am making wonderful
connections with new and inspiring truth seekers who, like me, can see through the
fakery. Mass formation indeed.

4 rumbles

jcaton, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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UnicornGoat74, 3 weeks ago
My family, friends and neighbors all think I'm a nutter, I'm unvaxxed too, pureblooded,
and they all think I'm telling lies, some say I need psychiatric help, sorry I'm not sheep
like them and I know what I say/did is correct, I'm fully awake, been fully awake since
2020. I just hope one day they all wake up together and find that the govt all over the
world has been lying to all of us, but by then it'll too late for some.

49 rumbles

Mrsckb, 3 weeks ago
My family too! Purebloods here! I just read an article that the jabbed cannot donate
plasma. Just something else to make you question why. That darn spike protein isn't
good for anyone! Stay strong!

46 rumbles

MoubleTraker, 3 weeks ago
The truth has set you free. The road is very narrow. Stay on it, don’t look back, rather
look straight in Jesus‘ face and trust in Him. He is the way, the truth and the life. This is
a major worldwide sorting-out process of the sheep from the goats.

24 rumbles
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lorcis, 3 weeks ago
2 to 3 years max before they die, USA insurance companies report deaths already up
40 %

21 rumbles

CarolynSigns, 3 weeks ago
It would take 30 years to manufacture 8 billion vaccines. And it did.

15 rumbles

jcaton, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-18 rumbles
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VeganViv, 2 weeks ago
This has been the only time in my life that I have prayed that I am wrong. Sadly it isn't
going to happen. I am so afraid for my fully jabbed family and friends.

3 rumbles

V

T

chrisgebel, 3 weeks ago
Me too. I am the only one who can walk without getting short of breath. All my co
workers are vaccinated

51 rumbles

C

P

privacy4me, 3 weeks ago
so sorry to hear that, keep the faith, hopefully she will see the error of her ways. Luckily
my friends and family all still speak to me and gather with me but I do get pressure from
my partner all the time about getting the jab. He reads the local statistics to me every
day.

31 rumbles

OBeautiful, 3 weeks ago
Actually, if my kids did that, I would say fine call me when the truth is revealed, I'll be
here.

29 rumbles

Teraza, 3 weeks ago
I cried for 4 yrs straight when my grown kids(now 39 and 40) turned their backs on me
because I was drawn by the Father and drastically changed. Christ made me a new
creation in Christ and the word of God renews my mind. They liked the fake christian
mom that I was that still acted and lived like the world! After Jesus saved my soul; my
desires and needs changed. I could no longer go along to get along knowing that their
sin would send them to hell so I told them the gospel of Christ. I pleaded with my
beloved kids to turn from sinning so they would not perish. It has been 10 yrs now. It
still hurts but not like it did those first 4 to 6 yrs. I was a total mess. I have 6 grands that
love me and need me . Greater is he that is in me than he that is in the world. I can do
all things through Christ who strengthens me. The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom. Are you born again? Blessings to you... 
 
Matthew 11:Rest for the Weary(Jesus talking) 
…27All things have been entrusted to Me by My Father. No one knows the Son except
the Father, and no one knows the Father except the Son and those to whom the Son
chooses to reveal Him. 28Come to Me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will
give you rest. 29Take My yoke upon you and learn from Me; for I am gentle and humble
in heart, and you will find rest for your souls.… 
 
https://www.livingwaters.com/hells-best-kept-secret/

19 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
I lost my son similarly, there were problems already and he thought we were crazy
conspiracy theorists.

19 rumbles

MoubleTraker, 3 weeks ago
You will also be quite surprised about whom you will see in heaven and whom not.
Truth does divide, eternally.

8 rumbles

OBeautiful, 3 weeks ago
I can't imagine offspring shunning their mother unless there was abuse - but you would
have been shunned a long time ago if that were the issue.

7 rumbles

Sigkim, 3 weeks ago
Teraza I cried for 4 yrs straight when my grown kids(now 39 and 40) turned their backs
on me because I was drawn by the Father and drastically changed. 
 
Jesus said to follow Him:) God loves your faith:)

4 rumbles
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jenwells, 3 weeks ago
wow so sad but true.

13 rumbles

Mustard_Tiger, 2 weeks ago
Not exactly. Yes many took the shots initially without thinking a thing about it. All but
one of my family members (aunt) has decided not to take the Fauci-endorced booster
shot. There are millions of Americans who took the initial shots and determined they
were fooled. I do not know the exact numbers, but the government does. Many realized
when the government started touting a third shot that they were being taken for a ride. I
think they also saw the progression from them offering hamburgers/fries, etc. to take it
or lose your job, and they saw the trick.

5 rumbles

Maverick, 1 week ago
It is not too late to keep people from getting the boosters. Many are questioning what
they have been told and open to information they were not previously as they realize
they have been lied to. Each jab is more dangerous than the last. Two of our daughters
and husbands got the first two shots because they were forced to for work, but are now
refusing boosters due to having their eyes opened.

3 rumbles
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Helen202156, 3 weeks ago
These are the same people who have been killing the elderly with overdoses of
morphine for DECADES. No, doctors are well practised at the art of deception. Families
just believe what they're told.

19 rumbles

GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
@Smellslikepoop - Those "Doctors" attempting to cover elders deaths by jab with "It's
just their time" need confronting with the fact that no injection is going to stop inevitable
death if "its just their time". The elderly can meet "their time" head on without proven
deadly injections from man.

10 rumbles

wl26, 2 weeks ago
Being scare is one thing, but doing the RIGHT and come out with their knowledge if
they no it is bad, say it. The only way we can stop the gov/ health officials in their drive
to push the vx, is to not comply and bring evidence to uncover the corrupt and deadly
process they are perpetrating on the people.

5 rumbles
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jcaton, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-17 rumbles

brendaqueen, 3 weeks ago
Amen, that is exactly how it is. Often times the people that really do love us for who we
really are versus what we can provide, are not blood related.

29 rumbles

K

Helen202156, 3 weeks ago
I always say we love our grandkids as much as our kids but we have NO control over
their lives. We have to rely on our kids to do the right thing. I only pray that my kids
resist the shots for their kids. My son and I had to get the shots (we would not have
done so otherwise, had no intention of ever getting them) so my grandkids could get
out of another state and come live with us. We have all had covid in the last 2 weeks
and all recovered thanks very much. Now politicians are saying they might have to get
jabbed to go to school. HOME SCHOOL! These dictators just won't let up until they
murder us all - and covid itself is nothing in a healthy person. Kids only get high temps
at night for a few nights then they're fine. No need for any shots. Politicians and their
medical advisers need to be hung from the highest tree.

21 rumbles

WalkingbytheSpiritAlways, 3 weeks ago
I am so sorry. I hope that you know Jesus, and know that the rescue is near.

13 rumbles

H

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Yes, and now that a lot of people are dying, they come up with a new variant to blame
so they can cover up the deaths from the jabs. It will never end until the "jabbed" are all
dead!

17 rumbles

MoubleTraker, 3 weeks ago
Very true!
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SlashRocks, 3 weeks ago
If you ever wondered if Americans would comply just like what happened in Nazi Germany, now
you know...

102 rumbles
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bykofskymaria, 3 weeks ago
Many in my family had taken that poison and I still 
cannot comprehend how they believed in that lie..

38 rumbles

ItsAllPolitical2020, 3 weeks ago
You are not alone. I tell them, they are nuts for getting them. It blows my mind how they
volunteered for this!! 

🤯

38 rumbles

ZeynepLyra, 3 weeks ago
Most of us are in the same boat :(

37 rumbles

karma1955, 3 weeks ago
they are idiots just like all 20+ in my clan.

34 rumbles

mlbud, 3 weeks ago
Our "fully protected" family exposed my husband and me to their positive cases. We have
suffered along with them, but are in recovery. Stay strong!

30 rumbles

suerose01, 3 weeks ago
Thank God they have one smart person in the family.

28 rumbles

Jeepgurl76, 3 weeks ago
Don’t give in, you are not crazy and don’t let them make you think you are crazy!! You have a
mind of your own. “Misery loves company “ It does not matter who’s right or wrong. It matters
that you choose your own path!

26 rumbles

OBeautiful, 3 weeks ago
I don't think I could even talk to them - they injected an unknown substance into their blood
stream - no possible way to know if there will be long term negative consequences. It's as if
they've lost their minds - I know I can't get my head around, "here, inject this" what is it? "I'll
tell you in 75 years". Okay.

25 rumbles

AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
Welcome to the crazy but smart gang.

25 rumbles

ViajeroExtranjero, 3 weeks ago
Sadly, it happens not only within families but also in so called friends circle. Isolation is one
the purpose to accomplish this madness adding 24/7 news and all of us can see the results.
this has been done all over the world. My wife and I can't see our friends since they are
vaccine believers but the good news is that my in laws even though they are vaccinated we
can see them openly including my mother in law 104 years old who I kiss, hug and sometime
I have to carry to her bed. if you could see her face when she sees us her mood change
positively. there is nothing most important than family closeness.

23 rumbles

SillyKat, 3 weeks ago
My family too, they think I am crazy for not getting this clot shot.

23 rumbles

PatriotBrad, 3 weeks ago
Only my adult daughter working in the medical community has taken the shots + booster. 
 
Watching and praying.

23 rumbles

nickanor, 3 weeks ago
Our son and daughter in-law have both received the phoney jab. They feel that my wife and I
are conspiracy theorists because we won't take the jab. I worry that they will jab their two
daughters, 10 and 12 yrs old. Our daughter and son in-law have not taken the jab nor will
they give it to their daughter and son. I am tempted to show this video to my son,however, I
believe he would be terrified and worried if he saw it. I don't want to be the cause of possible
mental stress on him or his wife, so I won't even tell them what we saw.

21 rumbles

Realist101, 3 weeks ago
It's heart breaking to see family members taking this poison, but what is just as painful is the
fact they would rather believe a person on a TV, or a Politician rather than listen to their own
family members. I am in a similar position to yourself in that there are many of my family
have had the 3. They will no listen to a word I say even though supply evidence and have
demonstrated to them that I am fully healthy without taking anything. They just cannot break
themselves away from the covid brainwashing. Very sad.

15 rumbles

Hippychickgirl57, 3 weeks ago
They are the crazy ones if thats their death wish tell them have at it purebloods forever. .
What they fail to realize they don't stop them from getting covid tell them when that happens
don't say I didn't warn you . 
 
We can't fix stupid people they are the ones spreading covid to us unvaxed I got covid from
these dumbass people and it knocks you on your ass

15 rumbles

christinelc, 3 weeks ago
I am so sorry... I have a friend who rushed to get her grandson the shot.. he is 10 or 11 and
he now is having severe seizures and the meds are not even touching them... no surprise
there... the "Doctors" say they don't know what is wrong... it is the most evil thing I have ever
witnessed... I hope your family is ok and will make it through... God that must be so hard for
you. ((((hugs))))

12 rumbles

Rambleon55, 3 weeks ago
Same here I’m the only one out of a family of 10 that didn’t get it and they all think I’m crazy

11 rumbles

privacy4me, 3 weeks ago
mine too, i am staying strong

11 rumbles

waldoslack, 3 weeks ago
A common theme for the pure bloods. Let the shedding continue.... 
 
Beg's the question. Doe's sex transfer graphine? Can it introduce clot genes?

11 rumbles

DystopianTimes, 3 weeks ago
DOD deleted data on vaxxed MIL deaths. DARPA hid Daszak proposal too. If the virus & vax
aren't bioweapons, why hide records? Pls tell fam 
 
Military Doctors Blow Whistle on Vaccine Injuries 
https://rumble.com/vtc2y4-military-doctors-blow-whistle-on-vaccine-injuries-sen-ron-johnson-
hearing.html 
 
"Project Veritas has obtained a separate report to the Inspector General of the Department of
Defense written by U.S. Marine Corp Major, Joseph Murphy, a former DARPA Fellow. 
https://www.projectveritas.com/news/military-documents-about-gain-of-function-contradict-
fauci-testimony-under/ 
 
From Maj. Murphy's analysis: 
2. SARS-CoV-2, hereafter referred to as SARSr-CoV-WIV, is a synthetic spike protein
chimera engineered to attached to human ACE2 receptors and inserted into a recombinant
bat SARSr-CoV backbone. It is likely a live vaccine not yet engineered to a more attenuated
state that the program sought to create with its final version. It leaked and spread rapidly
because it was aerosolized so it could efficiently infect bats in caves, but it was not ready to
infect bats yet, which is why it does not appear to infect bats. The reason the disease is so
confusing is because it is less a virus than it is engineered spike protein hitch-hiking a ride on
a SARSr-CoV quasispecies swarm. The closer it is to the final live attenuated vaccine form,
the more likely that it has been deattentuating since initial escape in August 2019. 
 
The utility of certain countermeasures can be extrapolated from the documents: 
- The team selected for SARSr-CoVs that were more monoclonal antibody and vaccine
resistant. 
- It is not practical to inoculate bats directly with shots, nor can bats get respiratory infections
from droplets, so the team developed an aerosol to deliver the inoculations directly into the
caves. To ensure it worked well, they developed the aerosol against masked civets. 
- The proposal notes that interferon, Remdesivir, and chloroquine phosphate inhibit SARSr-
CoV viral replication.

10 rumbles

Mccrackin, 3 weeks ago
your not crazy, you have critical thinking

10 rumbles

themaddestuncle, 3 weeks ago
And they are ALL gonna be dead in 5 years or less...

10 rumbles

MrTramp, 3 weeks ago
Far from crazy. Good job not caving to their pressure!

10 rumbles

ShearTHEwolf, 3 weeks ago
Hey, my family knows exactly what's going on and trying to encourage me to go to the ER for
an infected cyst on my head. I have COPD but even if I didn't, I wouldn't enter a hospital.
Nope!

9 rumbles

JoJoPagan, 3 weeks ago
You're not crazy... but you must feel like it watching your family do this to themselves...

8 rumbles

JayMan66, 3 weeks ago
sounds like pretty much everyone watching and then some...

8 rumbles

mtman2, 3 weeks ago
I know...its nuts with these gung-ho trusting people this now makes it even harder so one
almost hates to explain the downside to the disbelieving good people you care to help...!

8 rumbles

boozinsoozin, 3 weeks ago
I'm sorry donnatugs, but I kind of butted ahead of the line...my original comment goes to the
bottom of the barrel here and I have a major question to ask the experts: 
 
Can EDTA Chelation work on getting the worm-like krap out of the veins/arteries?  
 
Chelation therapy is a chemical process in which a synthetic solution—EDTA
(ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid)—is injected into the bloodstream to remove heavy metals
and/or minerals from the body.

7 rumbles

Smiles4U, 3 weeks ago
Same here. 

😢

 

😢

 

😢

7 rumbles

Spovelko, 3 weeks ago
No shots for me either.

6 rumbles

Joycemorse1, 3 weeks ago
You’re crazy SMART! We must show compassion for those who thought they were doing the
right thing. So sad!

5 rumbles

Annoyed2022, 3 weeks ago
Yep. Cant even talk to them.

5 rumbles

Dawnplacehobbs, 3 weeks ago
They don't know what they got. They got shot with something of unknown origin.

5 rumbles

Cnbg248, 3 weeks ago
I know how you feel!

5 rumbles

YHVHHAVEMERCY, 3 weeks ago
I am in the save situation with family member. Please keep The Faith of Christ, The Faith of
Jesus Christ. The Lord Jesus Christ said this will happen among families. It hurts but the
Kingdom of God is much more important. Lord Jesus Christ keep, Preserve, bless you by His
Grace and Mercy. At all cost do not take the Bio-Weapon falsely so called vaccine and test.

4 rumbles

Eeshaaaaw, 2 weeks ago
Mine too ...  
Praying for the ones left like us... 
This is genocide. .. 
Absolute GENOCIDE!

3 rumbles

Aquagirl7, 3 weeks ago
Show them this video!!

3 rumbles

Tychometer, 3 weeks ago
You need to read this, make copies, send links, tell your friends and family (who said you
were crazy with conspiracy theories that were deplorable despicable and deranged) 
Tell them to read this and circle back.  
 
https://www.city-journal.org/covid-origin-conspiracy

3 rumbles

Nikitatheflyingbarbie, 3 weeks ago
Same here

3 rumbles

mo1q, 1 day ago
Welcome to the club. We belong to a slowly growing "minority" of humans equipped with
functional brains.... Hang in there.... More "pandemics" are heading our way thanks to the
gates/fauci/big pharma newly discovered muliti-billion money machine.... Get out and
exercise in the sun (download the free app "Dminder") for free Vit D; stay close to
trees/shrubs (near infra red radiation activates intracellular melatonin). Take 1,000-5,000 mg
of cheap ascorbic acid (vit C) per day, 300 mg of magnesioum and a little vit k2. That is all we
need to keep a strong immune system.

2 rumbles

BoxerLover19, 1 week ago
I too and the only 1 of a family of 6 who has not taken the jab ... they too think I am not wise
but "my body my choice" If there's a treatment WHICH THERE ARE MANY why would I put
unknown/unapproved shit in my body? Hang in there donnatugs there are many of us out
there like you!

2 rumbles

DeceptionMatters, 1 week ago
No your not crazy!!! They are deceived!

2 rumbles

Sidney777, 2 weeks ago
Don’t get it

2 rumbles

TomDude, 2 weeks ago
I hear ya.

2 rumbles

elahau17, 2 weeks ago
Have them watch this video

2 rumbles

TerriMP, 3 weeks ago
No You’re Not crazy! You’re very smart for not getting any of it.

2 rumbles

B0xTurtle459, 3 weeks ago
I know what you are experiencing.

2 rumbles

Markus, 3 weeks ago
Send them the video

2 rumbles

SnakeDr, 1 day ago
Right! Me too. Even the one Trump supporter in my family got the VAXX. Let's keep that in
mind. Trump endorsed it.

1 rumble

DebWeaver3, 2 days ago
I feel for you, as all three of my adult children, my sister and her whole family, and my brother
and his wife have taken the Pfizer jabs. I cannot seem to get through to ANYONE... i is like
they are all hypnotized and think they HAVE to do this!

1 rumble

Ecclesiasteseight11, 3 weeks ago
Convince them to watch this video!

1 rumble

airdrop72, 3 weeks ago
I did the J&J , rest of family did the others , not sure what is going on .

1 rumble

Kurganhighlander7, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-2 rumbles

Very true!
7 rumbles

B

wl26, 2 weeks ago
When the truth comes out, they will panic in disbelief knowing they were lied too,
mislead. They will scramble to get medical help but it will be too late.

3 rumbles

I

Katzen_1, 3 weeks ago
One time when I was visiting my son and his family, he mentioned getting the booster.
So being the smart mouth I am, I said you know you are now part of an experimental
injection. To my amazement, he answered by saying yeah, but he felt fine so no big
deal.

27 rumbles
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nickanor, 3 weeks ago
OBeautiful, I have told my son everything that was in the video. It was the first time we
talked in a year. He still thinks that I am a conspiracy theorists. I told him to watch the
dam video then. He won't. I left him with these words. " If you inject the girl's with the
poison jab, there will be hell to pay". My daughter wanted to see the video and I gave
her the link. She phoned me later that day and said, "dad, thank you, thank you, thank
you, I love you and mom sooo much,stay safe ". My son is breaking our hearts.

21 rumbles

OBeautiful, 3 weeks ago
Nickanor - Wow, really heart wrenching - so glad your daughter got the message. It is
just harder for some people to get past their obstinance in defending a decision even if
they know or discover it was bad.

13 rumbles

O

A

Teraza, 3 weeks ago
Being born again in Christ is the most important thing in ones life because if one doesnt
repent and turn from sinning and trust in Christ; one does go to hell. Triune God and his
holy scriptures should always be first. Family second. Are you born again?  
https://www.livingwaters.com/hells-best-kept-secret/

10 rumbles

S

P

FocusAbove, 3 weeks ago
@nickanor. Do not fear to speak the truth. You could be saving your grandkids.

41 rumbles

mlbud, 3 weeks ago
In the same boat. Our family member will not open any links I send with factual
information. In conversation, they are quick to open links in their phones to "prove" how
wrong I am.

18 rumbles

donnatugs, 3 weeks ago
Oh, I think you should share the link with them. Maybe it will wake them up.

16 rumbles

flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
I just bit the bullet with elderly mom who is at least double-jabbed and I told her I didn't
want her getting the booster....I made a list of 9 hours of the top videos I've found on
every related topic.....she only agreed to watch 3 hours of it with me....I think she got
boosted anyway. But I told her that she knew my stance and I wasn't going to keep
acting like everything was fine in the world so that she'd be comfortable because this
was a life-and-death scenario....I get tired of avoiding talking about when I see
her....she just wants to live her final years in bliss with the injections. And I refuse to be
complicit in her bubble of happiness while she continues to get boosted due to the
media brainwashing her. When your grandkids are dying from the jabs, you will be
remorseful you didn't say or do more.....

15 rumbles

janvanruth, 3 weeks ago
and what will you say when your son gets your grandchildren jabbed and they fall
seriously ill? 
something like: i could have told you so, but i didn't because i didn't want to upset you? 
you do know what he will answer, now don't you?

9 rumbles

MoubleTraker, 3 weeks ago
The stress will come later, no matter what. You have to be as bold as Peter was when
he cut off the soldier’s ear, while aiming at his head.

6 rumbles

wl26, 2 weeks ago
The hard truth is the only way to wake people . It is tough love if you want to try and
save them. All you can do is give the information and let them decide. Their choice
right? Hopefully they see the truth. Tell to stop watching msm, radio etc. research on
DuckDuckGo . Hope for the best prepare for the worse!

5 rumbles
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MoubleTraker, 3 weeks ago
CBC 
Covid Brainwashed Cult.

7 rumbles
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Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Probably yes till some level, I don't know hey shedding nano particles or emitting the
'vaccine frequency' - Icke' words but they do emit something on Bluetooth frequency,
they make me ill with weird symptoms as if I would be vaxxed, too but I recover after a
coupe of days. Happens when it's vax season and many got a dose or I travel with
them for long hours. Have metal crowns, acting like antennas? Anyway they do cause
symptoms to the unvaxxed.

15 rumbles

flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
Yes, unprotected sex is a direct 'injection' of the nano-AI, spike proteins, and hydra into
your vagina and bodily fluids. They designed this bioweapon like rat poison where
when the rat takes it back to the colony, the entire colony is affected. And vaxxed men
have the spike proteins and toxins attached to their sperm and children conceived from
it will be sterile. Allegedly, baby girls will have no ovarian reserve (eggs they are born
with for life) and boys will have sperm that don't swim. This is a depopulation agenda.
Also, the vax affects implantation and attacks the placenta.

14 rumbles

wl26, 2 weeks ago
If Brest feeding can hurt babies, I think there is a possibility as well. Just sayin

2 rumbles

SOtEM, 3 weeks ago
Go ahead? Find out?

2 rumbles
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MoubleTraker, 3 weeks ago
Churches with 5 to maximum 25 members will be normal again. All the Megas will be
sitting empty and useless.

3 rumbles
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Windlass, 3 weeks ago
What I have noticed is that those who have gotten the injection immediately become
changed personalities, and not in a good way. 
 
They are emotionally combative, and have some really deep kind of emotional
attachment to the fact that they have gotten the injection. They are extremely sensitive
about any suggestion that it may be a bad idea, and they seem to become immediate
pushy 'evangelists' for everyone else to get the shot, and they seem to believe that all
those who have not gotten the injection are deliberate "murderers". Very wierd. 
I have been shocked to hear one injected soul say passionately that he wishes that
everyone who refuses the injection would just go away and die. 
I think they're all nuts, myself. 
Muck the Fandate.

18 rumbles
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PatrickHuey, 3 weeks ago
And continue to spread some more disinformation? This is not accurate. I don’t give a
damn if you get vaccinated or not however after myself embalming about 900-1,000
COVID bodies I can say these “unheard of” blood clots are NOT a sudden issue
because of vaccine….that’s bullshit…the uncommon issue of large volume of semi
solid blood clots has been a common embalming problem with COVID bodies since this
all began and that was well before any vaccine was available. This issue is common
throughout the world and has been discussed amongst professional embalmers since
the beginning of COVID.
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Eeshaaaaw, 2 weeks ago
Really.... how horrible to say that... 
God help and heal your tortured soul...

2 rumbles
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brianpommy, 3 weeks ago
Australians are exactly the same, Kiwis too.  
Satanic.

31 rumbles

Shadowridyrs, 3 weeks ago
Many Americans R mindless sheeple. Who still believe in the compromised MSM &
Propagandists like the View . They will never wake up . They will die living on their knees ,
worshipping the great & powerful OZ of DC.

26 rumbles

Ralphanon, 3 weeks ago
absolutely true

14 rumbles

Shadowridyrs, 3 weeks ago
Many Americans R mindless sheeple. Who still believe in the compromised MSM &
Propagandists like the View . They will never wake up . They will die living on their knees ,
worshipping the great & powerful OZ of DC.

11 rumbles

Joycemorse1, 3 weeks ago
Fear was the motivator! 

B

Tjones0341, 3 weeks ago
Yeah sad part is they think they are the smart ones! actually they are brainwashed
sheep, and there are articles written how some minds are so easily manipulated and
how others are not. I guess we actually are the smarter people! i just can't get over why
they don't even try to look at the data, or even try to figure out what they are putting in
their body!!! They spend more time on the internet researching about what lgqtvxyz.

10 rumbles

Kurganhighlander7, 3 weeks ago
MOST Americans are mindless. It's truly a tiny minority that is not. If these vaccines
really do break down the immune system and contribute to an early death, then it's not
a bad thing and will allow those of us with a brain and a soul to enjoy some more
breathing space as they vacate the premises and spare the world of their stupidity. It's
a hell of a way to thin out a herd that's gotten more and more degenerate with time

6 rumbles

MartinGustavssonVetenskapligaPartiet, 2 weeks ago
Listening to a professor in psychiatry about "mass formation", the sheepish issue
seems to be similar everywhere, and can be measured in percent.

3 rumbles

Eeshaaaaw, 2 weeks ago
Pray for them..

1 rumble
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MrReadandLearn, 3 weeks ago
You need to have those fibrous "clots" analyzed. What are they made of ?

95 rumbles
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WorkingClassHeroes, 3 weeks ago
Hang 'em high...start with Fauchi and then the ALL the Cabal Bloodline FAMILIES... 
NO EXCEPTIONS!!!

63 rumbles

Hazzyskies, 3 weeks ago
Heartbreaking!...So many of us have loved ones who voluntarily took this poison! 

💔😢💔

30 rumbles

Briguy72, 3 weeks ago
My whole family except my mom. Two dead from cancer that was caused by it, stay tuned for the
rest.

27 rumbles

SKG04, 3 weeks ago
I’m the only one in my family to not have gotten it, I’m a nurse…

18 rumbles

JessieBeaner, 3 weeks ago
If I had taken these shots I would be taking large quantities of proteolytic and fibrinolytic enzymes,
as well as lumbrokinase…….to dissolve these.

16 rumbles

AlabamaKnight, 3 weeks ago
Clots? Lol more like a parasitic alien creature, reminds me of morgellons or something but here's
what their end game is https://rumble.com/vt7gs2-dr.-viviane-brunet-on-black-eyed-babies.html

15 rumbles

CancelBack, 3 weeks ago
We all know people that have died from the gene therapy needle. Some at work and others close
to us. I kiss the ground where I live on just about every day and thank God I didn't fall for the jab
lies because the truth is coming out in drones about the LIES we are told to believe.

13 rumbles

Taurus454Casul, 3 weeks ago
Both me and my husband are proud purebloods. Since I am a 100% disabled vet, and having dealt
with the government for many years (lies, red tape, run arounds and out right corruption and
destruction of evidence) and we both had the SARS virus when Obama was dictator, we were very
leery of getting the EXPERIMENTAL shot. And as time went by and we saw the propaganda
machine kick in.... the hype, the bribes, the outright lies.... and then the outright fascism and
human rights violations....vax passports, vax mandates.. and we knew that for what ever reason
the vastly corrupt and mostly marxist government wanted us to take the shot... WE WERE NEVER
GONNA GET IT.  
Most of my family had already had the Fauci/Wuhan Flu back in Jan 2020 so they knew they didn't
need the vax either and now they are as dead set against it as my husband and I are. 
FAF 
FJB

9 rumbles

GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
@donnatugs - Try this article for your family. 
For the elderly in your fam over 48k on Medicare died within 14 days of injection. The article talks
about pilots, etc. The overall numbers of those injured/killed are MUCH higher than the info we are
generally accessing because the numbers are being manipulated. 
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/us-govt-whisteblowers-sound-alarm-over-increases-in-
miscarriages-cancer-since-covid-shot-rollout/

9 rumbles

Liebuster, 3 weeks ago
Rumble appears to have halted the view count on this video. Comments are growing but number of
views have been stopped at the same count for over an hour or two. (239, 514 views) Are they
manipulating numbers like YouTube? I was watching the view count go up on this story at a rate of
10, 000 per hour until it halted. Hmmm.....

🤔

8 rumbles

Mandy7773, 3 weeks ago
LONG COVID> “Rutin proved to be the most potently anti-thrombotic compound that we ever
tested in this model,” says Flaumenhaft. Of particular note, rutin was shown to inhibit both platelet
accumulation and fibrin generation during thrombus formation. “Clots occur in both arteries and in
veins,” explains Flaumenhaft. “Clots in arteries are platelet-rich, while those in veins are fibrin-rich.
This discovery suggests that a single agent can treat and prevent both types of clots.” Maybe
RUTIN can stop this in the VAXXED? https://raypeatforum.com/community/threads/microclotting-
causing-long-covid.43509/page-2

8 rumbles

rennysue, 3 weeks ago
All of us!

7 rumbles

AlabamaKnight, 3 weeks ago
This is disturbing aswell! Our country leaves billions in weapons in Afghanistan and leaves deadly
pathogens like covid in a lab in Kazakhstan? Lol https://youtu.be/uk_wMtHdnRQ

6 rumbles

GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
May want to show this to family/friends who run toward the needle. 
 
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/us-govt-whisteblowers-sound-alarm-over-increases-in-
miscarriages-cancer-since-covid-shot-rollout/

6 rumbles

CarthaginemDelendamEsse, 3 weeks ago
It is sad but at the same time these covid shot nuts will rush to get injected even when presented
with incontrovertible evidence. That is how far gone they are mentally. Totally and completely
brainwashed. A very pathetic state.

5 rumbles

boozinsoozin, 3 weeks ago
Chelation therapy is a chemical process in which a synthetic solution—EDTA
(ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid)—is injected into the bloodstream to remove heavy metals and/or
minerals from the body. 
 
Would this work on the vaxxed?

5 rumbles

Comonsenz, 3 weeks ago
The medical field should formally investigate this and do pathology on these things. It makes no
sense that these people are discussing and doing this video and there's no formal investigation. It
makes no sense.

5 rumbles

Liebuster, 3 weeks ago
Thank you to this brave man for coming forward. This is so disgusting. I have so many I know who
got vaxxed and their health is declining. This needs to stop!

5 rumbles

JoliePop, 3 weeks ago
All of us have someone in our lives that fell for this psyop 

💔

5 rumbles

Patriot1776Republic, 3 weeks ago
#VaxWorms = when Blood Clots back up the Nanotechnology from getting to your Organs¿

4 rumbles

AtomMeek, 3 weeks ago
need coroners reports, not embalmers reports

4 rumbles

GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
They are killing the children. 
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/biden-admin-wants-3-covid-shots-each-for-kids-under-age-four-
fauci-says/

4 rumbles

Mandy7773, 3 weeks ago
Here is a video that speaks to the clots being a big part of LONG COVID! Take a look.  
https://raypeatforum.com/community/threads/microclotting-causing-long-covid.43509/page-2

4 rumbles

Metaman4Truth, 3 weeks ago
NANO GRAPHENE RAZORBLADES - DR. ANDREAS NOACK ,WHISTLEBLOWER CHEMIST &
GRAPHENE EXPERT IS NOW DEAD 27.11.2021: https://odysee.com/@repostasap:c/NANO-
GRAPHENE-RAZORBLADES---DR.-ANDREAS-NOACK-%2CWHISTLEBLOWER-CHEMIST---
GRAPHENE-EXPERT-IS-NOW-DEAD:3?r=GtXQRNZLj64QB4VAYduxbkiqfzRuU9ju  
 
This explains why their veins and arteries are clotting, due to nano slices in the body including
lungs and heart and all other organs! This is WHY SPORTS PLAYERS ARE COLLAPSING AND
DYING ON THE FIELD WHILE RUNNING THEIR BLOOD IS MOVING THIS NANO RAZORS IN
THE VAXX AROUND CUTTING YOU UP FROM INSIDE!

3 rumbles

OldSchoolHomeSchool, 3 weeks ago
I cry every time I think of my daughter. It scares me so.

3 rumbles

ConcernedLegalCitizen, 3 weeks ago
Well, they haven't been calling them CLOT-SHOTS for nothing...

3 rumbles

bburns1955, 14 hours ago
Have them do FLCCC's I-Recover Protocols: https://covid19criticalcare.com/covid-19-protocols/i-
recover-protocol/ 
Too, here's what Dr. Mercola said on his email in which he played this video & another one. 
 
"Further, if you’ve been injected and want to reduce your risk of any potential complications, there
are a few basic strategies I would advise. 
1.Make certain you measure your vitamin D level and take enough vitamin D orally (typically about
8,000 units/day for most adults) and/or get sensible sun exposure to make sure your level is 60 to
80 ng/ml (150 to 200 nmol/l). 
2.Eliminate all vegetable (seed) oils in your diet, which involves eliminating nearly all processed
foods and most meals in restaurants unless you can be sure the chef is cooking only with butter.
Avoid any sauces or salad dressings in restaurants, as they are loaded with seed oils. 
Also avoid chicken and pork, as they are rich in linoleic acid, the omega-6 fat that nearly everyone
consumes far too much of and contributes to oxidative stress that causes heart disease. 
3.Consider taking around 500 milligrams a day of NAC, as it helps prevent blood clots and is a
precursor for your body to produce the important antioxidant glutathione. 
4.Hirschman recommended daily aspirin, but consider fibrinolytic enzymes instead, which digest
the fibrin that leads to blood clots, strokes and pulmonary embolisms. The dose is typically two,
twice a day, but must be taken on an empty stomach, either an hour before or two hours after a
meal. Otherwise, the enzymes will digest your food and not the fibrin in the blood clot." 
 
I didn't get the jabs, but got the antibody infusion now being questioned by some
physicians/researchers. I ordered Mercola Lumbrokinase Enzymes.
https://www.mercolamarket.com/profile/myorders.aspx 
I also ordered Pure Body Extra, a nano-sized Zeolite liquid, small enough to get into the
bloodstream not just the digestive system, for a systemic detox.
https://naturallivingfamily.thegoodinside.com/

2 rumbles

Badger231, 3 weeks ago
Maybe take a look at it under the microscope.

2 rumbles

mo1q, 1 day ago
very kind of the guest to try to prevent people from panicking, but there is a very simple blood test
called "D-dimmer", which detects clots, and can be treated accordingly. People should know about
this and act to treat these clots....

1 rumble

TRUTHRIDER8, 3 weeks ago
THE ENTIRE OCEAN IS AFFECTED WITH TAPEWORMS; THEY ARE ALREADY ALL DYING.
"ALL THE SOULS IN THE SEA SHALL DIE." WE'RE HERE.

1 rumble

Patriot1776Republic, 3 weeks ago
#VaxWorms

1 rumble

statsman, 3 weeks ago
Chicken fat clots. Not that uncommon. Could be coming from covid. That this guy didn't realize
what they were, makes his judgment a bit suspect.

0 rumbles
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Fear was the motivator! 
The media ,nurses and doctors were hung during the Nuremberg trials!

6 rumbles

marikafromisland, 2 weeks ago
Here in Europe is also the same situation. Austria - mandatory vaccination. Germany -
similar. People are protesting but politicians look corrupted. They are not listening to their
citizens. So sad!

3 rumbles

safffff, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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waldoslack, 3 weeks ago
Yet if fauchi repented, God would forgive him. Sure the consequences of his actions will have
/ are having repercussions. A tuff pill to swallow... 
 
Luke 6:38 With the same measure that you mete withal it shall be measured to you.

4 rumbles

W

WorkingClassHeroes, 3 weeks ago
Spare me!! That evil satanist is murdering children. 
Even hellfire is too good for that monster. 
Save your forgivness for petty trespassers...thanks.

17 rumbles

DeceptionMatters, 1 week ago
Demons don't repent!

1 rumble
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flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
Did their cancers in remission come back suddenly and stronger than before? That's what
I've seen 2 videos reporting. The gene therapy deletes the genes responsible for keeping
cancer in check, so I heard it proliferates after vaccination.....

7 rumbles

DeceptionMatters, 1 week ago
So sorry!!!

1 rumble

dalia1961, 3 weeks ago
That's crazy.....I'm so sorry you have to deal with this. Stay strong & safe!

1 rumble
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Carollayton, 3 weeks ago
I’m a retired nurse and I read how it was made. I remember enough science to not want that
in my body. I’m the only one in my family to not have the shot and the only one to not catch
Covid.

12 rumbles

dalia1961, 3 weeks ago
Way to go, who needs that poison in our bodies. Stay strong!

4 rumbles

DeceptionMatters, 1 week ago
Thank God!!!!

1 rumble

C

DeceptionMatters, 1 week ago
There was never a Pandemic! End game was always depopulation/Genocide by
injection! This is not about a virus!!!

1 rumble
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Gamgam1, 3 weeks ago
Nattokinase particularly for blood thinning.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6043915/

20 rumbles

Stringfish, 3 weeks ago
If it's what we think it is, and this guy alludes to it, you can put it in a blender and it will still
join back together. 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/JwH6FaDyyqhK/

2 rumbles

PatrickHuey, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Gundel, 3 weeks ago
I saw it. A bit more proof, babies on videos would be nice to be sure and to make others to be
sure.

5 rumbles

G

flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
I agree, more evidence is needed. I have an infant who is unvaxxed, but I have met a
few moms in my area with babies of a similar age to mine and their babies all look
small, red, and unresponsive. Without asking them, I am convinced the moms got
vaxxed during pregnancy and the babies were affected with the gene therapy. None
have black eyes. All are super small and sickly. Meanwhile, my unvaxxed infant is 70%
for size and super advanced in every aspect. I want to see more of the black-eyed
babies to believe that.....Like I would need to see a video compilation of 20+ babies up
close where the moms take the videos and you can see their eyes are not
photoshopped....

6 rumbles
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Maldoely88, 6 days ago
I hear ya. My 100% disabled vet knows better. I've been researching jabs for the last 10
years and do to my findings I stopped jabbing our children a decade ago.

1 rumble
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flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
It's now at 307,785 Views....

3 rumbles
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Liebuster, 3 weeks ago
I saw that it started climbing again. It was frozen for a few hours, though. Maybe a
glitch. I expect this one to circulate all over. I have been watching the weird discoveries
since the beginning of the vax rollout and this video has been the most disturbing so
far.
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wl26, 2 weeks ago
Cognizance dissonance !

2 rumbles
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wl26, 2 weeks ago
He mentioned he is trying to get a lab to investigate it. The labs may not want to or are
controlled and therefore won’t cooperate. It may have to be forwarded to the FLCCC …
Frontline Covid Critical Care Doctors to be investigated !

1 rumble
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nidge1169, 3 weeks ago
Oh yes,like 80%+ of family and friends in most cases

3 rumbles

wl26, 2 weeks ago
Start having them turn of tv

1 rumble
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AlaMeemaw, 2 weeks ago
I found a nano type zeolite liquid .. spray into you mouth twice day to detox heavy metals..
may work on graphine oxide.. that's what i'm hoping anyway.. since iI have been exposed to
my vaxxed husband

1 rumble
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wl26, 2 weeks ago
Well it is a start that they are finding something that doesn’t appear normal to an embalmer or
undertaker . He is trying to find a lab to investigate his findings.

1 rumble
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flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
Yes, we desperately need to have these analyzed by at least 2 top researchers / scientists /
doctors and then this can be added to the complaint for crimes against humanity with actual
evidence from a group of embalmers!

53 rumbles

Lynne0105, 3 weeks ago
I'll bet it's hydrogel forming an endoskeleton all throughout the body.

33 rumbles
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DAH8890, 3 weeks ago
The deaths by heart attack & strokes makes perfect sense after seeing these fiber like strings
clogging blood vessels. The evil psychopath perpetrators knew these deaths would occur &
have attempted to make these deaths look natural. Also consider the nano sized razor
blades in the veins... It’s just disturbing beyond measure. We as a population are under
attack by Satanic Serial Killers. It’s horrific to witness. California’s psychotic Dr. “Pan” is
attempting to push a LAW through to inject ALL school children. California’s population is
approximately 40 million, therefore an attack on the children will be in staggering numbers. It
makes me so angry... Innocent young children. Their home is in Heaven. Meanwhile, there is
a Satanic plot to remove Father from their DNA. We all need to continue to pray for these
little ones. 

🙏

53 rumbles

dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
Yes, Need more than Jane and one "embalmer" to verify this.

11 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
We have proof but no one cares. They emit MAC addresses, visible on old tablets Bluetooth -
on new ones they are filtered out. I've travelled on a plane, I saw about 100 MAC addresses,
unidentified, belonging to people. They are dynamic, changing just like virtual servers' with a
restart. Don't know why, probably for more cover. I have an old Huwei with Android 6,
showed the MACs beautifully. 
No one gave INFORMED consent to being tagged for sure. We are bio-electrical, no way that
force which is able to emit Bluetooth signals for at about 20 meters long distance does not
bother the natural processes of the human body. Besides their tech is quicker than your
thoughts, vaxxed brain can be manipulated. They are 'spies in the house' unknowingly. Read
the Gates patent on behaviour control. That's how it works, they connect people to AI or
similar. Vax passports are smoke and mirrors, if with a help with an old tablet I can tell who is
vaxxed and who is not, they also can tell, or an AI can tell. Vaxxed probably can be used as
transmitters, too. That's the saddest thing, they are basically 'enemy' know if the elite wants.
The elite never would have won alone, they always chose the 'divide and rule' but never so
successfully than now with the possibility of direct brain manipulation. Johnson told it: we will
know what you think.

10 rumbles

CarthaginemDelendamEsse, 3 weeks ago
Vast majority of scientists are corrupt to the bone. Vast majority of sheeple will deny any
evidence presented in front of their face. Americans are totally and completely brainwashed
for the most part. I tried convincing close friends and family with actual evidence. I work in
healthcare claims analytics and I've seen the signs over 6 months ago. But nobody cares.

4 rumbles

D

Mustard_Tiger, 3 weeks ago
We need to get off our ass and start raising hell. This shit has to stop now. We are
dealing with EVIL. The only way to fight this is by standing up and fighting for our lives.

43 rumbles

patay920, 3 weeks ago
Dah8890 did you see on Rumble where Dr. F has a new Pan vax coming out soon?
Yep. It's a one shot and you never need to take another. It's speculated that the chip
will be in it, what do you think?

7 rumbles
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ObiWanCorona, 3 weeks ago
Also, why does Richard laugh at 12:17 in response to “this is shocking”? He also
seems to laugh at a few other odd points in the video. I recommend not spreading this
until someone independently confirms.  
My first thought was, If embalmers across the nation were finding this for a year, you
would think we would have heard about it before now…

6 rumbles

ObiWanCorona, 3 weeks ago
Dr Gina interviewed Dr. Jane on Real America’s Voice today. Dr Jane said Richard’s
contact info was given to her by someone at DoD (I think) so it should be legit (or
something like that). <face palm> And she said that Richard corroborates his findings
with 20 or 30 other embalmers. Really Drs Gina and Jane? You couldn’t be bothered to
call even one of his embalmers to corroborate his story independently? You better pray
this isn’t a hoax. And I am no fan of vax.

6 rumbles

Bkrgi, 3 weeks ago
I heard about last week in Canada before this story broke and asked about here then
as well.  
I consider it very legit and credible but also needs further investigation like everything
these days.

5 rumbles

ObiWanCorona, 1 week ago
On tonight’s (2/10/22) episode of Just the News with Amber Head and John Solomon,
Solomon said he “talked to a funeral home owner who said there is some truth to this
that morgues and coroners that are seeing an unusual amount of coagulation and
clotting when draining dead bodies in the last 6mos to a year.” And Solomon asked Dr
Robert Malone about it. Malone said his “colleague highly trained pathologist, Ryan
Cole, is receiving a lot of these unusual clot samples and he’s busy working them up as
autopsy specimens looking for spike proteins.”
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flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
THIS!!!! Yes. Exactly. Max's (Crowhouse) last video has a really good segment of
footage from various sources about what you are describing in terms of brain
manipulation: https://www.bitchute.com/video/2XrUlgRvNKQ3/

5 rumbles

Robinjhc, 3 weeks ago
Can you explain what you are saying in layman’s terms? I don’t understand emitting
MAC addresses visible on older devices. Thank you.

3 rumbles

flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
BTW, someone suggested those with iPhones use the app "BT Inspector", which I
assume means BlueTooth Inspector. I downloaded it and activated it. It's confusing
because it only ever pulls up my laptop. However, I have a bunch of other devices run
off Bluetooth, including a speaker, a radio, headphones, a baby gear product, etc...It
can't seem to identify those devices, even though it can clearly identify and name my
laptop. So, it makes it hard for me to believe this program is good as identifying MAC
addresses when it can't even identify ones I have clearly named in my vicinity.....

2 rumbles

JoliePop, 3 weeks ago
I can't really understand ur post but they've altered their DNA. So "vaxxed family" is no
longer related to you. Be prepared for the worst frm them. It's why they feel no
connection to family, other humans, even their own children. They aren't human unless
they got a placebo (which I'm guessing for liability reasons many doctors gave to their
patients).

2 rumbles

symbol44, 3 weeks ago
Very informative interview with 5G & wireless expert and attorney, Dafna Tachover Esq:
https://rumble.com/vta50t-is-5g-the-enemy.html
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Majic12, 3 weeks ago
Most probably.Hydrogel is made from Grafene oxide.Smart ass doctors say that if grafine
oxide was in the vaccine, it was going to be a black liquid.That is true if the Grafene oxide
was made from 3 layers.The Grafene oxide in the jab is said to be made from only 1 layer
and so it has a transparency level of 97.85% .So its like water to the human eye. 
Its time for big pharma to hang from street lamps in my opinion.Old fashion justice.

26 rumbles

M

Hereforothers, 3 weeks ago
Very interesting info. Mire puzzle pieces. I heard that the substance is graphene
HYDROxide. Can you explain the difference between the two? Also read that GO is
used in AI.

5 rumbles

Smellslikepoop, 3 weeks ago
They will be hidden before that time comes.

3 rumbles

CarthaginemDelendamEsse, 3 weeks ago
Yeah I saw a video in German that showed a top German scientist expose the
graphene oxide. Scientists in Spain also did. It's time for the dumb sheep to finally
wake up. These are the ultimate crimes worse than what Hitler did. I'm tired of all the
denials and b.s.
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KatMur, 3 weeks ago
Dr. Tenpenny and Dr. Mikovits both said that a lot of people will be dying within the next three years. We
are slowly seeing this now. So sad for the jabbed.

65 rumbles

Kennykoch1, 3 weeks ago
I love Dr Jane Ruby! ♥

65 rumbles

horselover1963, 3 weeks ago
This mortician needs to get in touch with Ron Johnson, Senator from Wisconsin. GO to his rumle
channel, on the 24th they videoed a 5 hr 36 minute video on testimony from people all over the world.
Doctors such as Peer McCullough, Robert Malone, and hundreds of others sharing what is going on. A
MUST WATCH!!!!

53 rumbles

Mike33344, 3 weeks ago
The icu I work in Pennsylvania does not do autopsy after people due of Covid. I wonder why ?

47 rumbles

Skypurpsies, 3 weeks ago
I am dead set against embalming. It serves no purpose in the world, only harmful to this planet, but what
he found does make total sense due to the other harmful things in this world now. Thank you both for
sharing this. An enormous number of people need to be prosecuted for all that has happened.

43 rumbles

TheTruthShallBeKnown, 3 weeks ago
This man is an American Hero 

✝🇺🇸🌎🛐

 Thank you sir, we are so so appreciative to get any
information on that poisonous viper they're lyingly calling a vaccine! We need more to come with their
pictures please! 

✝♥

40 rumbles

Wrenda, 3 weeks ago
What a nightmare we are living in God help us

38 rumbles

anonamoose, 3 weeks ago
Two of my coworkers took the day off after getting boosted yesterday. One said he had a splitting
headache, and the other said it's the worst one yet. I fear for their futures as they are both good people
and friends.

37 rumbles

Stryc9Nine, 3 weeks ago
This was their plan all along. Even though, vaccines most likely caused the death, it won't be counted as
a vaccine death. Brainwashed morons still think it's safe and effective due to all the lies MSM and social
media puts out there. Just disgusting

36 rumbles

alexisdanielleh, 3 weeks ago
This is horrifying. I can’t say that I’m shocked but I have never felt so heartbroken about being right.

35 rumbles

SusanneG, 3 weeks ago
My 3 siblings had the shot; I have not. One of them gently chided me on my stance, saying he wished I
would get it, “it could save your life!” I grieve I alone held back and fear for my dear brothers’ future
health.

33 rumbles

MarkAndromeda, 3 weeks ago
It is all falling apart: 
the narrative 
vaccine damaged coming forward 
doctors speaking out 
overwhelming medical evidence

33 rumbles

Dacrazycard, 3 weeks ago
What a nightmare. No way that could have happened naturally. It would have taken years. That must
have come on quickly or they would have been losing so much circulation in their extremities they would
have had amputations.

31 rumbles

kbjanicek, 3 weeks ago
As I watched this in absolute horror, I cannot help but think that this is the most disgusting evil thing that
could ever happen to humanity, and they are killing children too. Why? Why do the want to do this? It’s
just evil in and of itself. Please Lord Jesus, put a stop to all this madness. Please
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nightski, 3 weeks ago
It only takes a few of us to stand up to this nightmare! Let's face it, we have no press...we're the
press now! We've been deserted by the cowardly media...they'll burn for what they've done or
"haven't" done but it's entirely up to us! How do we get the people out of their slumber and active in
saving their families lives? that's the big question right now! Do we have to wait until entire cities
are decimated? I go out at night and post signs all over about the clot shot but some "citizen" tears
em' down faster than I can put em' up! It's very frustrating! WE'VE GOT TO DO SOMETHING!

24 rumbles

hoosiergrandma8, 3 weeks ago
Yes. Time to send them to pathologists for identification, what kind of tissue formation....

17 rumbles

NormKarsh, 3 weeks ago
It's not pudding.

6 rumbles

statsman, 3 weeks ago
Chick fat clots (not really chicken fat, but look like it) are not that uncommon. The fact that the
"doctor" and the embalmer didn't know what they are makes them a bit suspect. Somebody on
another forum commented that they haven't seen them this long before. Also she hears that they
are becoming more common. This could easily be caused by Covid, not the vax. Yes, the
embalmer says he has been seeing them since the vax roll-out but if caused by Covid maybe he
hadn't noticed until now (since he obviously doesn't know what they are).

0 rumbles

3rdGrace, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-47 rumbles

5 rumbles

wl26, 2 weeks ago

🎯👍

100%
1 rumble
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TheLightReports, 3 weeks ago
We haven't been deserted by the press we've been betrayed and THEY have willfully
participated in global mass murder- CIA has increasingly controlled the media since the 70's -
the chokehold is now complete.

22 rumbles

suerose01, 3 weeks ago
Can u mass produce them?

5 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Show them their MAC addresses and ask them to explain. If they say it comes from a phone
then ask them to check. Every tool like a phone MACs refer to the manufacturer and the tool
like LG (manufacturer) G4 (mobile phone type). If it is 'not found' then its source not a phone
or else but the person. It's changing - we don't know yet how often - but doesn't matter as
whatever it is, it can't be identified. For identification: macvendors.com. Use AN OLD
TABLET OR PHONE possibly with Android 6 or maybe 7. New ones filter these MACs out
(they thought about hiding but can't do anything with the old stuff we had and didn't update
the op.system).

3 rumbles

Windlass, 3 weeks ago
I think we need a fund which will hire billboards which are placed on private property.

2 rumbles

suerose01, 3 weeks ago
Can u mass produce them?

2 rumbles

nightski, 3 weeks ago
The media is an enemy to mankind! They're as evil of any organization the world has
even known! They need to answer for what they've done to us! Hell isn't enough for
them!

16 rumbles
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nightski, 3 weeks ago
My signs? It doesn't cost much but it's something that anyone can do. If enough people
in one city got together and plastered the truth everywhere it would get results. There
are people who makes millions of dollars a year doing it because it's effective. I cut a
poster board in half and use my magic marker to deliver my message. When I have
time, I get a little more creative but mostly I just write END THE CLOT SHOT or STAY
ALIVE!! NO CLOT SHOT!! If we could get people across the country to do even this...it
will save lives, and maybe even save our country.

10 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
? I bought mine just weeks ago on ebay as used Huwei tablet with Android 6. They are
around 20-30 £ and were many available. Probably other old types work, too but I
tested only this one so I can certify that a Huwei with Android 6 will show these MACs if
you turn on the bluetooth. Go to a place where there are many people, make photos
about your screen showing these MACs, go home, use a site like macvendors.com to
identify these MACs. If a valid MAC the site will tell you the manufacturer and the tool'
name like LG's G4 mobile phone or a headset, printer, etc. But if the result is 'not found'
it means they come from somewhere else or rather from someONE elses. From the
people, no other explanation.
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AussieLover, 3 weeks ago
Nobody cares what your opinion is. If you can't tell she is genuinely distressed and angry
about this, you have zero discernment and probably got the satanic transhumanism
injections.

29 rumbles

Lmsterling31, 3 weeks ago
Well, nobody cares about the opinion of a bot anyway, so there’s that.

18 rumbles

Briguy72, 3 weeks ago
What about the guy who gave us the information? Is he not to be trusted? You don't believe
your own eyes?

10 rumbles

LizinAz, 3 weeks ago
Stop watching and go get your fourth jab moron!

5 rumbles

JessieBeaner, 3 weeks ago
You pathetic POS

5 rumbles

AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
No, that would be YOU and now we all know that you lack grace.

2 rumbles

RighetousRants, 3 weeks ago
Opinions are like butt holes and you probably smell like one too.

2 rumbles

luminax, 3 weeks ago
Roseanne?

2 rumbles

dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
Got to agree with you. Stew is the only person that will interview her, and Stew is a bit if a
sensationalist.

1 rumble
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
What FocuAbove said. You people are like going into a liberal FB group. If you don't
agree with EVERYTHING these say, you're labeled the opposition. Grow the F up

3 rumbles

FocusAbove, 3 weeks ago
We are fighting for free speech so we can be heard, so she ,3rdGrace, should be
allowed hers too.

0 rumbles
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YMKO, 3 weeks ago
I’m going to listen to the video again but, I don’t recall hearing “I sent these to a lab for
further examination” or Dr. Ruby saying “send a sample to me for further investigation”.
Hopefully that discussion occurred, maybe offline.
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
I'm going to side with the "pathetic POS". What a fine upstanding "adult" you are
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suerose01, 3 weeks ago
My elderly friend told me tonight that she has attended 8 funerals in the last 2 weeks.

27 rumbles

KittyWilhite, 3 weeks ago
Could be the rest of us, too... from the shedding.

14 rumbles

Harpgrind, 3 weeks ago
Dr Mikovits etc were talking about this scenario long before the end of 2020. The ferrets, ADE.....
it's called SCIENCE! But of course the pharma companies say they're safe. The same dummies
who kept bitching about Republicans and Big Pharma now slob knob on big pharma. Zombies

9 rumbles

suerose01, 3 weeks ago
My elderly friend told me tonight that she has attended 8 funerals in the last 2 weeks.

8 rumbles

symbol44, 3 weeks ago
Dr. Charles Hoffe has explained his findings and predicts 60% of those who got the shot will have a
heart failure within three years: https://www.bitchute.com/video/WHATqJOEv7fw/

7 rumbles

AussieLover, 3 weeks ago
And the people that love them.

5 rumbles
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LadyontheRight, 3 weeks ago
Brains and beauty she has.

❤🇺🇸

40 rumbles

Titos, 3 weeks ago
She is a absolute blessing!!! Absolutely gorgeous

27 rumbles
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Kennykoch1, 3 weeks ago
She sure does.

24 rumbles
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
The Ron Johnson video was EXCELLENT!. Everyone must watch it. It's like the groundwork for the
Nuremburg trials being set up. As Mr Johnson said that the beginning, 5hours isn't anywhere close
to enough time to discuss all he wants to discuss expose.

9 rumbles

Connie23456, 3 weeks ago
I have been watching this as well!! Everyone should share this video! Be informed!  
Most of my friends don’t want to hear anything anymore. They are just tired. So many crazy things
happening at once.
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Truthernut, 3 weeks ago
This.

16 rumbles

dhaddix7, 3 weeks ago
Probably do not want to know what is really going on. Because they know this injection is
dangerous. Plus, they would be doing so many every day that I'm sure they would be
overwhelmed. And I would not be surprised if this is true all over this country. Since you work in an
ICU, I'm sure you see lots of crazy stuff. I just pray that this is soon over. I am very doubtful that it
will ever be over

9 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Because the WHO advised not to do it. They use it as a cover. At the beginning in Italy some docs
made autopsies, on elderly care home patients who died 'to covid', they found the same in every
person, small blood clots in the lungs, vein type, they even mentioned that it was rare to have more
and in veins. It was before the Covid vaxxes but they got flu vax. Later it turned out (orwell.city)
that graphene oxide was found in two different flu vaxxes.

7 rumbles

coviddodger, 3 weeks ago
Why else? So they can sweep it all under the rug! Glad to see someone finally did an autopsy of
someone vaxxed and showing the proof! You can bet your life this would never be aired on the
news!
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rebeccasanfilippo, 3 weeks ago
I wonder what will leech into the ground from this??

17 rumbles

OnEdgewoman, 3 weeks ago
I am with you there. I will not be embalmed !!

14 rumbles

mismonty, 3 weeks ago
If a body chooses not to be embalmed then the body must go into the ground almost immediately
without a funeral or wake. At least that is what i understand when a family member chose to not be
embalmed. I agree.

9 rumbles

Cedarpixie, 3 weeks ago
And without it, how would we get this info??? They won't do autopsies. It is imperative to have this
TRUTH.

5 rumbles

PattisParallax, 3 weeks ago
I already checked into it - not allowed in my state.

3 rumbles
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Hesetusfree, 3 weeks ago
Thing about what is going into the toilet, the municipal water system, filtered and put into the
drinking water; also what ends up in nature.. this is terraforming Earth. This is not only the
end of civilization, humanity but all of Gods' creation.

12 rumbles

Cedarpixie, 3 weeks ago
Soylent Green. Human farming. Already happening.

9 rumbles

zena3546, 3 weeks ago
and what about blood transfusions. If having to have surgery. they will take vaxxed peoples
blood donations and insert into others... we cant win here. and the shedding..how long do
they shed?
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Skypurpsies, 3 weeks ago
Me either! Cremation for me. I understand from funeral home whistleblowers that embalming
is just another scam to prey on our emotions and take our money. Funeral home staff makes
commission on whatever they can milk you for in your time of weakness. It serves no
valuable purpose. I understand they started embalming with Abe Lincoln, so that they could
parade him all over the country. It isn't necessary for us peons. We don't need to poison our
Earth any more than it already is.

12 rumbles

AussieLover, 3 weeks ago
Already got my cremation paid for. My husband was cremated too. It's so much cheaper.

10 rumbles
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KittyWilhite, 3 weeks ago
Buried, burned, or embalmed within 48 hours used to be the rule in the days before
refrigeration.

3 rumbles
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CarolynSigns, 3 weeks ago
And they know it will not be documented. The embalmer is the last stop before all information
is sealed about why the persons died. If he has no way to tell families as that is just not done.
Morticians do not have patients contact information or family members. All they have is a
body. The evil ones know this is how to cover up how they died. But did they not think that
some of the people like this guy would feel compelled to share what he was seeing? As it is
pretty horrifying to say the least.

5 rumbles

C

Cedarpixie, 3 weeks ago
More than one mortician has come forward on the influx of vaxxed bodies. This is the
first I've seen of "evidence" obtained from them. 
We have got to stop these lethal injections. The fallout is and will be ENORMOUS for
years to come, even if stopped now. 
I just got email from my local House Rep regarding "massive tax cuts bill".... 
I wrote back explaining that I will not be contributing to the tax scam this year. Not after
those we HIRED have ignored our screams, spent our hard-earned money on evil
genocidal agendas, taking our jobs, killing us and our children, starving us, while they
stay fat and warm and wealthy. 
Nah, I'll pass on funding my own DEATH. F@CK THAT, F@CK THEM. Shove your "tax
cut" up your vax mandate A$$.  
Game over. Ain't playin. Ain't PAYING.
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flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
Steer clear of them because they'll be shedding toxic spike proteins for months now and you could
get really sick. They designed it that way. It's like a rat taking poison back to the colony.

15 rumbles

DAH8890, 3 weeks ago
Yes.. #3 is said to be worse. I told my mother, “Just stop now.” She said, “No, I plan to take every
shot that comes out.”  
 
More migraines & more inflammation sounds good? Evil has taken some people over. The
compassion & care is gone... Even if not dominant in personality, it was there. It seems to be gone
now.

14 rumbles
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symbol44, 3 weeks ago
Before and after you've been around them take Vitamin C, D, zinc, Quercetin and NAC. That
will help your body to cleanse/deal with the toxicity they emit.

9 rumbles

symbol44, 3 weeks ago
If you can get hold of Ivermectin, take that when you're around jabbed people.

5 rumbles

anonamoose, 3 weeks ago
I work remotely, so unless it's transmissible through the internet I'll be okay. In fact, my woke
employer won't let unjabbed in the building which is fine by me.

4 rumbles
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Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Didn't work to me. The only thing which worked - just how Dr Madej told - was EMF
shielding on the planes when too many were around and too close. Last time, just a
day ago, I wore just a shielding short robe but didn't use the shawl I usually rap around
my head and neck. Ended up a terrible migraine, just getting better and mumps like
swollen chin (metal crowns act as antennas). Vitamins and NAC might help to recover
but didn't help not to be affected. On the way there I wrap my head, I was ok. It's not a
spike protein, it's some kind of radiation they emit.

3 rumbles

Inlight821, 3 weeks ago
Exactly, I take those supplements and Nano Soma plus the pine. 
I have Ivermectin for if I get sick or any of my loved ones...who are inoculated. I just
bought Black Cumin because I heard it works like Ivermectin.
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Hesetusfree, 3 weeks ago
People who in their heart, rejected God and instead trusted man are blind. I am a Believer
and I meet life long Christians that are into suffocating children with masks.. I think torturing
children all day at school, grandparents and parents treating children as if they are bearers of
contagion is worse than committing suicide with these injections. I think the parents,
grandparents, teachers and administrators suffocating and injecting THE children are
murderous monsters. Lord Jesus Christ please take us home soon.

16 rumbles

adajet, 3 weeks ago
People don’t listen even when the CEO of pfizer said on video that the first two jabs did
nothing to protect you against the virus. Everyone I know ignores the potential side effects
and are quick to get each jab. Not me.

7 rumbles
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WishuWood, 3 weeks ago
Absolutely INSANE, isn’t it?? Parents betrayed their own children

😟

5 rumbles

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
And what's worse? Some churches are holding clinics to jab their people and the
community!! Oh, my Lord, forgive them! According to Rev 21:8, the fearful are the first
on the list of those that will burn in the fire. The Lord is dividing His sheep from the
goats.

3 rumbles

GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
@Hesetusfree - That is something I could never wrap my mind around from the get-go.
Self described "good Christians" living behind masks.
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NormKarsh, 3 weeks ago
I'll bet the d e m politicians didn't even get the jab. Just did photo ops where they took saline
solution.

29 rumbles

Hereforothers, 3 weeks ago
People will wake up quickly when their life insurance companies start sending out riders to their
family policies Excluding death by injections. Recently read a 40% rise in what the insurance
underwriters ( risk assessors by stats etc) excess death. Meaning not statistically or historically
normal.

5 rumbles
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KittyWilhite, 3 weeks ago
Just like they banned Ivermectin for us but made sure that they had easy access. So evil!

20 rumbles

Skypurpsies, 3 weeks ago
Politicians exempted themselves. I won't be getting jabbed, and I have my HCQ on hand.

7 rumbles
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RavenBlaze, 3 weeks ago
I know; so sad. Seems like we’ve entered the Twilight Zone.

25 rumbles
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Inlight821, 3 weeks ago
Me too. I hope the real Med Beds come out soon.

2 rumbles
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Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Many got, they are not in the news but many had amputations.

4 rumbles
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just evil in and of itself. Please Lord Jesus, put a stop to all this madness. Please
30 rumbles

Trev66, 3 weeks ago
Im terrified for my family. They have had all injections to date. It is a lonely experience when you are
awake as to the truth of what is happening.

27 rumbles

LEEPRZ, 3 weeks ago
If people are convinced it's the best thing to get the jab there is nothing you can do. My sister got it and
believes totally that its a good thing. But she has developed a heart condition where her heart not
beating correctly and has developed lumps on her knuckles and after vast amount of testing including
rheumatoid arthritis and all came back negative. Still convinced has nothing to do with the jab. Will
probably go for a second booster. It's sad to see my sister slowly going to deaths door and not a single
thing I can do about it but pray and pray hard.

27 rumbles

76FReedom, 3 weeks ago
This makes me worry about my loved ones that have taken this mRNA shot.

27 rumbles

Jeffmill, 3 weeks ago
Looks like Neil Young lost over objections to Joe Rogan's podcasts. Love it.

26 rumbles

suerose01, 3 weeks ago
Its an obvious depopulation program

25 rumbles

carolynes, 3 weeks ago
Celeste Solum interviewed a lady whose daughter was apparently injected with experimental medication
when her routine shots were due. From that time, as a baby, she failed to thrive and develop normally. Dr
Ben Carson performed brain surgery, but he found her whole brain and spinal cord were completely
encased in a rubbery substance that he could not identify, and that could not be removed or treated. This
girl was severely handicapped until she died as a teenager. Celeste and the mother believe the girl was
injected with hydrogel.

25 rumbles

RedRidingHood3, 3 weeks ago
He needs to contact share his findings with Senator Ron Johnson, the senator holding hearings on these
shots.

25 rumbles

Boiya, 3 weeks ago
This gives me a hankering for some horse paste.

24 rumbles

Faithh1111, 3 weeks ago
Thank you so much for sharing this vital information Dr. Ruby. It is very much appreciated. 
Thanks also to Richard Hirschman for coming forward with his findings.
It is so heartbreaking to know that 8 - possibly 9 of my family members have been fully jabbed. 
Praying for God's grace and mercy. 

🙏❤

24 rumbles

ArtisticFreedom, 3 weeks ago
I almost got the shot early on, but I got creeped out by the weird way the world was acting about them.
Censorship, bullying, suppression of therapeutics and the many deaths that seem suspicious!

23 rumbles

suedan123, 3 weeks ago
my Dad keeps trying to get me to have the covid shot, I told him I will never get it ever, I also told him
when he gets his next booster I will not be around for 1 month because he will be shedding, how I know
is he got his 2nd shot in Aug we all got sick with covid in around Sept 15th, he then got his first booster
in November and we were all sick in December so I can't see it being a coincidence, we all survived
Covid now we are super immune

23 rumbles

Freedomrider365, 3 weeks ago
Bet your ass Josef Mengele Fauci is fully aware of this…….if this is indeed from the poison shots, there
could be millions dying within the next year…….I mean murdered.

23 rumbles

QuietTrouble, 3 weeks ago
There is a video on SBN news clips from Dr. Franc Zalewski from Oct. 16 2021 where he talks about
these tape like worms that will grow from eggs found in vaccine samples. Must watch

23 rumbles

Lynne0105, 3 weeks ago
An oral surgeon posted on my blog that he's seeing stretchy clots in the vaxed patients.

23 rumbles

LEEPRZ, 3 weeks ago
Omg!! Frightening!! I would suggest a complete autopsy and study the organs like Dr Sucharit Bhakdi
witnessed. Showed organs looking normal but further study showed organs had been attacked by their
own immune system.

23 rumbles

roorock, 3 weeks ago
2 hero's right here thank you keep fighting Dr Jane drain the swamp,rope manufacturers are in for a
boom ,crimes against humanity there will be swingers everywhere keep fighting best wishes ROO from
Melbourne Australia

22 rumbles

AlabamaKnight, 3 weeks ago
I'm at a loss for words! 

😭

22 rumbles

nickanor, 3 weeks ago
This is sooo sad. My lovely wife and I have not taken the phoney jab nor will we. I am 78 yrs old and on
heart and blood pressure medication, and we have all the natural remedies including Ivr and Hroxy. If we
get sick no hospital for us. It would be a death sentence.

21 rumbles

mrevans1, 3 weeks ago
The Following Information Below Is "NOT" A Joke, Nor A Gag But Factual Information From Me, So
Kindly Take It As It Is Meant To Be Taken, Which Is Very Seriously . . . :-() 
 
 
 
 
Humanity Is In The Early Process Of Being Assimilated Into The AI Borg Hive-Mind Collective . . . 
 
 
So Unless You Want Yourself, And Your Precious Children And Grandchildren Being Assimilated Into
The AI Borg Collective Hive-Mind As Mindless Controlled Drones, You You Need To Stand Up And Fight
Back, And Fight For Your Lives Against This Evil COVIDIOT1984 Death Cult Human Being Realm-Wide
Depopulation $camdemic . . . 
 
 
The Human Beings Who Actually Live Through The Death Jabs, And Recover Somewhat From Them,
Will Be Connected Through The Graphene Oxide And Graphene Hydroxide, And The Microscopic Life
Forms Into Controllable Drones, Which Is Not What You, Or Your Children And Grandchildren Really
Want To Be Transformed Into . . . :-( 
 
 
 
Refuse Any And All Injections, Liquids, Nasal $prays, $avs, And Anything Which Can Be Put On Your
Largest Living - Breathing Organ On And In Your Body, Being Your Porous Skin . . . 
 
 
 
Do You Fully Comprehend And Understand My Words Above ?

21 rumbles

3Abbi, 3 weeks ago
What we conspiracy theorist said is becoming reality. We will be losing our jabbed loved ones 

💔

21 rumbles

annebeck58, 3 weeks ago
Jane, you really should try to get in touch with Sucharit Bhakti or MIke Yeadon, on this, because this is
some crazy proof of a strange (new?) disease process. I think it may well prove Bhakti right, in his
warning that veins would become so scarred, blood will not be able to flow, and death will occur. 
He needs to see this terrible stuff.

21 rumbles

annebeck58, 3 weeks ago
Okay, holy heck, that IS mind-blowing. 
It looks like scarred veins, in fact, and makes me wonder if some of the repeatedly scarred veins might
have formed so much fibrous tissue to be removed (through arteries?), when the larger vessels are
opened up for draining. 
Thank you for sticking to the facts. I appreciate this interview a lot! 
I do think any embalmer finding this needs to contact the local coroner/ m.e., so this might be
investigated more thoroughly. Imagine being an m.e. and finding this! You know at least one, per city,
has seen it. So, why does it take this guy to speak up? 
Thank you again.

21 rumbles

TGH2020, 3 weeks ago
Let the truth come out and justice be served. 

🙏

21 rumbles

NWFAITH, 3 weeks ago
Maybe they are heart worms like dogs get. Which is why Ivermectin works so well as a prophylaxis and
an early treatment protocol.

21 rumbles

UnicornGoat74, 3 weeks ago
My BFF had his 2nd dose of Moderna in Nov 24th 2021, just 26th January this year, hot chest pain, heart
palpitation, rushed to ER and being told he had a mini stroke, he believes it's not related but his blood
tests have come back with blood clots, he's on blood thinners now, he has to go to the stroke clinic,
several times now, he's scheduled to have a MRI scan next week, the doctors won't agree that it's the
vaccine, they've been given a gag order to shut up, which is very wrong, too many people are getting
injured by these vaccines and too many doctors are been given gag orders to shut up or lose their
medical profession, I know that these vaccines are toxic, I checked my BFF's batch number and he had
a toxic one, thus having a stroke, doesn't that alarm him, no, he's still a sheep following the govt's
orders. I fear that he's going to get the booster for his job. I haven't been stupid enough to get my
vaccine, I'm not a sheep, I'm a unicorn that can think of oneself and know that these vaccines are
dangerous. I pray for all of my family members who've had their vaccines and boosters, until it happens
to your family members, i say NO to these vaccines and pray each day that no one else is a victim.

20 rumbles

DonnaTaormina, 3 weeks ago
Resembles worms

🤔

 Probably why HCQ and ivermectin work so well and why these demons aren’t
wanting people to use these meds.

20 rumbles

TheWayy, 3 weeks ago
If you have a loved one who is dying or has taken the covid shot, now is the time to give them the Good
News: 
 
Romans 10:9 
If you declare with your mouth, "Jesus is Lord," and believe in your heart that God raised him from the
dead, you will be saved. 
 
Romans 10:13 
for, "Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved." 
 
John 14:6 
Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.

20 rumbles

ValleyWalker, 3 weeks ago
Fibrin is what the body lays down when it’s creating scar tissue to heal a wound. This would definitely
make sense if indeed there is sharp, one molecule thick, graphene oxide in the jabs.

20 rumbles

MOShowme, 3 weeks ago
My parents both took these shots and boosters. Saw them yesterday, like watching a train wreck in slow
motion at this point. Illness after illness. Mom suffers from bad skin reactions, clearly visible yesterday
she was uncomfortable and broke out. Said she has a dr appointment. I know it’s from these shots. I
keep silent. They refuse to hear truth. So as I said train wreck in slow motion .

T

REPLY

Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
It is lonely but fall on your knees in front of the Lord and ask him to help you in Jesus’ name. 

🎚❤
🙏

10 rumbles

L
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cgsmklsa121, 3 weeks ago
You're not alone, I and my family say NO to this clot shot, but our extended family has gotten it and
they have allowed their 6yr old to get it, I pray for them. I stand strong on the FREEDOM of choice,
so I don't like trying to convince someone to change their mind, I prefer to give information and to
be strong in my choice, and pray that maybe they may think it bit harder about agreeing to this
poison. And keep praying...

2 rumbles

REPLY

Tee007, 3 weeks ago
Hopefully they will not continue to get boosters and have only received one injection.

7 rumbles

J
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AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
Rich but stupid old git.

3 rumbles
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EarlT357, 3 weeks ago
Yes, but in a recent video, Clif High said the toll would only be 30 million; as opposed to the 200
million the depopulators like Fauci and EVIL Bill Gates were hoping for!

2 rumbles
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kbjanicek, 3 weeks ago
I saw the same video! Great catch. I believe you are on to exactly what this substance is.

16 rumbles
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JessieBeaner, 3 weeks ago
Me too

5 rumbles

carolynes, 3 weeks ago
Expect there will be further investigation, now that this has come out. And Dr Madej was
talking about IVF embryos - she said they look more like parasites than humans and had to
be discarded. Horrific consequences.

7 rumbles
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Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Or this, the weird black eyed babies. 
https://www.orwell.city/2022/01/mutagen.html

3 rumbles
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Medlark, 3 weeks ago
I take it twice a week per my dr recommend. It does have side effects. I’ve started swishing my tail
and whinnying…and I can wiggle my ears.

6 rumbles

Hereforothers, 3 weeks ago
Hahaha. Gallows humor. Thank you.

5 rumbles

BekahV82, 3 weeks ago
LOL

4 rumbles
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AgainstThemAll, 3 weeks ago
Great intuition! All those red Flags you cautioned. & stopped yourself from passing by. IS NOW
KILLING PEOPLE IN MASS!!.

16 rumbles

GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
@ArtisticFreedom - That "creeped out" feeling was discernment, something so many do not have
or listen to.

9 rumbles

phoenixgem70, 3 weeks ago
I was the same, even made an appt for it but my intuition was going off like crazy and I didnt go to
get it.

2 rumbles
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flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
It sheds for more than 1 month.....it's at least 3 months, if not indefinitely.....the toxic spike proteins
are what's making you sick each time he gets a shot....

9 rumbles

AmateurNecromancer, 3 weeks ago
I invite you to consider the possibility that rather than these people are shedding, TPTB are raining
down graphene oxide and possibly other chemicals in the chemtrails, that's why everyone gets sick
at the same time. They spray world wide the 'virus' (latin for poison) at the same time. People have
different immune systems and genes and so on to account for slight variance in the timing when
everyone gets sick and why some people don't get sick at all. I'm not jabbed, never swabbed, but I
am superparamagnetic and can stick small washers and magnets on my head and other parts of
my body.

5 rumbles
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REPLY

Connie23456, 3 weeks ago
I’m a teacher. I’m only one of 5 teachers who did not get vaccinated. The minute everyone
started getting boosters, I constantly felt like I was tired and fighting something off. I had
Covid back in December 2020. I wasn’t scared to get sick but I literally felt like I was on the
verge. My husband and I took a vacation to the Dominican for a week and I felt great. Been
back for less than a week and I’m starting to feel like that again. It’s weird.

7 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Graphene oxide nanoparticles. They shed just for 1 months or a bit longer, otherwise I have
the same experience, they make me ill but not my husband. I have built in metals he doesn't.
I am EMF sensitive, he is not. He is unaffected by them because it's radiation. If it would be a
protein he would be affected, too.

2 rumbles

C

Dopple_, 3 weeks ago
They are emitting. Not just spike protein. But possibly radio frequency “RF” waves from
the nano sensors that the injections implanted and built inside the body like this fibrous
white material.

5 rumbles

Allibabacj53, 3 weeks ago
Is it possible for being around people who have been vaxed? I have friends that have
been vaxed & I have felt the same. One friend I hadn’t seen for about a week & that’s
when I noticed it. Cause I see them more than others. But ya might check with frontline
doctors. Ivermectin & NAC are good for unvaxed. They can prescribe for you.

2 rumbles
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Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Probably right, and or chemicals. 
" 
Driving around Lichfield in this Jan. I noticed twice a strong smell which was like pig fertilizer
but with a sharp chemical ‘edge’. My husband also noticed inependently and not in that area
but around that time. Both times I ended up with headache, palpitations for 2-3 days and
general ‘I am not well’ that’s why I remembered. 
Just days ago in a small Banana Republic, 3000 miles away or so I noticed the same bad
smell. There was 0 agricultural area, especially not in the hotel. They started to use it just in
the last 3 days. It was very strong around water, pools, when they watered the garden. I
asked what was it, the guy told me it was something they used against mosquitos (quite
ineffective if you ask me) and the exact same smell, pigs’ sh… with a sharp chemical tone. 
How much chance is that the UK and a far away Banana Republic’ tiny island would use the
same stuff and almost in the same time? And for what? Mosquitos around Lichfield in Jan?
Or even fertilizing in Jan? 
I had / have the usual headache and strange heart bits. More, I ended up with ‘mumps’ again
(swollen parts I’ve got last winter, too for months) my guess is that because my mouth is full
with metals acting like ‘antennas’, I react worse than the average to radiation. Because of it I
can’t tell how much is due to radiation. That tiny island had a terrible amount of antenna
clusters and – a shopkeeper told – many YOUNG were ill with covid (the idle, bored, hanging
on mobile phone generation) but middle aged. (Haven’t seen elderly locals, 50y at most.) 
But that smell is interesting. I am curious what’s the exact source and used for what exactly."

2 rumbles
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Connie23456, 3 weeks ago
He needs to be arrested! I can’t believe he’s still has the balls to be on TV

6 rumbles
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Massimo73, 2 weeks ago
The video is here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gagNF7usc1Y

2 rumbles

Hereforothers, 3 weeks ago
SBN? Could you help w finding video? Sounds very important. Thank you.

2 rumbles
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QuietTrouble, 3 weeks ago
They are here on rumble,put in dr.Franc Zalewski on SBN news clips

2 rumbles

QuietTrouble, 3 weeks ago
It is also still on YouTube under Dr Franc Zalewski The Thing Another Life Form In The
COVID Vaxx Vials English subs

3 rumbles
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DAH8890, 3 weeks ago
Then he works on a non injected individual... How does one sterilize for the technology in the blood
of the injected?  
 
Going to the dentist seems risky now.

7 rumbles
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Lynne0105, 3 weeks ago
I think normal sterilizing methods would be fine. I worry for people receiving blood
transfusions though.

12 rumbles

AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
I realize now that dentistry has always been risky. Most leave their check-ups fully radiated
and fluoridated. I go to the dentist for a cleaning and visual check annually but no poison,
thank you very much.

5 rumbles
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flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
Yes, there is no clean blood for the unvaxxed purebloods now....we would need our
own blood bank.....and blood you bank for yourself is only good for a few months....

10 rumbles
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Gundel, 3 weeks ago
The body attack graphene oxide as if it would be a biological invader, same reaction. Ppl read the
orwell.city, they follow the nanotech, they found graphene first, they examined the most type of
vaccines, etc. They are the best, orwell.city is only the translation of La Quinta Columna' findings,
the whole Spanish languaged countries and scientists work together.

3 rumbles
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Dopple_, 3 weeks ago
Agree. I have been worried about this also. I also believe some individuals are already hooked and
linked in to the internet of things being controlled by the AI through these neuro links being built
with the graphene oxides.

9 rumbles

Hereforothers, 3 weeks ago
Agreed. The evil extends to spraying our food, our skies, our water. We need to keep dialoging
together to put together a survival and health protocol, easy to understand and resource. The
attacks are coming from every direction.

7 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Yes, the MAC IDs they already have, that's a bluetooth type connection, they can be connected I
guess if the system is fully ready. Not by us, but by their AI, antennas, that's why they need a lot of
base station close, the range is short, you can see these MACs just about a 20 meters distance. 
I haven't heard about the hives type but I guess it's the same they call to the Internet of Bodies
openly (IoT), for that they must be connected to an AI / system. They lied a huge, the nanotech to
do this is already in the vaxxed, not everyone but in 86% of them.

1 rumble
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Gundel, 3 weeks ago
We will see, I know double jabbed who stopped, they recovered after a couple of bad months and
are well for 3-4 months now, no short breath, nothing. Stop with vax, clean out graphene oxide and
stay away from wireless radiation. Use cabled net and phone only and shield the house or at least
the bedroom with earthing!

3 rumbles
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lauragravina, 3 weeks ago
She is already working with Dr. Yeadon and his Team Enigma. They are doing an analysis on the
batches, regarding which are the most deadly. Do you follow her on Telegram? Her channel has
the 80k plus followers, there are imposter channels, that's why I mention that.

15 rumbles
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Hereforothers, 3 weeks ago
Also a great suggestion! To report findings to coroners.

4 rumbles
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annebeck58, 3 weeks ago
My daughter went to mortuary school, and I think this would freak her out... Wish she had
gone on to find a mortuary in order to get board certified, but that can be a problem, in the
US, with most funeral homes being family businesses. 
I think I'll send her this video, but I also think she won't want to see it, because she worships
at the alter of da'rona. Sad, for all of us, that this is where she is...

3 rumbles
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NOREENSB, 3 weeks ago
but several close people I know are not vaxxed and have used ivermectin at home to get better.
This would mean that the virus itself is introducing heartworms?

5 rumbles

JR1946, 3 weeks ago
Just wondering if ivermectin would cure it

4 rumbles

BamaTom, 3 weeks ago
Can’t hurt.

3 rumbles

Watergrl, 3 weeks ago
No, they are not heartworms.

2 rumbles

LynnK595, 3 weeks ago
Ivermectin works because it also has antiviral properties, as does hcq.

1 rumble

luminax, 3 weeks ago
I'm sure they would have identified them if they were.

1 rumble

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
No, ivermectin has a 'side effect' gives oxygen to the cells, that's why. There is a name for it,
ionotic or similar, sorry English is not my first.

0 rumbles
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NWFAITH, 3 weeks ago
Animals can get heartworms from a mosquito bite, so maybe the Covid virus itself penetrates
airborne or direct contact with our skin, eyes, mucus membranes. I’ll leave that to the
experts.

5 rumbles
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NOREENSB, 3 weeks ago
Yes, you have a valid point there...

2 rumbles
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Truth_seekerr, 3 weeks ago
Amen 

🙏

5 rumbles
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ThisChick, 3 weeks ago
...or maybe the body is making this in response to the spike protein, which is dangerous on it's
own.

2 rumbles

AmateurNecromancer, 3 weeks ago
And the air.

2 rumbles
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20 rumbles

C130Avi8Trx, 3 weeks ago
my mother had at one point gotten infected with TB. Her body, in order to protect itself, ended up walling
off the infected cells, and so she had a couple of cysts that contained TB. She didn't actually have a TB
infection, but when they would do the initial test, she would come back positive. They would do further
tests and realize she wasnt TB active or infectious. Could it be that these white clot things, be the body,
trying desperately to contain the spike proteins, and trying to wall them off with white blood cells or
something in an attempt to protect the body, not realizing that it actually is making the situation worse?
Wouldn't be the first time the body, unable to clear an infection or tumor tries to 'wall it off'....

20 rumbles

Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
I know I’ve comemwted several times but I’m crying now because my stepgrandson is 11 and is mom got
him jabbed! She didn’t tell his dad until several nights ago when she ended up in the ER with their son
whom is 11! He’s having rapid heart rate and abnormal bloodwork. They’ve referred him to a
hematologist and oncologist but ignored the heart rate! Dear God...what can we do? Will a d dimer test
find this?! 

😭😭😭

 He is only 11!
20 rumbles

GayleenNoel, 3 weeks ago
My 76 yr old mom got both jabs after I tried to tell her not to get them. She now has blood clots and has
to be on Coumadin the rest of her life. She probably has these clots all through her body!

20 rumbles

jyakeli, 3 weeks ago
My boss died from a blood clot in her brain last July which was 3-4 months after her shots. The family
had to sign a paper releasing the clot to be given to sent out for research purposes. They KNOW already
what they have done and what they have caused! Evil

20 rumbles

OldTimeyGuy, 3 weeks ago
Fear drove them to take the vaccine. 
In the end the fear is the least of their problems.

20 rumbles

kitkat2469, 3 weeks ago
Love you Dr Ruby. This makes me cry. Thank you for bringing this forward.

20 rumbles

iamimpact, 3 weeks ago
Unfortunately a lot of people are going to pass soon. Maybe it will wake people up.

20 rumbles

itsjojo, 3 weeks ago
Very painful. This information needs to be viewed by the public. Thank you Dr Ruby.

20 rumbles

ShelleySouthwick, 3 weeks ago
Members of my family have been vaccinated. They practically ran over people just to get in line for the
vaccine. I called them, while they were in line, and told them to wait. Do some research. Why the rush?
All to no avail. It infuriates me and breaks my heart. Right from the start, I smelled a rat. Why are the
kindest, warmest people the easiest to dupe? There is no joy in being right on this issue. No joy at all! I
feel like I am looking at my family riding in a vehicle that is headed off a cliff! Noooooo...

19 rumbles

AV8a, 3 weeks ago
This revelation is a huge game changer. This evidence should be used to stop all the COVID vaccination
and prosecute everyone that has developed and pushed this jab.

19 rumbles

Jenamay6, 3 weeks ago
This man is absolutly a hero...it's only because of people like him that we have the truth at all. I can't
believe the fear that I'm seeing, especially in the highly "educated". 
The real worth of a person isn't in his brain...it's in his spine.

19 rumbles

stillgoing, 3 weeks ago
I'm hoping something will come out big in the next few days. it will be more fuel when we go to the hill
and take our country back 

🚛🚚🚛🇨🇦

19 rumbles

Kennykoch1, 3 weeks ago
Graphene oxide? 

🤔

19 rumbles

hjacobf3, 3 weeks ago
It is my understanding that "scientists" are trying to create "vaccines" that are infectious like viruses. So,
at the end of the day, Satan is working hard to make sure it will be in all of us. That being said, Jesus
knows our hearts (souls) and our intentions. We should always refuse to willfully take that poison, and if
we do live to see the day that Satan will sneak it into us, he will only be adding to his own demise. It is
pitiful to see all of us who have been duped by the father of lies. We must all pray that Jesus will change
their hearts (souls) and give them grace! Always remember that Satan lost the war over 2,000 years ago
and protect your grace through your FAITH in Jesus!

18 rumbles

PatriotPamela, 3 weeks ago
My sister, the only family that is jabbed, has had pancreatitis and has had scans and tests for months.
Suddenly, there is a baseball sized tumor in her lung. How fast did this grow to not be caught earlier?
She's in the hospital, more scans, and now there is a mass quickly growing on her pancreas. I'm afraid
she's not going to make it and it's all because of the jab accelerating cancer.

18 rumbles

Eyeswideopin, 3 weeks ago
Just a thought, but do you think the reason they want to vaccinate the children is because they will be
without parents when the parents die?  
Imagine all the parents dying and all the children then homeless.  
Im 100% against the shots, but I just wanted to bring up that thought.

18 rumbles

cruiser55n, 3 weeks ago
COVID injections, which clearly don't qualify as vaccines by any stretch of the imagination (dangerous
and ineffective) are turning out to be a real world horror show.

17 rumbles

NanaKnows, 3 weeks ago
All funeral directors you need to start documenting all of these cases get some sort of written record
going on this phenomenon. You have no idea how invaluable records like that will be. And include all the
data you can. Whether or not they had the jab and Lot # if known. Gender, color,Age all the usual
demographics.

17 rumbles

NeedCoffeeNow, 3 weeks ago
Dr. Jane looks like she's gonna heave. Now that I think about it, I'm feeling a little queasy. Clear to see
cause of death is NOT from Corona virus. Viruses don't do this to your blood.

17 rumbles

margaritarivero, 3 weeks ago
People don’t want to listen, is so sad, my family thinks Im crazy for not talking the shots, I pray every day
for them, and the world. This have to STOP . Thousand will die 

😭😕

17 rumbles

BlessedTessa, 3 weeks ago
And people are lining their children up to get these vaccines. Monsters.

17 rumbles

kingdamager, 3 weeks ago
he should record when he finds these, and send copies to the medical examiner, and inform the family.
they may decide an autopsy is warranted, so a proper cause of death can be determined.

17 rumbles

Sassy117, 3 weeks ago
How disturbing. I don’t know what to say, but wow. This is genocide! I do remember that Dr Madej or Dr
Botha had found some material that seemed to change shape and become elongated, much like the
shape of the white things.

17 rumbles

PapaGriz1, 3 weeks ago
Hopefully Rumble has Closed Captions soon. I would like to know exactly what's said.

17 rumbles

NorthMaineMan, 3 weeks ago
Having worked as a mid-level government employee in a sensitive position for my entire career (now 20
years retired), I have viewed the government's actions for the past two years and can only come to a
single conclusion: This is all intentional and it has an endgame, and it's not good. Call me crazy, I really
don't care, but there is more to this vaccine than meets they eye. If I have to single out one thing, it's
been the push for people to vaccinate using a drug that has not been proven effective with the passing of
time. I have read the graphine theories and I will withhold judgement. What's more alarming to me are
the cardiac issues rearing its ugly head -- young healthy people are dying from cardiac issues after being
vaccinated -- maybe this stuff being found in dead peoples' blood is why. Personally, I think the vaccine
is a ticking time bomb with sinister motives -- maybe population control or ?. This whole vaccine thing
stinks to high heaven and I refuse to take it...

16 rumbles

31BRET, 3 weeks ago
Its clear this is a global depopulation mechanism. The vaccine was the reason for the virus, not vice
versa...we need NUREMBURG 2.0

16 rumbles

rossryerson, 3 weeks ago
Congress are a bunch of losers afraid to expose the truth.

16 rumbles

FreemasonicKnowledge, 3 weeks ago
Mike Adams Natural News dot com has his own lab. fyi

16 rumbles

Electra55355, 3 weeks ago
He said he didn't see them until mid 2021. Is this the vaxx?

16 rumbles

j123_b, 3 weeks ago
Really sad, hope they stop these lethal injections soon.

16 rumbles

DJ21, 3 weeks ago
wonder if this is why they don't allow ivermectin, it helps the people when sick and preventable
measures. I know he said it resembles a worm, maybe it is a parasite. just a thought.

15 rumbles

CaliBrat13, 3 weeks ago
Wow! Not only is the scary, it raises lots of questions in other areas like... 
 
- Are the people who've chosen to take the #BioweaponInjections allowed to donate their blood?  
 
- If so, would the fact that Mr. Hirschman has encountered 'resistance' during injecting embalming fluid,
would a vampire (aka phlebotomist) encounter the same 'resistance' withdrawing the blood?  
 
- If not, would these stringy clots continue to grow in the donated blood/plasma?  
 
Or... 
 
- If they remained the sizes as depicted in the video, could these 'contaminated stringy clots' be injected
into an unsuspecting individual via transfusions? 
 
Last but not least... 
 
- If an un-vaxxed 'pure blood' finds that they need an emergency surgery requiring a blood transfusion,
can we request blood only from another 'pure blood'? 
 
If I have to have a non-emergency surgery, I'll play it safe and bank my own blood.

15 rumbles

Riccati, 3 weeks ago
This is a nightmare.

15 rumbles

Usanurse, 3 weeks ago
These need to be examined chemically and under electronmicroscopy.

15 rumbles

Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
DEAR GOD! We have to stop this jab!

15 rumbles

PackCat, 3 weeks ago
Good presentation. Not a bad production for your first outing as interviewer instead of interviewee.

15 rumbles

BamaTom, 3 weeks ago
Death Penalty laws need to be passed today, to catch these SOBs in the future.,

15 rumbles

ZanOzkhan, 3 weeks ago
I am having to take tiny breaks while I watch this episode. 
My Looord

😳

how terrible terrible o my lord.
15 rumbles

jyakeli, 3 weeks ago
Tell him to make a police report

15 rumbles

rossryerson, 3 weeks ago
The bodies response to razor blades being injected into the blood stream.

15 rumbles

PatriotDesigner71, 3 weeks ago
Many states have approved processing the deceased into biosludge for the reason I believe to destroy
the bodies and evidence left behind in people.

15 rumbles

ericahamm17, 3 weeks ago
we need to figure how to help people who have gotten this jab! Wonder what could stop this from
forming? God help us

15 rumbles

REPLY

REPLY

CatherineWhitford, 3 weeks ago
Prayers for your parents 

🙏🙏🙏

And for you 

🙏💖🙏

All but 4 people in my family took the jab. (I am 1 of the 4.)

How can there only be 4 people among an extended family who can spot a lie, a deception?
8 rumbles

YallneedJesus21, 3 weeks ago
Also in MO. Same with my parents. Close to 70 years old .

2 rumbles

C

Y

C

REPLY

REPLY

ThisChick, 3 weeks ago
Yes... What you refer to in TB is called a Granuloma. It's how the body walls off the TB and
protects itself. I like your analogy - if there are spike proteins in certain areas of the body, how
might the body protect itself in this case...? 
 
Granulomas are fibroblasts (a type of cell) and deposits of collagen (a protein in our body, made by
our body.)

2 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Yes, in the animal world their vaxxes was proven to cause cysts. Cysts are like bins, the body tries
to separate and enclose poisonous stuff but later some of these cysts cause different problems,
become cancerous or else.

1 rumble
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REPLY

llrhodes, 3 weeks ago
I'm dealing with the same stuff. It's heartbreaking.

9 rumbles

L

A

J

REPLY

WeRscrewed, 3 weeks ago
Amen!

1 rumble

W

S

REPLY

AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
Right on! I would be with them if I could.

1 rumble

A

REPLY

REPLY

Katrinka, 3 weeks ago
I was thinking the same thing

8 rumbles

AmateurNecromancer, 3 weeks ago
Sounds more like Morgellons chemtrail fibers. There is certainly GO as well though. Try sticking
small washers (@M3) onto your forehead and body, mine is weakly magnetic so this implies
superparamagnetic nanoparticles. No jabs, no swabs, no injections or medication at all.

3 rumbles

K

REPLY

RavenBlaze, 3 weeks ago
Sounds possible.

3 rumbles

R

A

REPLY

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
orwell.city... Graphene Oxide were found in meat, tee types, saline solutions!!, laxative drug,
tomato, salad, rain water in the Canaries, many other types of vaxxes including a children
one.

3 rumbles

G

H

P

REPLY

REPLY

DJ21, 3 weeks ago
I'm so sorry to hear about your sister.

9 rumbles

papabearx1, 3 weeks ago
MAY GOD RICHLY BLESS YOU AND YOUR SISTER AND KEEP A SHIELDING OF
PROTECTION AROUND YOU ALL, IN JESUS' HOLY NAME I PRAY FOR YOU ALL! AMEN!!!

6 rumbles
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P

E
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REPLY

Truthernut, 3 weeks ago
They are jabbing the children as well. They children will be sold.

5 rumbles

AimDawg75, 3 weeks ago
I've thought of that as well, and believe it's probable the gov will become the parents.

3 rumbles

A

REPLY

PatriotBrad, 3 weeks ago
Crime against humanity.

11 rumbles
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REPLY

RobertLassche, 3 weeks ago
Your wrong. Not thousands, but millions.

5 rumbles

R

REPLY

WeRscrewed, 3 weeks ago
Try billions!!!!

4 rumbles

W

B

REPLY

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
And ignorant parents...

1 rumble

G

REPLY

JessieBeaner, 3 weeks ago
He should save EVERY specimen and label and date

11 rumbles

J

REPLY

Nprblondie1, 3 weeks ago
Yes! He should send them to Dr. Ryan Cole.

1 rumble

N

S

REPLY

JessieBeaner, 3 weeks ago
HYDRAS

8 rumbles

J

REPLY

luminax, 3 weeks ago
No, not hydras.

0 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
They can be modified hydras, read Dr Becket's Body Electric book, hydras were deeply
researched for their unique qualities like you chop them and there will be a full new
animal from every chopped parts.

2 rumbles

G

P

REPLY

REPLY

REPLY

flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
I don't think so, unfortunately....A deaf mom I know wants to watch Stew Peters' videos, but says
there is only 'cc' on YouTube, which censors, but not Rumble....Rumble needs to get software or a
team to have it and reach more viewers...

20 rumbles

DRocker57, 3 weeks ago
My sister is deaf and I can't send these to her withh cc.

12 rumbles

Truthernut, 3 weeks ago
They need a lot of stuff..history, save, etc.

5 rumbles

F

REPLY

KittyWilhite, 3 weeks ago
Rumble will soon be part of Truth Social so I'm sure there will be many needed
improvements

6 rumbles

K

D

REPLY

Patches15, 3 weeks ago
In November 2021 Department of Homeland Security issued small business solicitations for
several projects. One of them is DHS221-007 which stands for Mass Fatality Tracking System. The
system is to be reafy by September 2022.

4 rumbles

P

REPLY

dhaddix7, 3 weeks ago
And they're behind most of what's going on. Because they are profiting from the sale of these very
expensive injections. Dr fauci himself, owns a percentage of one of the vaccines. Total conflict of
interest, but that's what people in our government do. They do not serve the people they line their
wallets with ill-gotten gain. It's no longer "ask not what your country can do for you, but what can
you do for your country". Politicians today, want what they can get out of this country to the
detriment of we the people.

9 rumbles

D

REPLY

AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
The Canadian federal government's opposition leader, O'Toole the fool and simpering
Lib/Con, when asked about the trucker convoy prevaricated with "we are still encouraging
Canadians to get fully vaccinated." They watch their own media with their fingers in their
ears, singing la la la and have no clue that the country is turning on them. Good and not a
minute too soon. No doubt they are bribed and blackmailed with and by pharma money and
we will get to the bottom of it.

6 rumbles
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stillgoing, 3 weeks ago
Yes he said that and I think he said it started seeing it when the shots came up

15 rumbles

Truthernut, 3 weeks ago
Yes

9 rumbles
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PatriotBrad, 3 weeks ago
I am not going anywhere near hospitals or doctors. 
 
Peehaps a rural doctors office in an emergency.

12 rumbles

cgates, 3 weeks ago
We sometimes watch a show called Chicago Med ... last week's episode featured a pregnant un-
jabbed woman not wanting a blood transfusion from vaxxed blood. They made her look like a fool,
and made sure she died in the end due to lack of blood. It was awful ... so biased and blatant. Pure
bloods are no longer welcome or respected in the health care system. Or on tv.

9 rumbles

P
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REPLY

WeRscrewed, 3 weeks ago
Me either lol. I was born at home and that's where I will die.

6 rumbles

Allibabacj53, 3 weeks ago
I live in rural area & some doctors say the vax will help some say not. But they’re very closed
mouthed here.

5 rumbles
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GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
@BamaTom - That's why the DC cabal is so against the death penalty - they know that will be their
righteous end if justice is served.

5 rumbles

REPLY

BamaTom, 3 weeks ago
A little Death would end all this BS. 
They know they can get away with what ever they want. If caught, they don’t even get
prosecuted. Takes a mega phone like Stew to keep the light in these vermin.  
The Durham thing will get swept under the rug. 
I do pray come Nov, we get a red wave snd control both houses. All 2020 election evidence
will be destroyed ASAP by the swamp. 
That must be preserved for history.

5 rumbles

GilbertBarb, 3 weeks ago
@BamaTom - I believe we've passed the point of a just a "little" death to rectify our
situation. We will get a red wave dependant upon how successful the thieves are
stealing the states with mail in voting only and how much unchecked cheating
continues in the rest of the nation, and of course there's still Dominion.

3 rumbles

J
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WeRscrewed, 3 weeks ago
That's what I think as well. Their bodies are trying to encapsulate the toxins to protect their blood
stream from it- problem is the shit IS IN THEIR BLOOD STREAM ALREADY!

2 rumbles
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DAH8890, 3 weeks ago
That movie many decades ago... Soylent Green? Disgusting.

5 rumbles

D
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Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Or the book, Chricton: Prey...

1 rumble

G
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REPLY

rumcat1222, 3 weeks ago
I doubt they would want any help. Most are not on Rumble only MS platforms act high and mighty
about their decision to get jabbed. They think even going on Rumble is crazy. I just found that out
the other day that Rumble is viewed as a disinformation platform. I had no idea! I thought it was a
place to get information that hasn't been censored. But if you spend any time on other sites the
jabbed will go after you with a pitchforks. They don't want the unjabbed to give opinions, take up
resources at the hospital, have any rights or live if they get covid. Wonderful group of people. YES
AND of course not all. But I would say 80% that took it believe in it 100% the other 20% were
coerced.

21 rumbles

Kelpie82, 3 weeks ago
Yes i agree. It will come from nature.

2 rumbles

Gundel, 3 weeks ago
Graphene oxide detox and staying away from wireless radiation.
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jennwimm, 3 weeks ago
Thank you so much Dr Ruby. Your not alone in this fight.

14 rumbles

Jazzilady49, 3 weeks ago
I said that morticians are the best resource for the effects and causes of all the deaths. They are the last
stop for these poor people. Just heart breaking!

14 rumbles

NReynolds, 3 weeks ago
I’m with you Dr. Ruby 

🙏🙏🙏✝

 God help us Save Our Children!! Thank You Mr. Hershel - You are a
Hero !

14 rumbles

Soozieq17, 3 weeks ago
Holy moly! This is horrible! I know soooo many people that got the shot. If this isn’t figured out fast and
fixed, so many will die. It’s heartbreaking news.

14 rumbles

Nursepepper, 3 weeks ago
Is this something for forensics investigations

14 rumbles

SherryBoBerry, 3 weeks ago
It makes you wonder if the turn up of 5G will be increasing these clots and make the onset quicker.

14 rumbles

NativeKek, 3 weeks ago
This happened to my mom. My mom is alive - thank goodness. They found a blood clot in her left leg.
They pulled it out from the back of her knee. They said the entire blood clot was the length of her entire
leg and up above her groin. My mom is double vaxxed Pfizer. They told her she can't get a booster. I've
never heard of a blood clot being that long before.

13 rumbles

Vernon_Denegar, 3 weeks ago
I am reminded of the story "I am Legend" not the crappy Hollywood movie, but the actual short story
where everyone is mutated into Vampires and society has moved on making normal, non-mutated
people the monsters. 
 
I am a Monster, I will remain un-vaxed despite the Vampire hoards that want to destroy me for being
different.

13 rumbles

LouLou65, 3 weeks ago
It is easier to explain that this is hell. We were trapped and lied to. This is a soul stealing event from
mass psysocis. Humanity is under a great big delusional spell. WHY else would ppl inject poison into
themselves without researching.

13 rumbles

Pfournier1960, 3 weeks ago
When are people going to wake up to the genocide happening?

13 rumbles

Sproutfuel, 3 weeks ago
caught my attention...after reading the ingredients months ago... Butyls are rubber derivatives

13 rumbles

carolclark, 3 weeks ago
When setting up arrangements for my elderly sister, the mortician mentioned the increase in deaths they
are seeing from people had no prior health issues. 
BTW, our son had a stroke 2 weeks after his 2nd Moderna jab.He is no longer able to work.

13 rumbles

ValleyWalker, 3 weeks ago
He should test the worm like structures under black light to see if they have iridescence and to see if
they can be moved with a magnet.

13 rumbles

JJHigg, 3 weeks ago
THANK you Dr. Jane. My heart is broken for everyone that took this horrible innoculation. I too have dear
family members and friends that made this choice. God ... please help all of them! 

🙏💕

13 rumbles

ruka, 3 weeks ago
Are people surprised? Really?

13 rumbles

argh226, 3 weeks ago
Could this be the hydra-parasite thing that they saw previously?

13 rumbles

CathlynWright, 3 weeks ago
Could this be caused by the hydra-type organisms found in the jab vials?

13 rumbles

Anticlotshot, 3 weeks ago
I wonder what will happen when they fire up the 5G???

13 rumbles

skyhawk4u, 3 weeks ago
Wow. I’m a paramedic UK. Thankfully myself and my kids(grown up) refused these jabs. My Mrs had
covid, survived, and didn’t listen to me, went and got 2 AZ jabs. Now, her tummy is permanently
distended, Drs don’t know what’s wrong.  
Now, I can’t explain this without going down the conspiracy route, but medically I can’t explain it, either
can my A&E consultant friend. My wife, was on her mobile phone for about 40 mins to a friend upstairs,
she shouted me for help. When I saw her, she had a Bell’s palsy, I assessed her, she complained of
headache, sometimes migraines can cause it albeit very rarely, so I put it down to that. She does suffer
from migraines. So I put it down to a one off. A week later, on mobile it happened again, same side
holding the phone to ear on side the palsy developed. All rectified within a couple of hours. Another
night, she complained of not feeling right, I assessed her, heart rate 120bpm, so I’m looking for the
reason, no chest pain, no headache, no pain, no temperature, but blood pressure was 90/70. So this
explained increased heart rate, but why the drop in blood pressure? She wouldn’t go to hospital, so I was
up all night keeping an eye on her, by morning, back to normal. Checked her over, she had nystagmus in
one eye, this can’t happen. It should be both eyes. Totally bamboozled.  
Seeing lots of developing neurological issues in patients, MS, CJD type symptoms, new onset
Parkinson’s, seizures, a colleague developed Gullah Barre syndrome, paralysed from waist down,
another transverse myelitis. Lots of jabbed colleagues always going off with Covid, I’m not even sure
whether I’ve had it despite working frontline last 2 years. I lose my job in 2 months if I don’t get jabbed. I
will walk rather than be part of what’s happening 
It’s hard to accept what our governments are doing to us, but they are

12 rumbles

Bgragg, 3 weeks ago
None of my family (husband. 3 sons, 2 daughters-in-law, 5 grandchildren, mother and brother) has
gotten the cupcake but my husband's siblings have. One sister-in-law was relentless trying to get my
husband and sons to get it. She's no longer welcome in my home. Don't mess with mama bear.

12 rumbles

Susinn, 3 weeks ago
Oh Dear Lord, help us!

12 rumbles

Jaggirl, 3 weeks ago
God help us! This is insane horror that somebody has to stop!

12 rumbles

BlessedTessa, 3 weeks ago
You are wonderful Dr. Jane! Thank God this man came forward!

12 rumbles

BamaTom, 3 weeks ago
What are the pathologist say it is. That’s their job. I’d call up an independent pathologist. 
Make a case study

12 rumbles

johnrumble8, 3 weeks ago
Ozone therapy cancels the spike protein post covid vaccination
http://orthomolecular.org/resources/omns/v17n24.shtml

12 rumbles

NWFAITH, 3 weeks ago
Look up microfilaria images

12 rumbles

GregBjugstad1952, 3 weeks ago
I’m asking for some confirmation from my rumble friends. My son just told me about a report saying
someone who just got the jab, used the athletes suction cup to suck it out, then poked holes with a
needle and sucked it again. The blood came out like gel. Seeking opinions.

12 rumbles

ron3409rjmac, 3 weeks ago
The BIO-WEAPON is foul play, IT'S MURDER!

12 rumbles

Fuzzel1, 3 weeks ago
I also tried to convince my parents not to get boosted but they did, and kept it from me for three months.
Then three weeks ago my mom is suddenly diagnosed with uterine cancer. Soon after I came across a
video with Dr Ryan Cole talking about seeing a 20% increase in Uterine cancer. It was very upsetting. I
can’t talk to my mom about it. It’s very hard for all of us out there trying to warn family members and
seeing these types of events. To make it worse our family members are completely unaware or in denial
that these injuries may be side effects.

11 rumbles

linda08540, 3 weeks ago
Try sending your program to Rand Paul, Reiner Fuellmich, Project Veritas They might tell you who to
contact to take a deeper look. Ugh!  
 
Good show Dr. Ruby!

11 rumbles

Patriot0ne, 3 weeks ago
i shall never comply , my wife sadly did so i decided to move to the guest bedroom.

11 rumbles

kathytodd710, 3 weeks ago
I agree Dr Jane, something is very wrong….

I’ll say it….this is Murder, it’s their goal 2depopulate……

I love you Dr Jane!

♥

11 rumbles

bjsbizniz, 3 weeks ago
Yeah, my husband got 3 injections so far. I have refused. He seems " fine" . But it's a matter of time  
:( It's really hard to live each day wondering.... The LORD knows all about the anguish.

11 rumbles

LanzaMarie, 3 weeks ago
My mom had a stroke after her first Moderna shot and was hospitalized with blockages in both carotid
arteries. Of course, everyone connected it with age. So after the blockages were removed and she was
released from the hospital, she got her second shot. 
 
A couple of months later, she was back in the hospital with a 98% blockage in her left carotid.  
 
She went to a vein specialist for the second removal and asked him if the blockages were caused by the
Vax and confirmed that it was possibly the "sticky platelet" side effect of the injection.

11 rumbles

butchray74, 3 weeks ago
All my friends and family have had it. Still getting sick. No more contact from anyone. Just what they
want. Standing strong and calm. Movie is sickening

11 rumbles

jmpatait, 3 weeks ago
I am not to surprised, when we have a pathological liar for our POTUS pushing mandated vaccines that
tells me something is up with the vaccine itself, take that along with what the left engraved on the
"Georgia Guidestones" on wanting to reduce the world population down to 500,000,000 and it is safe to
say the left doesn't have our health and longevity as a priority, it is just the opposite of that.

11 rumbles

BekahV82, 3 weeks ago
For there is nothing hidden that will not be disclosed, and nothing concealed that will not be known or
brought out into the open. Luke 8:17

11 rumbles

PJEver, 3 weeks ago
Senator Ron Johnson needs this information!!! Please give him this ASAP!!! "On January 24, 2022
Senator Ron Johnson invited a group of world renowned doctors and medical experts to the U.S. Senate
to provide a different perspective on the global pandemic response, the current state of knowledge of
early and hospital treatment, vaccine efficacy and safety, what went right, what went wrong, what should
be done now, and what needs to be addressed long term. This 38 minute video highlights the 5-hour
discussion." https://youtu.be/9jMONZMuS2U 
Click here for the entire event video: https://rumble.com/vt62y6-covid-19-a-second-opinion.html

11 rumbles

PatrioticDuty01, 3 weeks ago
Reuters reporting Japan is at 1% of its COVID peak cases and falling. India is at 3% of its peak and
falling. What did these countries do? Ditch vaccine mandates for ivermectin. Since April 28, India
medical officials started providing Hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin to its massive population. As India
is the major pharmaceutical manufacture in the world, they were ready for this massive drug distribution.
MIRACULOUSLY!, COVID cases have plummeted quickly since then. Meanwhile, all “first world"
countries in Europe are reporting a rise in cases. Get your ivermectin before it is too late
ivmpharmacy.com

11 rumbles

jaxpacific, 3 weeks ago
My Granny was coughing up blood clots and now she is dead.

11 rumbles

SavedbyGrace, 3 weeks ago
I pray for my vaccinated friends

11 rumbles

RighetousRants, 3 weeks ago
It looks more like a parasite than a clot, has anyone tested this thing ?

11 rumbles

mrevans1, 3 weeks ago
Try To Read What's Below Very Carefully . . . 
 
 
To The Person Who's Reading These Words Here. 
 
 
 
Read What's Below Very Carefully And Try Your Very Best To Fully Comprehend The Words Below
Because You Need To Fully Understand Them Now, Because They May Lead To Your Life, And Your
Children's And Families Lives Being Saved, And Prevented And Saved From The Very Real Deadly
Reproductive Chemical Harm To You And Them. 
 
The Deadly Faux COVIDIOT1984 Jabs Have Human Being Sterilizing Chemicals In Them, So Everyone,
Including Infants On Up Who Actually Survive The DNA/RNA Altering Death Jabs Will Be Made
Irreversibly Sterilized With No Way Of Undoing That, So Your Family Lines Abruptly End People And
$heeple, Which Is By Design By Evil $hill Gates Of HELL, And Evil Joseph Mengle = Anthony Fraudci,
And Evil Klaus Schwaub's Evil UN Agenda's 21 = 2030 = 2050 Realm-Wide Massive Human Being =
Cattle = Chattel = $heeple Depopulation Extermination COVIDIOT-OP$1984 $camdemic. 
 
Wake Up Now And Fight Back If You Want Yourselves And Your Precious Children And Grandchildren
To Live, And Have Their Human Being Rights To Have Their Own Children When They Grow Up If They
So Choose To. 
 
Refuse Any And Every Kind Of Injection, Especially Any Injection $hot Claiming To Be For The Flu And
Colds Because They Are The Deadly COVIDIOT1984 Human Genome Altering / Destroying And
Sterilizing Death Jabs Repurposed And Rebranded To Fool You Into Getting Them Into You And Your
Very Precious Children And Grandchildren. 
 
Also, . . . Refuse Any And All Liquids And Nasal $prays, For They Most Likely Also Have The Very Same
Deadly Toxic And $terilizing Chemical Compounds Inside Them From Anyone, Even From Your
Supposed Trusted Doctor Or Doctors And $pecialists, For They Are Either Being Forced Into Pusing
Them On You, And Into You And Your Children And Grandchildren, Or They Are Willing Accomplices In
This Evil Human Being = Cattle = $heeple Depopulation $camdemic For The $$$. 
 
Do You Fully Understand ?

11 rumbles

mrevans1, 3 weeks ago
The RTPCR Procedure,( Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction ), aka Technique Is Not A
Test To Test Anything, But A Tool And Procedure For Magnifying Microscopic Pieces Of Genetic Matter,
Like RNA And DNA, Using The Cycles Part Of The Procedure Which Makes As Many Cycles, aka
Copies Of Whatever The RTPCR Technique Procedure Is Tasked With Replicating . . . 
 
 
 
It Is Not A Test, And Cannot Be Made Into A Test For Testing Viruses . . . 
 
 
 
Look That Up, And Find The Documents And Videos Online At DuckDuckGo From The Late RTPCR
Intentor Kari Mullis, Who Won The Nobel Prize For His Invention, The RTPCR Technique Procedure
Back In 1983, Who Was Murdered 2 Months Before Evil $hill Gate's Event 201 Went Live In Late 2019,
Which Is Now The COVIDIOT1984 $camdemic . . . ;-0 
 
 
 
 
Wake Up. Look Up This Information, For Forewarned Is Forearmed . . . :-0

11 rumbles

TinkaBowdit, 3 weeks ago
God bless you, Dr. Ruby, Stew Peters and all the brave whistleblowers who are speaking truth. You're
right, Dr. Ruby... Heaven, help us!!! I will continue to keep all of you securely wrapped in my prayers.

11 rumbles

RevelationSkyWatcher, 3 weeks ago
it is made from hydrogel and it self replicates making a interet system in your entire body. Darpa and
Profusa is who makes this Hydrogel. That is what I believe to be true.

11 rumbles

S_Qeptic, 3 weeks ago
God help us is right! Nobody else can help us. Stay strong and keep reporting!

11 rumbles

AussieLover, 3 weeks ago
Damn these demons doing this to hell!!

11 rumbles

FinnVonan, 3 weeks ago
It's as if they had been injected with tire inflater.

11 rumbles

Seetruth4ever, 3 weeks ago
that's just gross. We need to find out what they are made of.

11 rumbles

AlaMeemaw, 3 weeks ago
my blood was tested recently while in the hospital and I tested for high fibrinogin.. that' what these things
sound like to me.. I was only exposed o my husband who was vaccinated.. I have not been vacinated..
they also did a d-dimer test which showed I have blood clots.. I believe these are a result of spike protein
shedding from my husband

10 rumbles

EsthersDaughter, 3 weeks ago
This is absolutely pathetic and sad. These killer jabs must stop NOW! 
Almost all of my family except for one daughter and her family got the jab. They wouldn't listen to me.  
Thank you Stew for having DrJudy on here. God bless you both. 
Keep fervently praying and rebuke all evil around the world. 
#GODWINS.

10 rumbles

Apiarist, 3 weeks ago
There is so much info out there about this garbage. Why do people still take this shit?  
Rise up. Say NO!

10 rumbles

mictexas, 3 weeks ago
This is so awful. These shots are destroying people and making pharma rich. When are people going to
wake up? I'm a pure blood. I will never take these toxic gene therapy shots. My entire family has
ridiculed me for my personal decision. I'm low risk, healthy, exercise, and take supplements. I would
rather die a pure blood than subject myself to a vax injury and antibody dependent enhancement
disease.

10 rumbles

waldoslack, 3 weeks ago
We need to understand HOW shedding works. Are the unvaxxed vulnerable?

10 rumbles

Rightside1Up, 3 weeks ago
A sample of this substance needs to be examined in a lab!

10 rumbles

queenz731, 3 weeks ago
Dr Brian Ardis Lab. I’m sure would welcome this opportunity

10 rumbles

RALOS, 3 weeks ago
After all is said and done it can't be anything else but a bioweapon. The gene deletions are fcking
disgusting!

10 rumbles

flexxmaxx, 3 weeks ago
Sorry Vaccinated you are screwed.

10 rumbles

Kathyefriesen, 3 weeks ago
Perhaps Mr. Hirschman should ask Dr. Ryan Cole (Idaho) if he could recommend another pathologist
who could examine these specimens?

10 rumbles
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Graphene oxide detox and staying away from wireless radiation.
1 rumble

stillgoing, 3 weeks ago
Just try stopping them so they don't get any more

1 rumble
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Mustard_Tiger, 3 weeks ago
That is why Richard came forth. He knows he is the last line of defense. It is obviously after death,
but nobody would ever know what is coming out of the victims if not for him. Many are cremated,
but many others are embalmed and this is the result. Almighty God will make a ruling very soon.
This killing must end now.
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queenz731, 3 weeks ago
I’m truly sorry about your son.
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Lynne0105, 3 weeks ago
I was just looking at the images again in this video and thinking the same thing. They do resemble
the synthetic modified hydras only much larger. Horrifying!!!

11 rumbles

luminax, 3 weeks ago
No.

-1 rumbles
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flockofdoves, 3 weeks ago
They already are....I think the white stuff is some sort of self-assembling tissue from the vaccine
which likely grows with 5G....like a neural network, but in the veins/arteries.....
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EyesofblueICU, 3 weeks ago
Good for you
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AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
Coroners have also been bought out. Independence is a dangerous path these days.

5 rumbles
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Tee007, 3 weeks ago
There is more to this than the spike protein unfortunately these synthetic nano lipid substances are
also extremely problematic..
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DAH8890, 3 weeks ago
I viewed a video where exactly that occurred. The blood looked like Jello.

12 rumbles

Truthernut, 3 weeks ago
I've seen a vidoe of the procedure. It has to be done with 20 minutes of injection from what I've
read.

9 rumbles

KittyWilhite, 3 weeks ago
I saw a video of that a long time back.

6 rumbles

soonner, 3 weeks ago
What do you want to know?

3 rumbles

Hereforothers, 3 weeks ago
Anyone able to locate a link or platform?
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jhock54, 3 weeks ago
Same here
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papabearx1, 3 weeks ago
EXACTLY!!!!!!THEY ARE ALL MURDERERS!!!

9 rumbles

scotty55, 3 weeks ago
time to put them in jail

5 rumbles

Jessicakez, 3 weeks ago
They’ll get those numbers cause too many people have fallen for this
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Truth_seekerr, 3 weeks ago
Amen 

🙏

2 rumbles

papabearx1, 3 weeks ago
AMEN!!!!

1 rumble
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CapitalTreasure, 3 weeks ago
I sent it to him directly so I know he hasn’t

5 rumbles

bburns1955, 14 hours ago
Yes, Senator Ron Johnson needs this info, PJEver, as well at the Front Line doctors, which
includes a pathologist, Dr. Ryan Cole. I would think he could analyze this rope-like substance.
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RitchieKarau1, 3 weeks ago
My condolences to you and your family.
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jenwells, 3 weeks ago
I am so sorry to hear that you are going through this. That is terrible! I am praying and hoping that
the damage can be reversed and for no more clots to be in your body! This jab is tearing apart
marriages.

3 rumbles

MysticalRN, 2 weeks ago
I'm so sorry. I hate that you are in that situation, cause I truly know how heartbreaking that is for
you. You worry about his health and now have to worry about your own bc he chose to get that
injection. Then people wonder why we have an adverse reaction to all of this and the ppl that got it.
We are not hurting them, but they are also impacting our health, which I'm sure was the intention of
the ones that push the jab.  
What did they say was the reason behind your abnormal lab results? I'm in the medical profession
and they should be ashamed of themselves. Everyone that pushed or gave this damn jab. They
knew better. If they didn't they should get out of the profession now. They have zero rationale
thinking skills and the patients are not the ones coming first.
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Briguy72, 3 weeks ago
I knew this was coming. People said I'm nuts to worry, saying they got a shot and are fine. My response?
Wait 12 months. I don't like being right about this except that I didn't take it.

10 rumbles

Patches15, 3 weeks ago
In November 2021 DHS opened solicitations for new projects. One of them is DHS221-007 - Mass
Fatality Tracking System.

10 rumbles

Andreabo, 3 weeks ago
I think the boosters are the clinchers in this

10 rumbles

NoComply, 3 weeks ago
Ha s the China and Russia military taken the shot?

10 rumbles

renelle, 3 weeks ago
I heard a podcast one month ago with a UK coroner saying the same thing. Ugh! I can't remember the
podcast to let ya'll know.

10 rumbles

Stogey5, 3 weeks ago
Houston, i think we have a problem!

10 rumbles

Ololo, 3 weeks ago
You just can’t dream this up!

10 rumbles

MochaTeeShirts, 3 weeks ago
Boom! Exposing these lying politicians one bomb at a time. There’s not one good one not one.

10 rumbles

RoxieH, 3 weeks ago
Somebody needs to put these "clots" under a microscope and find out what they REALLY are.

9 rumbles

FlwrGirl66x, 3 weeks ago
Out of thirty family members, only ten of us went with our own immune system. Just lost a loved one to
kidney failure; they restrained him, sedated him, waited for his extremities to fail, then asked if they could
pull the plug AND when he said no, they said, it's okay to let go!!! Doesn't sound like a natural death to
me!

9 rumbles

KATE159, 3 weeks ago
I think they need to get some coroners involved. hell, when beginning or trying to embalm someone,
contact a coroner. PROVE TO THEM WHAT THEY ARE FINDING. They have not BOUGHT
EVERYONE OFF to keep silent. There are more of us even as the swamp is overflowing their evil
waters. There HAS TO BE CHRISTIAN CORONERS that would also be BRAVE enough to do
something.

9 rumbles

thelibcommie, 3 weeks ago
Omfg this shit is so gross 

🤮

 I am so glad I convinced my parents and boyfriend not to get these shots!!
Unfortunately my boyfriend's parents and brother took them, and his mom already had to have
emergency gallbladder removal surgery 

😩

 I'm dreading the future if this continues
9 rumbles

BontBoy, 3 weeks ago
Greetings from France everyone ! 
Don't know if Dr Ruby reads all comments, that's time consuming with larger contributions of Comments
!  
 
Dr Ruby or other Researchers might want to consider the Research of Clifford Carnicom ( Carnicom
Institute ) who exlains that Morgellons Fibres change the Composition of the host body, into a higher '
Plasma ' composition.  
( btw , upon attempting to remove sub-surface Morg's, one finds the Tensile Strength, Hardness of Fibre-
produced Bio-Films, to be quite high ) 
 
I do not like using the term Morgs, because I think the Good doctor who termed ' G.M.O.D.'s is more
accurate... (Genetically Modified Organic Dis-ease ) 
 
I can tell readers that within the Skull tissue, attempts to remove the Parasite(s)  
provokes an immediate Defensive Reaction and FLOODs the attacked site , with copious amounts of
Plasma, in order to thwart attempts to scrape out, the ' Jelly-like ' Parasite... 
 
I can also let people know, this attack ( G.M.O.D.'s ) date AT LEAST SIXTY YEARS. 
The objective, if undetected , is to allow G.M.O.D.'s to take control of the Host's Body, Physically,
Neurologically, and (imho - I'm NOT a Medical man ! ) possibly capturing the Soul, upon Death. 
Read ' Alien Lovebites by Eve Lorgan ; for a partial understanding of how that works ! 
 
Modern mR.N.A. , is purely the latest step in controlling the Human Body / Mind, towards
Transhumanism.

9 rumbles

KathleenGriffin59, 3 weeks ago
See they wouldn't allow autopsies for so long and they would cremate the victims. This is insane and has
to be shown to everyone and all these mandates have to be stopped. now their jabbing our children. Our
town is still advertising on the street on an electronic sign on main street to get the vaccine and the
booster for both the adults and children here in Massachusetts. Also the hospitals here are denying the
un-vaccinated medical attention! they have in Boston implemented the vaccine passport and the police
there are enforcing it. Also North Eastern University also mandated the students to be fully vaccinated to
attend on campus and unfortunately our daughter is a victim of that mandate against our wishes and
warnings! I'm so disgusted , upset , frightened! People who are waiting for organ transplants and have
not taken the shot have been told they will be removed and they have from the donor list if they don't get
the vaccinated. This has to stop! Healthcare workers are telling those who are not vaxed not to come to
their ER if not vaxed. Denying medical treatment! God help us!

9 rumbles

CLJMK, 3 weeks ago
Had made a T-Shirt for "fun" when the jabs were getting introduced at "warp speed". It Says 
Jab-n-Slab Funeral Home 
"You take the Jab, we provide the Slab" 
in small print at bottom it says "Jab-n-Slab is an I.C.U.(International Crematorium Union) owned
enterprise" 
 
Didn't think at the time these Jabs would be so deadly. 
 
Surprised the big pharma's out there haven't started their own Funeral Homes yet. $$$

9 rumbles

Broncobillie2U, 3 weeks ago
America has become a killing field! They are targeting Trump supporters and bringing in the illegals to
take our place!!

9 rumbles

oldestgoat, 3 weeks ago
...lest ye be deceived. 
 
Did God give you an immune system? 
Is God the CEO of Pfizer? 
Wakie wakie folks - those folks volunteered for the genocide - no pity. 
They die for a lack of knowledge. 
Educate them as we were instructed.

9 rumbles

Pfournier1960, 3 weeks ago
They need to find out the composition of these clot fibers.

9 rumbles

CynthiaBoBynthia, 3 weeks ago
This is so disturbing. Thank you Dr. Ruby for exposing this.

9 rumbles

Myrighttobeherd, 3 weeks ago
Funny he says it resembles a worm. lung worms can cause same symptoms as covine. So does malaria
from mozzies, Gates moddifed his mozzies back in 2017 and had them released worldwide.

9 rumbles

rennysue, 3 weeks ago
Just a thought.... wonder if the long white fibers are not clots but are mRNA spike protein and the blood
clots around it.

9 rumbles

Graceman555, 3 weeks ago
He needs to send this stuff to someone that can check this stuff out under a microscope 

🔬

9 rumbles

ZanOzkhan, 3 weeks ago
I remember making a comment on Mr. Peters' show little while back on this platform here saying ; we are
in deep doodoo" for the first time he talked about graphene hydroxide. I remember that show.  
Well now I think we are in a deeper doodoo. This is beyond crazy. I can not even express my dismay
with words.

9 rumbles

chrisdd, 3 weeks ago
This is right out of the X-Files!

9 rumbles

LilaSeeling, 3 weeks ago
I love beautiful, intelligent Dr. Jane Ruby 

❤🇺🇸

9 rumbles

ConcernedLegalCitizen, 3 weeks ago
We didn't start referring to them as "CLOT-SHOTS" for nothing...it's sick knowing that the FREAKS
LIARS and Clot-Shot PROFITEERS have known what they were doing to us.

8 rumbles

Factsmatter2me, 3 weeks ago
He should send these out to a lab to see wth they are.

8 rumbles

cowdogexpress64, 3 weeks ago
all this needs to be verified and Stew and Dr Ruby need to investigate this issue to see how bad it is
nationwide.perhaps get Daniel Horowitz and Steve Deace to join in the search for what's going on

8 rumbles

TerryB31, 3 weeks ago
To echo Dr Rubys words. How much more do government need to know before heads start to roll. I'm
scared for all my friends and family that happily state, they've been jabbed with this shit. 

😫😢

8 rumbles

madelineyceniti, 3 weeks ago
funeral Director, Richard Hirschman, looks healthy, is smart, NOT depressed, NOT on drugs, financially
okay & is STILL alive!

8 rumbles

DMoMo, 3 weeks ago
Its official... welcome to the geneocide...WW3

8 rumbles

Travelingvaz, 3 weeks ago
These clots would easily be seen by Vascular Ultrasound. I see "clots" mostly in veins every day, less
frequently in arteries. Regardless, these would be easily seen.

8 rumbles

curved, 3 weeks ago
something for senator Johnson..

8 rumbles

Imari, 3 weeks ago
If this started in early 2020, surely that is prior to the arrival of the vaccines, isn't it?That would imply that
the covid19 bioweapon+ illness is involved. There has been a lot of suppression around any talk about
EMF of new frequencies being a big part of the covid pathology. That may be what is making this
happen, and would also account for higher hospital mortality rates. Hospitals run on EMF/bluetooth/5G

8 rumbles

Liberty2002, 3 weeks ago
We know there is no test for a virus so why oh why day after day we hear medical people saying "they
had covid" "they tested positive". Mixed messages.

8 rumbles

ShortninBread, 3 weeks ago
I just want to thank you so much for your kindness. That warning you gave was so thoughtful and gave
me a chance to scroll down, but still listen. Thank you for everything you have been doing for people.
The Lord has a special place for you in heaven.

8 rumbles

Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
How convenient that there is no requirement for reporting inconsistencies like this after death!

8 rumbles

Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
It’s too late isn’t it....it just hit me...

😭😭😭😭😭

8 rumbles

TheGhostinTheMachine, 3 weeks ago
You would imagine this would come out in autopsy reports? Has he spoken with and pointed his findings
with a pathologist, medical examiner, coroner?

8 rumbles

Teewriter, 3 weeks ago
Bless this man.

8 rumbles

Crewshal, 3 weeks ago
Hey Dr Jane Ruby, I have a question. Have you heard about Black Eyed Babies? Apparently some
babies born to both parents had the shots are born with fully black eyes. One video shows very small
baby looks only weeks old can support the head on it's own

8 rumbles

CMWTX, 3 weeks ago
PLEASE SEND THIS VIDEO TO SENATOR RON JOHNSON... DO IT OFFICIALLY WITH A TRACKING
NUMBER... AND FOLLOW UP ... PLEASE..

7 rumbles

Public403, 3 weeks ago
As a Pastor, I have educated my congregation about this plan-demic. Not a single church member has
taken this clot shot. Many of their friends, relatives and co-workers have taken it. So far 21 of them have
died after the shot, 5 of them the same day. I come from a medical family. Father was a coroner, mother
an RN. My father would take me to his lab as a child sometimes and allow me to look under his
microscope. He used to always tell me "Son, ALWAYS DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH and don't put all
your faith in doctors. There are some good ones but also some dummies in white coats as well. Their
mistakes end up laying on my table." I never forgot his advice.

7 rumbles

Mizteri, 3 weeks ago
I'm fearful for my many friends that willing 'poisoned' themselves for whatever ridiculous EXCUSE they
have. I'm trying to condition my mind to the fact that I may loose them before the end of this year. Most
are older, in their 60's and with concerning health issues. I WILL NOT nor most of my family will get
'vaxxed' and the only one that did (forced by employer) has had covid twice. The current ILLEGAL
ADMINISTRATION SHOULD BE EXECUTED FOR TREASON

7 rumbles

Mandy7773, 3 weeks ago
Since the Spikes attach to the inside of the blood vessels walls, probably the body is freaking out
because those spikes are injuring the walls. The body probably sends cholesterol and fibrin there to try
to heal and defend the blood vessels! This is very, very sad. And I'm sure these big pharma companies
and the DOD know this very well. It is part of the Depopulation Agenda of the Globalists!

7 rumbles

scotty55, 3 weeks ago
the makers of these shots will be going to JAIL SOON

7 rumbles

jen54, 3 weeks ago
If they're similar to heartworms in dogs, I wonder if IVM would help those that have been jabbed against
these clot things.

7 rumbles

Fitz11B, 3 weeks ago
Graphene nano tech blood clots formed? Should look at them under the microscope.

7 rumbles

JillMiz, 3 weeks ago
Share this was senator Ron Johnson.

7 rumbles

Staplehawk, 3 weeks ago
embalmers need to unite and stand up. Where does our country go from this? It sure looks like we need
to unite sooner, rather than later.

7 rumbles

Listener, 3 weeks ago
He will probably have his license pulled for speaking out. This is how the government handles this
problem. Watch and see.

7 rumbles

jenwells, 3 weeks ago
I have a serious question. I live in NYC where basically nearly everyone is jabbed. I was buying fresh
bread the other day and thought to myself this bread was handled by someone who was probably
jabbed. If they are shedding spike proteins can it be shed into the food?

7 rumbles

dmadsen, 3 weeks ago
Shocking info here. It would be good for the embalmers to begin noting in a log file, the date of the vax
on the card as well as the vax manufacturer, after death.

7 rumbles

Roxxi787, 3 weeks ago
Was just informed last night that another pilot passed. He was on a layover in Sydney… Jogging on the
treadmill… and had a heart attack. He was approximately 52/53 years old

7 rumbles

NeverGiveIn, 3 weeks ago
This is becoming a consistent message. I wonder how many deaths attributed to "covid" are really "covid
vaccines". Seems this funeral director, John O'Looney, in England, flagged us about this last fall: 
 
https://rairfoundation.com/bombshell-british-funeral-director-john-olooney-deaths-skyrocketed-300-after-
covid-vaccine-video/

7 rumbles

IsabellaAr, 3 weeks ago
Dear Dr. Jane, thank you und thank Red Voice Media for sharing this information publicly.  
It is so important, that people start understanding that we happen to be advised by monsters, not
humans, to take these jabs

7 rumbles

KRumblers, 3 weeks ago
It's been said that spike proteins damaging the veins cause bleeding and the bleeding causes the
system to rush to stop the bleeding.  
 
Could this be fibrin, or could it have anything to do with the hydrogel?

7 rumbles

RobinIs, 3 weeks ago
This is very disturbing. None of my immediate family will ever take the shots, but I have two nieces that
took the Pfizer shots.

7 rumbles

gman411, 3 weeks ago
Getting worse for the guinea pigs not for me

7 rumbles

csettimi, 2 weeks ago
I have read many of the comments from family after family and it is heart rendering to say the least. Most
of my family have all taken the shots. Different reasons of course. Some took the jab to keep their
jobs...others so kids could go back to school, some work in the medical field and believed everything
dealt to them. My daughter hasn't been the same since. Allergic reaction to the first shot and caused her
immune system to degrade horribly. Auto immune issues, intestinal issues etc. My brother after the
second shot had a stroke...Cancer all over his body. He never smoked, drank and was a very healthy
man. Now he can't walk or talk very well at all. So heartbreaking....My family to thinks I am nuts for not
taking the shots. I pray for this country and all of God's people who are suffering at this time. Love to you
all.

6 rumbles

ShortninBread, 3 weeks ago
Dr Ruby and Stew please make sure this information gets to Reiner Fuellmich & Co because they are
working on the Crimes against Humanity International Court case (aka Nuremberg 2.0) that was filed on
Dec 6, 2021. They are working with thousands of doctors, healthcare workers, scientists, etc.  
Here is the latest update: https://www.bitchute.com/video/jIiFFXL0ubFY/

6 rumbles

NK43, 3 weeks ago
When a person dies less than 14 days after vaccination, they are considered unvaccinated

🥺

6 rumbles

Shepardess1, 3 weeks ago
I will guess these are clotted proteins, from the spike proteins. Curious to know if it is just vaccine related
or virus and vaccine related. Is it the spike protein or the MRNA vaccine that tells body to make a ton of
the spike proteins like he is seeing. 

🤔

6 rumbles

AABooks, 3 weeks ago
Those rubbery clots should be submitted for analysis to all the researchers working on this, including La
Quinta Columna. Your guest should look into the proper way to conserve a sample, and ship it, and get
the names and addresses all lined up in advance. These are very long clots. After taking pictures, then
divide up these big clots into numbered portions, and send one portion to each of the researchers. We
have to find out what's doing this.

REPLY

CatherineWhitford, 3 weeks ago
I want to see this under a microscope.
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Briguy72, 3 weeks ago
I'm guessing not.

6 rumbles

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Both countries have their own versions. Interesting, isn't it?

1 rumble
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Cher128, 3 weeks ago
Remdesivir causes the kidneys to fail. Were they prescribed it in the hospital? I hear it is part of
almost 100% of hospital treatment.
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Patches15, 3 weeks ago
In November 2021 Department of Homeland Security opened small business solicitations for
several projects. One of them is DHS221-007 which stands for Mass Fatality Tracking System. The
system is to be ready by September 2022.
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Carterc4, 3 weeks ago
Our so called leaders are wanting to lead us to communism.

6 rumbles

Truth_seekerr, 3 weeks ago
The liberals are using BLM and Antifa to create chaos n distraction from whats really happening.
Not only does it create distraction but it helps in their depopulation project.
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Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
It’s not that easy to find a reliable lab these days. We need to pray for the truth tellers and for God
to give them the avenues to get all the info needed.
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AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
Television.
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Momof3and2, 3 weeks ago
It really is and it's horrible. All of our loved ones. I'm sick about it
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Truthernut, 3 weeks ago
I can't find anything to corroborate

0 rumbles
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Crewshal, 3 weeks ago
Really? copy and paste this.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qs3mnPZhFB0 
 
I was surprised how much I found

2 rumbles

JessieBeaner, 3 weeks ago
Then you didn’t look 
I watched a very long video today showing many abnormal babies

2 rumbles
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Crewshal, 3 weeks ago
Who, me? I found a fair bit

1 rumble
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CinSH, 3 weeks ago
Yes ASAP. Please get this to him….
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Truth_seekerr, 3 weeks ago
I live in NYC too. Your question is very interesting. I order my groceries online due to the extreme
crime and ridiculous masks but would love to hear an answer to your question.

5 rumbles
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jenwells, 3 weeks ago
Okay so I went on Reddit and asked the question. And different people offered different
perspectives. Even in the so called conspiracy group on reddit there are people who down
vote others that do not go with the flow with the agenda at play or retort answers in a manner
to make people who question the narrative seem stupid.  
 
The answer is YES the vaccinated are shedding EVERYWHERE including the food they
prepare for others.  
 
 
Here is the summary: 
So basically vaccinated people are contaminating the water supply through their urine.
https://vernoncoleman.org/videos/your-drinking-water-contaminated-vaccines 
 
(People would have to collect rainwater or get water from an uncontaminated source to limit
exposure.) 
 
- In order to avoid contamination of food individuals would have to prepare their own food at
home in addition to growing it (if they want to avoid liquified vaccinated bodies being used a
fertilizer to grow their food contaminating them with who knows what).
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/articles/2020-03-12/more-states-legalize-alkaline-
hydrolysis-dissolving-dead-bodies-in-water  
Prepared food can be exposed to breath droplets, sweat, and in cases of poor hygiene
possibly fecal matter and urine. 
 
-Avoid places with high amounts of vaccinated people as just breathing the same air one can
come across droplets emitted by the vaccinated with shed proteins. 
 
-Same goes with contact surfaces.

6 rumbles
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AimDawg75, 3 weeks ago
Thank you for your valuable research! Idk how to use these platforms, but I asked
about blood donations from the vax & unvax receiving it via transfusion. What a can of
worms!!!
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JessieBeaner, 3 weeks ago
Stop being a smartass
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Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
Also, GRAPHENE is attracted to itself sooooo it is piling up causing clots and more

3 rumbles
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FlowerElixir, 3 weeks ago
Some say graphene is sprayed via chemtrails and over fields where our food is grown or
grass is grazed on. So unvaccinated could possibly also get some this way. Or via PCR tests
or "contaminated" masks, like the gray ones found in Quebec, I think. This covid scenario is
playing out like an awful horror mystery where we need to piece together clues. At least
people, researchers, and scientists are finding more and more clues.
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6 rumbles

Robinflea, 3 weeks ago
Send to Dr. Ryan Cole, Pathologist in Idaho

6 rumbles

gfoltz37, 3 weeks ago
Covid Protocol:  
1) Zinc 25 mg (1 daily) 
2) Vitamin C 1000 mg (2 daily) 
3) Vitamin D3 5000 iu (1 daily) 
4) Wormwood Herb (3 daily)  
5) Quercetin (1 daily) 
Covid is parasitical so raw garlic chopped in applesauce daily will help with respiratory, parasites and
strengthen immune system. Vitamin D3 & Zinc also combat parasites.  
Vitamin C strengthens immune system. Quercetin opens up the cells in your body so that zinc can get
inside your cells, where it works. 
Wormwood inhibits virus.

6 rumbles

Sblair7, 3 weeks ago
Definitely a VERY VERY TELLING ASPECT of CONFIRMATION to what the jab is doing! For ANYONE
reading this who is on the FENCE, GET OFF the fence & WAKE UP!!!! They are experimenting on
PEOPLE & IT’S LUCK OF THE DRAW IF YOU GET THE LETHAL DOSE DOSE!!! STAY AWAY!! BIG
PHARMA = PHARMAKIA -TRANSLATES: SORCERY!!! NEED I SAY MORE! GOD IS THE AUTHOR OF
YOUR LIFE….I’M QUITE CERTAIN HE KNOWS HOW TO HEAL!!!….TURN TO HIM THROUGH JESUS
& BE HEALED. Do NOT turn to BIG PHARMA, they are NOT on your side!!!!!

6 rumbles

Stormet54, 3 weeks ago
I hope you are someday able to tell us what the stuff is comprised of. Also, did the people with this in
their bloodstream take a specific medication, etc., along with being vaccinated, that could have
contributed to it's creation? There are a lot of vaccinated people walking around that likely don't have this
inside of them. 
 
I'm un-jabbed and intend to stay that way.

6 rumbles

SABiggers, 3 weeks ago
God help us defeat these enemies destroying your most beautiful creation. This is devastating. Have
many jabbed family members, my son went and got a booster today even after recent heart/anxiety
issues. My heart, is broken.

6 rumbles

SemiDave, 3 weeks ago
Put that white fibrous material in a heart, kidneys, lungs, or brain and it would pretty well assure an
outcome of death, stroke, heart attack, etc. 
Never heard of it before the jabs started!

6 rumbles

nowisalluhav, 3 weeks ago
So many... so many have been deceived. We're going to lose so many. Pray. Pray for them.

6 rumbles

V044356, 3 weeks ago
my mom had to have a do called blood clot surgically removed from her stomach so the way down to her
calf in July after having the jab. she has had problems for several months from this.

6 rumbles

Herbster451, 3 weeks ago
Without substantial proof, (there's that word I dislike!) how will we ever convince people not to take this
harmful/deadly government drug? Most of my relatives can not believe their government, and health
providers are actually not working in the publics best interests! Wow! We have to cut the head off of this
Medusa!

6 rumbles

joannejohnston, 3 weeks ago
I am not surprised but it's still disturbing..

6 rumbles

vegasstevo, 3 weeks ago
I can't believe how low we have sunk. Elected officials, DA's and AG's as well as law enforcement do
nothing. All it takes is one locality to say enough to get the ball rolling.

6 rumbles

Noma, 3 weeks ago

🤔

 So many vaccinated South Africans having "veins" illness related issues. I have no doubt it's jab
related but no one is talking about it this side coz the pro-vaxxers are louder. So sad. 

😔😡

6 rumbles

realKish, 3 weeks ago
I would err on the side of caution and report these ‘anomalies’ to the authorities as ‘suspicious’ - just like
you would if a person had bruising on their neck. Thank you for speaking up!

6 rumbles

mominee3, 3 weeks ago
EXCELLENT EXCELLENT questions Dr. Jane!! This was an incredible interview! Thank you for doing it.
I’d love to know the answer to whether these things show up on a CT scan, PET scan, or MRI. Or, if any
type of blood test could indicate they existed before the patient passed away.

6 rumbles

mrevans1, 3 weeks ago
Those COVIDIOT1984 Death $hots Are Liquid Death By Liquid Injection . . .  
 
 
Do You Fully Comprehend And Understand ?

6 rumbles

rumbleNsims, 3 weeks ago
I wonder what State, Checking to see if politics enters into the picture. This is pure evil released on
humanity.

6 rumbles

mismonty, 3 weeks ago
they look like veins and how can someone have any blood flow with this in the vein? this is crazy stuff.
Have that analyzed and stay safe!!!

6 rumbles

Jwladyko2015, 3 weeks ago
God help us for sure

😥😥

 Thank you for bringing this out❤❤❤

🇨🇦
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rubyrose1975, 1 week ago
Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, white pine tree needles (tea)--all contain an anti-parasiticals. I got the
idea from the statement that they looked like "worms". Perhaps the anti-parasitical nature of these
medicinals is what truly works to poison the blood against these parasitical jabs? Which is why the howls
from the MSM persists against Ivermectin and HCQ.

5 rumbles

Deanbeans, 2 weeks ago
A friend here in Ontario Canada messaged me a week or so ago. She told me her friend had just left
very upset. Owns a funeral home. During 'covid' he would book between 2-4 funerals. The day he
showed up to my friends was a Tuesday & he already had TWENTY-FIVE funerals booked for the week.
He said it was impossible to embalm them! Also said there was a local mortuary holding 160 bodies &
they had no where to send them because every funeral home was full.  
 
My own 83 yr old dad has had 3 shots & is covered in bruises. Used to walk tall & proud. Now walks
stooped over & is in constant pain. Even he admits the 'vaccines' have had a pretty negative impact.  
 
Canada has a serious problem here. SOS to the world. We know you're all watching. But we're
desperate here. We're being MURDERED in order to keep our jobs or play sports, or watch our children
play sports. Now my granddaughter is going to be forced to comply in order to attend university in Fall.
I'm gutted by the state of this country! Especially Ontario. Doug Ford admits we have the harshest
measures. We also have the highest debt obligations in all of North America. Is it any wonder the
mandates are pushed so heavily? They've mismanaged pensions here & our teachers union is held
hostage by the World Economic Forum. Chrystia Freeland sits on the board of directors there, so that's a
scary thought. If we oust Trudeau, she's next in line for PM. It's no coincidence she's on that board. A
rather strategic placement, I'd say. Michelle Rempel, MP for Calgary Nosehill has also been recognized
by the WEF. I liked her until she began her steady diatribe, "Vaccines are safe, vaccines are effective.
Take your vaccines.. " She's as useless as the rest of them!

5 rumbles

Newfyatheart, 2 weeks ago
It is impossible to convince the indoctrinated to understand logic and look at the facts. Eventually; they
might have a moment of clarity when most of their family has died, their neighbors are dying in the
hospital on ventilators and they, themselves do not have the energy to walk to their favorite TV chair…
but I doubt it; it is unfortunately, already too late for them

5 rumbles

skyjinx2000, 2 weeks ago
This is the agenda that was shown in the DEAGEL Report beginning 2013. It shows the US population
being reduced by 2/3's without explanation by the year 2025. Yet, no that I've shown these charts to has
no answer or explanation of how or where that many people just "Step Off" from this country. This is why
you now see them "The Biden Admin" trying to stoke the flames of war to cover up the mass die off soon
to be witnessed. Within the next 3 yrs the genocide to be witnessed will be beyond anyone's imagination
or explanation. The explosion of cancer alone should be enough to point the finger, but people are too
stupid to wake up until a brick hits them between the eyes. It's coming folks, be prepared, because you
have been warned...

5 rumbles

janbuddy, 3 weeks ago
Just in the last three weeks I have known five people who simply died....went to bed and never woke up.
Sat at the dinner table and fell dead. Decided to take a nap and an hour later was unresponsive and
died. They were all vaxxed and boosted. Their ages were from 34-73. I fear for my loved ones. Who are
the monsters who have done this to innocent people? Civilization and humans have always been cruel,
but we are quickly surpassing Ghengis Khan and Adolph Hitler, Mao and Lenin, Vlad and every insane
monster that has existed on earth. It needs to be stopped. Immediately.

5 rumbles

realThom, 3 weeks ago
I have a feeling that unvaccinated blood is going to be in very high demand in the not-too-distant future
folks.

5 rumbles

G7O7D7, 3 weeks ago
Why is no one saying the obvious? This white growth looks like an actual parasite. Have these globalists
manufactures a parasite vaccine for a virus? Because a virus can be stopped or controlled by vaccines
or an antidote but a parasite cannot be stopped or controlled. What have these freaken monsters done?

5 rumbles

TexasTruBlu, 3 weeks ago
This situation is exactly what happened to my Mom. She got the shot, presented with shortness of breath
the next day, was taken to the ER, given Lasix and returned to assisted living where she died four days
later. She died a year ago January 29th. She was stable. The RN's handling her care were furious and
gave me the ER report showing she was returned with fluid on her lungs.

5 rumbles

Katrina7777, 3 weeks ago
A friend of mine who was double vaccinated, just died in the hospital. He did have trouble breathing, but
they found a huge clot in his leg and that's what ultimately killed him. They blamed it on covid itself, but
I'm pretty sure it was from the vaccines. After his death, his wife went out and got a booster shot. Her
husband was 89, she is 87. I now feel like she's a ticking time bomb and will keep a keen eye on her.

5 rumbles

MoeHailstone3, 3 weeks ago
China flu vaccine goo in your blood stream. Sounds bad. I will continue to pass on the jab and live a
healthy lifestyle, I’m 70 and survived mad cow, bird flu, Ebola, global cooling, hole in the ozone, the 60s,
war, riding my bike without a helmet, not wearing a seatbelt and whatever other bullshit the government
has came up with. I think I’ll make it through the China flu without the jab.

5 rumbles

UsersNameHere, 3 weeks ago
So the virus was around for like a year before the vaccine. Notice he said he was the busiest in his
whole career once the vaccine came out, not before with just covid deaths. If i showed my loved ones
this video, they would still argue why they think the vaccine is still needed 

😑

5 rumbles

GoDogGo, 3 weeks ago
It's one thing to know and not get the jab; to lose contact with family and friends despite your best efforts
to wake them up, and to daily face the 'slings and arrows' when you go mask-free in public -- BUT it's an
entirely different experience once the ones you love begin to suffer and die from the "vaccines". THEN, it
becomes personal: REALLY REAL, and you realize NO ONE is going to escape without some kind of
heartbreak -- not even you.

5 rumbles

Stepensheep, 3 weeks ago
Morticians all over the world tried to tell us the numbers of covid totals were wrong. It was a scare tactic
to get people to take the vax. Paperwork with the deceased said covid was responsible for their deaths
but autopsies revealed other reasons for their deaths. 
It was and still is fraud by hospitals and drs to get more money. 
Deaths are being caused both by hospital protocol and remdesivere which destroys the kidneys, the
vaxes and covid but covid isn't as prevalent as they're claiming.

5 rumbles

tygerpath, 3 weeks ago
I suspect these are blood clots which have become organized by fibrous tissue, which is a natural
progression of a thrombus (antemortem bloodclot). The clot is at first soft and largely comprised of fibrin,
but tissue cells invade the clot, digest the blood, and lay down collagen which gives the clot tensile
strength. The ultimate progression is scar tissue and hopefully the body is able to reroute blood to a new
bypass. It is doubtful this is some "worm" or "creature" or "alien substance". This explanation doesn't
take away from the fact that these "vaccines" are dangerously thrombogenic and should be avoided
despite any cost to one's job, education, family, etc.

5 rumbles

Wfdickjr, 3 weeks ago
This cannot have been noticed only by funeral directors. If you are in the medical profession and you
have seen this or any other vaccine damage, please take this bit of advice: start telling the truth right
now about what you are seeing. If you wait until the general public finally realizes what medical types
have done to them and their loved ones, the peasants carrying torches and pitchforks are going to string
you up with all the rest. Frankly, it may already be too late for you.

5 rumbles

DeNiceDeNiceDeNice, 3 weeks ago
I work in a grocery store that rhymes with Ogre, and all but one associate in my store has received the
shot, and I tried warning some of them but they just rolled up their sleeves and got the shots and
boosters as well as my parents, sister and her husband and college student daughters and 99% of all my
friends as well. I don’t know how I will survive losing practically all my friends, family and co-workers.
This has got to stop 

✋

!!!
5 rumbles

cool57, 3 weeks ago
I will not Vax but my wife had to so she could still teach now I think she is dying and nobody knows why I
do. FJB and the Nazi regime.

5 rumbles

Basurok, 3 weeks ago
If the white clots are actually a type of helminth, that would explain why ivermectin is so effective. My late
grandmother was hospitalized with TB and eventually passed a helminth. She said all the patients had
them. Once she passed the helminth, she got better.

5 rumbles

DecemberMist, 3 weeks ago
OK well as a triage registered nurse in a pulmonary clinic phone line I now understand why so many
people are starting to call up and say my oxygen saturations are fine but I can’t breath. I feel the
tightness in my chest I feel like I can’t get enough air.. of course then there’s the other people who are
saying I’ve had a sudden drop and I’m now in the 70s saturation. Most of the calls are people with this
bio weapon infection but a good fourth other ones- People are calling in sick or than ever before and the
only thing the doctors I work with will do is refer them to the urgent care for “early treatment” using the
“new” antiviral cocktails

5 rumbles

Threshold, 3 weeks ago
Logic won't work ,reasoning , facts data , proof are all of no consequence when provided to the
governmental/media establishment because the results are what they truly want.....lower the world
population as bill gate said in a speech in Vancouver Canada using vaccines!  
Fill your homes with food , for when the evil doers are not getting the results they want they will unleash
a much worse plague , as they have already hinted at many times.  
God will send Jesus Christ back to the earth and he will remove them all with a mere puff of air from his
mouth. God always wins, the evil doers will be sent to hell. Jesus promised he will return to do this and
Jesus Christ Always Speaks The Truth.

5 rumbles

Maris1, 3 weeks ago
If he doesn't feel comfortable talking with the family, maybe start reporting it to the patients' doctors so it
can start being communicated to a wider audience.

5 rumbles

PanBob, 3 weeks ago
I'm glad you put this up on Rumble so that I could send the link to friends who are not subscribers to
premium content at Red Voice Media.
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MDLaurie, 3 weeks ago
Worms? Is that why Ivermectin works??

5 rumbles

robincrazyhippie, 3 weeks ago
gates said population control. so why would you get it. he the mad scientist and fauci. torturing
defenseless animals

5 rumbles

Jinxyjack, 3 weeks ago
Jinxyjack... 
These things need to be analysed by independent sources as soon as possible, we need answers now...

5 rumbles

Mwodog, 3 weeks ago
Millions of Graphene Hydroxide particles are in each jab. These particles assist in thickening the
encapsulated mRNA (using toxic Quat lipids) inoculant for safe delivery at the injection site. Once the
mRNA is released, these lipid and Graphene particles travel throughout your body and al of your organs.
Graphene is the sharpest tool known to man and these particles not only penetrate vessel walls, they do
this causing millions of site of micro-bleeding, Read more at mark woiceshyn.substack.com

5 rumbles

SDelaney5, 3 weeks ago
Can these be analyzed by chemists? This is important to find what this is. Ty and God Bless

5 rumbles

coldzone2, 3 weeks ago
My brother's business partner 52 good health got two jabs, then went back for a 3rd. One day later he
was in the hospital, one day after that had 3 limbs amputated, and one day later dead. Likely this is why?
While most of us have lived a life, and of course not ready to go yet, but if this is vax related, then doing
this to kids is criminal and gynecide. Any family member who wants to vax a kid needs to have a good
talking to...by YOU. Save this video and send it to those who are skeptical.

5 rumbles

Ch56, 3 weeks ago
My wife got the vaccine and now her job says she has to get the booster to keep her job. I tried to tell her
not to get the vaccine to begin with, but she wouldn’t listen. I don’t know how to stop her.

5 rumbles

krisgreen, 3 weeks ago
Unbelievable, thanks so much Richard Hirschman for your bravery. This has to end now. No wonder
people I know have high blood pressure and other illness since the vaccine. Someone told my husband
he has been walking on water as he didn't get the jab, that same person had issues after his first vaccine
and the source has not been found! I say that person has been walking on water since they had that bio
weapon and not my husband.

5 rumbles

by_law, 3 weeks ago
The scary thing about all this is that the first ones to get the shots were our first line responders/medical
professionals. If they ever clue in that vaccines are causing these, the very people they will need to help
resolve the issue will be the very people that will first be impacted by them. Imagine a scenario where
the vaccinated start dropping like flies and the first die-offs are the medical community. The unvaccinated
could actually be in a worse position as they deal with the aftermath.

5 rumbles

Isaiah49er, 3 weeks ago
A few weeks ago, I saw a video of a woman who had coagulated blood coming out of her nose like snot.
It was disgusting. And I've seen microscope pics of post jab blood samples, and I can where this would
be happening.

5 rumbles

Allibabacj53, 3 weeks ago
These vaxs should be outlawed! Covid-19 has never been isolated. So how can they say it’s covid?
These vaxs do not keep you from getting the so called covid. Why has our government & medical people
let this happen? The tests only test for viruses…not a certain virus. Vaxs are shedding variants. When
this happens they should seize the experiment. Not a good experiment try again but not on our people!
These people should be accountable for the deaths & problems arising from these vaxs. This is what you
call a genocide now. Cause they all know what they’re doin & don’t do anything about it. Doctors nurses
insurance companies hospitals all are taking money from big pharma for the protocols in their hospitals.
We need to gather these people up & take them to Getmo for going against humanity.

5 rumbles

KarenBracken, 3 weeks ago
He needs to have these structures studied to find out what they are.

5 rumbles

kathytodd710, 3 weeks ago
This is so disturbing…..thank you 4bringing this 2light! God help us all

🙏

call Dr Carrie Madej…..
she’s looked at vials with disturbing things in it!

5 rumbles

pscinet, 3 weeks ago
Possibly cholesterol fibers building up due to widespread blood vessel damage from internal spike
protein production... 
 
Todd Hathaway 
540-679-6738 cell 
info@toddhathaway.com  
www.wonksmedia.com/resume.pdf 
U.S. Army Major, Retired  
Nuclear & Combating WMD Officer 
M.A. Homeland Security 
M.A. Intelligence Studies  
M.S. Project Management 
Master of Business Administration  
M.S. Nuclear Engineering 
M.S. Administration  
B.S. Metallurgical Engineering  
Six Sigma Master Black Belt
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XxSoldier4ChristxX, 3 weeks ago
Nuremberg 2.0

5 rumbles

Kathryn_M, 3 weeks ago
I hope you read this Dr. Ruby. When I began began looking at patents and structures in early 2020, one
word caught my eye as spike protein was described as irregular spikes surrounding the cell. These
irregular spikes were called FILOPODIA.  
No one seemed to understand what I was talking about plus the narrative was so fantastic it was still in
the early stages of believing this really is exactly what it looks like.

5 rumbles

diogenes1776, 3 weeks ago
His findings will be ignored. And the people that died from heart attacks and strokes will never be
associated with the jabs.
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sharpeimom, 3 weeks ago
When people say that to me I ask them what they think of the government spraying our troops with
agent orange and what do you think of the government study on the black community in the 40’s
where they injected them with syphilis? At least it puts other examples in their mind to mull over.

7 rumbles

Carterc4, 3 weeks ago
My husband and I have the same issue! People get offended. But you can not hide the truth, but a
lie is very different! Praying for Gods grace and will to be done!
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Truth_seekerr, 3 weeks ago
My fiancé and I are going through the same thing here in the capital of clot shot mandate,
NYC. It seems like him and I are the only people who have been paying attention n use
critical thinking from everyone one we know. I feel like we’re living in an alternative reality n
surrounded by zombies.

4 rumbles

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Wasn't there a nurses' anti-vaccine rally in NYC recently? Keep your eyes peeled for
dissenters and try to connect with someone. It will help you to stay strong if you can be
in touch with like-minded people. I know they are out there. Wish I could help, but I live
in the free state of Tennessee!
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CatherineWhitford, 3 weeks ago
I'm a CT tech. We do imaging with IV contrast. I'm wondering if the contrast would even flow thru
these veins. 
 
We would DEFINITELY see this under imaging. We can make 3D renderings where we subtract all
anatomy except the contrast filled veins. You can turn and spin the 3D images to view from every
angle. 
 
But then the question is, would the patient be able to clear the contrast media? We rely on working
anatomy to clear the IV contrast.
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JodieP, 3 weeks ago
Surely you have done scams on vaxxed people by now. Have you seen anything?

1 rumble

JodieP, 3 weeks ago
Scans... not scams... sorry
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RavenBlaze, 3 weeks ago
WA State and 20 more according to a Mike Adam’s Rumble vid (?) News article about authoring
about 2 years ago in WA.
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RavenBlaze, 3 weeks ago
https://www.planet-today.com/2021/05/now-20-us-states-liquefy-vaccine.html?m=1
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RustyC2021, 2 weeks ago
Thank you for telling us the Truth! we are praying for Canada! Keep fighting! the world is watching
and being emboldened!

3 rumbles

AnnaM2021, 1 week ago
Nightmare... I haven't heard from the Ottawa truckers today...
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DZ37, 3 weeks ago
They are selling people's organs, too

1 rumble
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FromInfinity, 3 weeks ago
Okay, so what to do next? Consume foods that break apart the fibrin? Get D-dimer levels
checked? My assumption is the diet of these people probably is pro-clot forming. Maybe it's
repeated exposures to boosters, diet, covid-19 infection is keeping the spike protein circulating in
the body, creating all these fibers.

1 rumble
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PatriotDesigner71, 3 weeks ago
I heard about their policy to increase insurance rates of the un jabbed. I’m considering stop
shopping there because of that. My bf got the jab too I’m bracing for the worst. Honestly feels like
I’m living out in Anne Frank’s Attic.

4 rumbles
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Public403, 3 weeks ago
Yes, there are patents showing they also developed this inoculation in aerosol form. Several
doctors and speakers that went public against this jab "suddenly got sick" shortly afterwards. The
Health Ranger said he did not want to speak at any more health and freedom expos after he
believes the venue was sprayed and many speakers and everyone in the first 5 rows got sick.
Gates was not kidding around when he said they have a vaccine that can be sprayed. If you
wanted to target "anti-vaxxers" what better way!

2 rumbles
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MAGA20, 3 weeks ago
I wouldn't trust any doctor right now!

2 rumbles
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danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
He didn't say it was worms--he said they look like worms. Dr Jane made it very clear that it was
NOT worms.

1 rumble

MAGA20, 3 weeks ago
Ivermectin works if u have covid.
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tarider, 3 weeks ago
All true, but there is too much money at stake by too many in top levels if power.

4 rumbles
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coviddodger, 3 weeks ago
Yep, sad but true. They will write it off as more "disinformation" and it will be swept under the rug
as usual. Too much money and too many crooked people behind this to stop it. All you can do is
avoid the jabs and all who took them and hope for the best.
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Upoy, 3 weeks ago
Seems like many more will die. This is absolutely horrible, but this too will pass and we will come out
stronger. 'They' will pay for their actions in the end.

5 rumbles

2020kimo, 3 weeks ago
Thank you! 
I hope Mr. H and other embalmers are keeping personal notes of the names of people. One day we may
see a pattern of certain batches and this horrific problem. 
Gratefully, 
Kim

5 rumbles

francoamericanpatriot, 3 weeks ago
I find it incredible that this brave enabler hasn't found a doctor to analyse these stringy fibrous growths
attached to clots. How is that even possible? Dr. Jane, can't you analyze them? Or get another expert.
Come on, no point in getting outraged, let's find out what they are. Could this be the outgrowth of spike
proteins? sound like it.

5 rumbles

Princessdinky, 3 weeks ago
Have watched your other shows with what they found in the vaccines especially when they were warmed
up from -70 All of this does makes sense. 
Why people would not think especially the drug at -70 was  
suspicious I will never understand.Your very brave to report of this

5 rumbles

edvinson, 3 weeks ago
Did you ask him if he had pulled any of these out of Un-injected people? I think these need to be
photographed and documented by the embalmers in their official reports for later and historical
purposes.

5 rumbles

Roxxi787, 3 weeks ago
I know of someone who has had such pain in his legs sick he was VAXXED. I told him to see someone
for thrombosis. He will not. He said he is fine. YET - he thought he was having a heart attack in late
November. He went to the ER and told he has possible angina now. He was told to see a physician but
he will not!! Wouid love to know if the embalmers could test to see if these VICTIMS with this condition
were VAXXED. It wouid help their case for those who won’t believe

5 rumbles

CreatorsChild, 3 weeks ago
Thank you, Dr.Ruby

❣

 Thank you for your integrity on getting the TRUTH about these sinister
Inoculations. 

💪😇🙏

5 rumbles

DigDeeperYet, 3 weeks ago
Need to find out what those strings are composed of. Graphene Hydroxide or Oxide?

5 rumbles

Buneo2, 3 weeks ago
Remember recently that the medical establishment came out and said that taking a daily aspirin can be
more of a detriment than beneficial to your health? Evil.

5 rumbles

deanbob99, 3 weeks ago
Thank you Stew and Dr Ruby for your dedication to the TRUTH!

5 rumbles

marinchence, 3 weeks ago
File a police report, that's what you can do about it. There are still decent people out there.

5 rumbles

Gwengreen, 3 weeks ago
Why isn't the cardiologist or other professionals saying something about this as they are doing the
routinely ordered test on the vascular systems? This has to be manifesting in physical ways before death
of the patients.

5 rumbles

Ricardo5065, 3 weeks ago
Doctor Ruby, 
What is embalming ???  
Why was this man pulling out large clots from the bodies ?? 
I appreciate your report but you have to consider the level of knowledge of the audience. 
I myself did not understand what was really involved in embalming a body – I knew that they did
something to the body to make it more presentable but that is all. 
Only a few minutes ago when I looked at what the process is, I realised that when they inject all the
formaldehyde they push out the blood and that is how this man finds all those clots.

5 rumbles

DLErvin, 3 weeks ago
please don't ever give up the fight.. we need you..

5 rumbles

Tessie2, 3 weeks ago
If you scroll down a bit there is a story about an early experiment with hydrogel with Celeste Solum titled
"Julie's Story: Early Covert Vaccine/Hydrogel Experimentation on my Daughter by Barb Wilson 7/30/20 
https://www.truenews4u.com/post/true-news-4-u-coronavirus-corvid-19-news-for-july-7-august-2-2020

5 rumbles

Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
He saw the vax card for the one person, how long since he got jabbed til he died?!

5 rumbles

TheBulldog, 3 weeks ago
Shit show.

5 rumbles

rebeccasanfilippo, 3 weeks ago
It's hard to hear him.

5 rumbles

bhatam, 3 weeks ago
It looks like that veiny stuff from War of the Worlds

5 rumbles

KatrinaVanH, 3 weeks ago
I get these same stringy rubber clots with my period ever since April. I had ankle surgery and was under
anesthesia and my blood has never been the same. I am to my knowledge not inoculated with the shot.

5 rumbles

Weblebe, 3 weeks ago
It's almost over now.

5 rumbles

pjbikerful, 3 weeks ago
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System. 

👉

 https://openvaers.com/covid-data
5 rumbles

stalepie, 1 week ago
It's hard to believe, but he seems genuine.

4 rumbles

DavidJuck203, 2 weeks ago
This appears to be clotting related to the jab and appears to fit with the New World Order agenda. We
have also noticed substantial overall increase in the number of persons whos names appear in the local
funeral announcements.i ask myself why is there such a large push by government to take the poison
now? I know there is a conspiracy and a well thought out plan to eliminate the human population.

4 rumbles

youngatheart5376, 2 weeks ago
I feel sad to say this but this is eugenics staring us straight in the face, the psychopaths have really done
it, We must pray to our Father in Heaven to stop this. Please make sure all your loved ones knows the
Lord Jesus Christ is their personal savior believe and Trust in his shed blood that sets all of us free, Oh
death where is your sting.

4 rumbles

AkSonya, 2 weeks ago
My stepmother, who I love dearly talked my father, brother, and sister into getting jabbed plus boosters.
Now my siblings are not really speaking to me because of my stance and views.
This video breaks my heart. If true I could possibly lose what little bit of family that I have left because
they would never watch a video like this. 

😢

4 rumbles

Dn73789, 2 weeks ago
Did he take any of them to a lab for testing?

4 rumbles

brp2036, 2 weeks ago
Can you try to interview a few more embalming people to confirm findings. Very interesting. Brad

4 rumbles

NoIsms4Me, 2 weeks ago
Unfortunately, their truth dies with them.

4 rumbles

KCHS, 2 weeks ago
After reading so many of your experiences below I know I am not alone in my grief. My heart is so
broken, my two adult children and the rest of my family have all gotten the gene thearpy injections and
boosters. I have put their lives in God's Hands since they all think I am crazy.. I will not even be tested let
alone anything else. I have been disowned by the very people who said they loved me me entire 59 yrs
here on Earth.. I am not welcome to see them as I am the plague personified. I know i will survive them,
watch them leave one by one while they go believing themselves vertious for their brave choice. Some
may come to realize the deception to late, it matters not as I will love them and pray for them just the
same. I am very blessed to have a few friends who are in the same place as I am, as we move forward
we will form new communities and work to educate those survivers as to not make the same mistakes
that we as a global community have made by giving away our power for conveinence. My prayers are
with you all..

4 rumbles

FlowerElixir, 3 weeks ago
RE the fibrous materials:  
"Those little worms also caught our attention. Dr. Campra had also photographed something similar. It
says... "And a translucent tube is formed inside which these dots or microbubbles are added." We found
those microbubbles in all the samples. It says "they're actually precursor materials to form..." And that's
where he gives you the technological name of the little worm.  
From these objects, there's assimilation and growth of the microtube. And the addition of other
precursors. They add up. And the result is carbon nano-octopuses or micro-octopuses. So it's also a
forming structure."  
From the orwell.city website also on Telegram (Jan. 30, 2022 presentation)

4 rumbles

MimiFlorida, 3 weeks ago
So many testimonies on here. My husband & I along with my two adult children & 3 grands not jabbed.
My husband’s (previous marriage) 2 adult girls jabbed, & his 2 grands jabbed, he’s very sad of what’s
going on & how HARD the media & 3 letter agencies are covering all this up! PRAYERS is all we have

🙏

4 rumbles

FreedomWatchersGroups, 3 weeks ago
Well, what are these things? I can't believe no one has analyzed it?!

4 rumbles

somethingforthisbox, 3 weeks ago
vain worms made of nanobiotech? No wonder invermetin helps

4 rumbles

DystopianTimes, 3 weeks ago
DOD deleted data on vaxxed MIL deaths & illness. DOD DARPA hid Daszak proposal too. If the virus &
vax aren't bioweapons, why hide records? 
 
Military Doctors Blow Whistle on Vaccine Injuries 
https://rumble.com/vtc2y4-military-doctors-blow-whistle-on-vaccine-injuries-sen-ron-johnson-hearing.html 
 
"Project Veritas has obtained a separate report to the Inspector General of the Department of Defense
written by U.S. Marine Corp Major, Joseph Murphy, a former DARPA Fellow. 
https://www.projectveritas.com/news/military-documents-about-gain-of-function-contradict-fauci-
testimony-under/ 
 
From Maj. Murphy's analysis: 
2. SARS-CoV-2, hereafter referred to as SARSr-CoV-WIV, is a synthetic spike protein chimera
engineered to attached to human ACE2 receptors and inserted into a recombinant bat SARSr-CoV
backbone. It is likely a live vaccine not yet engineered to a more attenuated state that the program
sought to create with its final version. It leaked and spread rapidly because it was aerosolized so it could
efficiently infect bats in caves, but it was not ready to infect bats yet, which is why it does not appear to
infect bats. The reason the disease is so confusing is because it is less a virus than it is engineered
spike protein hitch-hiking a ride on a SARSr-CoV quasispecies swarm. The closer it is to the final live
attenuated vaccine form, the more likely that it has been deattentuating since initial escape in August
2019. 
 
The utility of certain countermeasures can be extrapolated from the documents: 
- The team selected for SARSr-CoVs that were more monoclonal antibody and vaccine resistant. 
- It is not practical to inoculate bats directly with shots, nor can bats get respiratory infections from
droplets, so the team developed an aerosol to deliver the inoculations directly into the caves. To ensure it
worked well, they developed the aerosol against masked civets. 
- The proposal notes that interferon, Remdesivir, and chloroquine phosphate inhibit SARSr-CoV viral
replication.

4 rumbles

Chicosat, 3 weeks ago
He suggested taking an aspirin a day to help dissolve them. I wonder if niacin would also help? If
someone doesn't stop these jabs its going to be a pretty lonely planet in a few years.

4 rumbles

Mustard_Tiger, 3 weeks ago
I see several here who say their family and friends think they're crazy for questioning the official
narrative. Join the club. It sounds exactly like what I am living through right now. The psychosis is SO
HARD TO BREAK THROUGH. They simply cannot face the truth. My wife goes ballistic when I send her
something that I think might wake her up. They are just going to have to wake up on their own time.
Eventually they will be figuratively walking through the remnants of the NAZI crematoria. That will wake
them up forever.

4 rumbles

PatriotMAOL, 3 weeks ago
The virus IS a parasite??? Looks like a parasite. That's why an antiparasitic works??

4 rumbles

Amazed667, 3 weeks ago
Worms/parasites..... not surprised. This would make sense as to why Ivermectin works. Anyone on
Telegram needs to go to "Dirt Road Discussions" and listen to Danny regarding Ivermectin. I have a
friend who's a doctor in her 80's and she's from Spain. When she was a child, she said she and her
siblings were treated for worms/parasites regularly. They stopped that practice many years ago. As it
turns out, worms/parasites are responsible for many illnesses (ie: Cancer, MS, Parkinsons,
Alzheimers/dementia, and pretty much any other illness you can think of.

4 rumbles

BodyBySteph, 3 weeks ago
Stay a Pure Blood, don’t become Human 2.0 (in Gates & Fauci’s image) and take the mRNA Graphene
Oxide a.I. Experimental jab, or your DNA will turn into “Patent Eligible” cDNA. Fact! This was the SC
ruling in 2013 that only natural DNA cannot be patented, but complimentary (cDNA) can be patented.
These aren’t Gene Therapy shots, they are Gene Altering transhumanism shots!

4 rumbles

bbq2U, 3 weeks ago
Got the sickeness. It wasn't a picnic. Within hours of taking the HCQ/Azithromycin along with continuing
the Zelenko protocol which we had on hand thru AFLDS from last March we could feel a turn for the
better. I have a lot of friends and family that didn't take the bioweapon jabs but remained unprepared.
They suffered greatly. Every friend that did prepare were fine like us. So there are three groups...the
brainwashed who follow like sheep to the slaughter, others who see the evil but choose not to hide from
it and prepare, and those of us who see it and prepare. All of my family and extended family but two
siblings have taken the bioweapon. My heart breaks. I tried to tell them. We're soon going to understand
how Noah felt when the world drowned in their sin while he remained saved from the disaster. It's going
to be a long, hard season we are about to enter. We're going to have to steel ourselves emotionally. Just
looking at us they will either become hardened in their hearts, angry and belligerent or humble and
repentant. As Christians now more then ever we must preach the gospel of repentance and faith in
Jesus Christ unto eternal life as many will be faced with their demise.

4 rumbles

laketaal, 3 weeks ago
I have a friend (triple jabbed) who was relieved his grandchildren had "been protected" by having the jab.
"Protected against what?" I asked "they are not at risk". He got angry with me, not his normal behaviour
at all. Are these jabs affecting peoples' brains? Are we seeing behavioural changes?

4 rumbles

TexomaTinker, 3 weeks ago
Anyone who wanted to find out what was in the stuff would have no problem finding someone to analyze
the substance. Why the hold up? Dr. Peter McCullough, Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Pierre Kory and many
others would have ready access to facilities that would do such an analysis. The men and others like
them are easy to find. That this is reported to have been going on for over a year and no real analysis
has been done raises questions about what is really going on in this report.

4 rumbles

TanCep, 3 weeks ago
Hey everyone, we’re a family here I can feel it. All of us have loved ones who’ve gotten the jab here. We
will unite I know that, us who are injection-free, and we will support each other in addition to our families
and friends who are jabbed. Communities will form. You guys are my friends, j can feel it. The day is
coming soon where they won’t be able to keep a lid on this anymore. As corny as it sounds I love you all
and WE, TOGETHER will rebuild society 

💜

4 rumbles

Joycemorse1, 3 weeks ago
Dr Ruby these fibrous things need to be analyzed at a lab ASAP! Don’t you have a contact to refer the
undertakers to for lab analysis? Can you ask dr Malone or Dr Peter McCullough?

4 rumbles

Hebrews12v2, 3 weeks ago
This needs a follow up by checking blood banks and what they are seeing from donors !!!

4 rumbles

fraudstoppers, 3 weeks ago
Why is Jane's ear red?

4 rumbles

DarkLiberty, 3 weeks ago
I'm still a Pure Blood and fighting our corner..... Long live the Pure Bloods...

4 rumbles

inesemedne, 3 weeks ago
Latvia is one of the few countries where occulation was imposed on every worker. If you do not agree
with the poison, you will starve. 
This is genocide in a country with only 1.9 million inhabitants, of whom Latvians are only 62%. 
As a result of the endless occupations and the injections, my people will finally be destroyed. 
The khazarians always seem to keep their promises. 
Yes, it is very painful to understand and feel that some ungodly, evil, inhuman people have ruined your
family and therefore your blood. Our occulated relatives do not even understand the pain and humiliation
they have inflicted on us with their frivolity. 
It is a foolish mistake to fall so madly into Satan's nails and destroy the entire future of his / her family.

4 rumbles

MrsPatriot, 3 weeks ago
Anyone hesitant to come forward, please contact veritastips@protonmail.com. Your anonymity will be
protected. Do something. Don't carry this for the rest of your life.

4 rumbles

sred1601, 3 weeks ago
Check this out https://thecovidblog.com/2022/01/28/mark-ruston-british-man-temporarily-banned-from-
facebook-after-sharing-gruesome-photo-of-post-astrazeneca-baseball-sized-blood-clot-in-his-arm/

4 rumbles

ThreeHaresMedia, 3 weeks ago
Honestly, everything about this vax is pretty grotesque. Gives me chills.

4 rumbles

tdk8769, 3 weeks ago
Is this the future for the vaccinated? Is this why they want everyone to get their vaccinations and
boosters? I think these vaccines are only designed to make sure people do get COVID and die.

4 rumbles

BenRyan, 3 weeks ago
White fibrotic clots are usually a sign of damage to arterial linings.

4 rumbles

Cashas, 3 weeks ago
They are reporting instant abortions in pregnant women and higher reports of blood clots, heart attacks
and strokes that have never been seen before, yet they won't talk about it being linked to the
Experimental supposed vaccine. People who get the jab are super spreaders and need to be avoided.

4 rumbles

NicoK50, 3 weeks ago
VAX + 5G = CLOTS

4 rumbles

naziyoutube, 3 weeks ago
It is genocide worldwide, we need to punish all politicians and 'experts' who have forced or encourage
healthy people to take this bio-weapon.

4 rumbles

apsistech, 3 weeks ago
Thank you sir for coming forward Richard, you are true boots on the ground; and thank you Dr. Ruby for
being a voice for these brave people who are fed up with what we are all living thru. Last week I went to
my local cemetery in Lubbock TX to see if there was an abnormal number of recently buried plots; and
sadly they are literally everywhere. I was floored by the massive number of obviously new burials, with
up to 5 situated one apart from each other, multiple times and many other individual plots throughout.
There are about 300K in town and on average about 2600 deaths occur normally. I looked up the
average deaths for us and it was around .85% of the total population going back about 20 years;
however it moved up to 1.11% for 2020. This jump is bad, but does not account for what I saw. When the
numbers come out for 2021, I think we will know how horrible this is getting because that jump doesn't
account for many if any vaccine injuries. Just based on what I saw at the cemetery, I was appalled. If you
are up to it, go see for yourself, as I am confident it is obvious at any town's/city's primary cemetery(ies).

4 rumbles

Dezdwell, 3 weeks ago
I have family members that are elderly and they were guilted into getting the Jab. Their children
encouraged them, so they would not get Covid. The only thing I could say was, “I’ll attend your funeral”.
Most were aware of the side affects and even death. They trusted the Government and Big Pharma.

4 rumbles

cgates, 3 weeks ago
Consider that according to his stats up to 80% of his recent cases had these clots. But how many other
people in his town/area died and were cremated, not requiring his services? We will never know if their
veins were also riddled with this clots. Terrible situation ... truly evil.

4 rumbles

SLconfidentialMO, 3 weeks ago
And Porcelain Bidet is silent.

4 rumbles

kimbinky, 3 weeks ago
It is up utmost importance to know what those are and report it to anyone and everyone that will sit still
long enough to listen. This is HUGE

4 rumbles

Lidenhour, 3 weeks ago
God bless you Dr. Ruby we just love you, thanks for what you have done & do!

4 rumbles

jhock54, 3 weeks ago
Call Reiner Fuellmich

4 rumbles

howardtlewisiii, 3 weeks ago
Not good.

4 rumbles

tarider, 3 weeks ago
it would be interesting to know the composition of the white material.

4 rumbles

MindWarrior, 3 weeks ago
Pray God brings swift justice.

4 rumbles

Wade4god, 3 weeks ago
Are they detectable before causing death? That would be useful information. How can we help our fellow
humans from dieing duue to a known problem. We won't because all we do is talk, talk.

4 rumbles

Rockon2, 3 weeks ago
fact is with modern technology you can't convience me that this can't be studied and come to a
conclusion that it's from the vaccine or not

4 rumbles

waldoslack, 3 weeks ago
Life is in the blood, so is death.  
 
By swearing, and lying, and killing, and stealing, and committing adultery, they break out, and blood
toucheth blood. Hosea 4:2 
 
From the blood of Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, which perished between the altar and the temple:
verily I say unto you, It shall be required of this generation. Luke 11:51  
 
As in the Dayz of Noah will be the return of Christ. Luke 17:26 
 
2 Peter 3:3 - Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own
lusts

4 rumbles
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Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
He already stated that he didn’t have a way to confirm that all were jabbed but you can bet the jab
is the cause. He only had the one patient that had his proof on his body when brought in.
Transmission from the jabbed is real but I sure hope these things stick to the jabbed and leave the
rest of us alone.
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FlowerElixir, 3 weeks ago
Some people carry fake vax cards.
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PatriotBrad, 3 weeks ago
Removing the deceased's blood and replacing it with embalming fluid, is the way embalmers
preserve the body.
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
really? wow!
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JessieBeaner, 3 weeks ago
Get a copy of your entire hospital record. When you sign the paperwork, pre op, thete is a
statement authorizing them to vaccinate you.  
GET A FULL COPY OF YOUR RECORD FROM THEM

6 rumbles

chriswill777, 3 weeks ago
Probably from other-previous shot, before covid shot rolled out ?
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danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Not likely. I agree with what JessieBeaner is suggesting. All that paperwork they make you
sign and not give you the time to read--very suspicious. I would stay away from hospitals if at
all possible.
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Debo65, 2 weeks ago
I’m sorry. I hope they wake up soon
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Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
YESSS! TY! I saw this a short time ago and couldn’t remember where!!
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RedFox327, 2 weeks ago
Remdesivir is a killer..If this is same meds Im thinkin of..if Im remembering correctly.. -it shuts down
the kidneys.. hence killing the patients quicker than their traditional killer way -PLUS TOO low dose
of the other drug -I forget is suppose to help & usually does..except..They Intentionally gave TOO
LOW of doses to do anything..like giving patience NOTHING at all. I think it was for breathing?
perhaps a steroid? So w Remdesivir & the low dose steroid.. -shuts down kidneys, cant breath &
die FASTER than w/o Remdesivir! 
Can you tell they piss me off!? HATE Them! Thats Truly FKN EVIL on a MASS Scale!!
#CrimesAgainstMANKIND!!!

2 rumbles
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Nimru, 3 weeks ago
Be careful with the niacin or you will get hot flashes like I did when I took too much.
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meop79, 3 weeks ago
This is the 4th horseman. The ride gets bumpy from here.

2 rumbles
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Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
I’m not sure if it would on these but a blood clot test is d-dimer!
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fraudstoppers, 3 weeks agoF
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JasonsWorld, 3 weeks ago
Agenda 21/30 Sustainable Development Depopulation in progress.

4 rumbles

grege1953, 3 weeks ago
Wow ... Thanks for reporting on this Dr. Jane.

4 rumbles

stakul, 3 weeks ago
Congrats on your show Ms Ruby

4 rumbles

BulletForTeeth, 3 weeks ago
Reminds me of Morgellons Disease.

4 rumbles

SWErdnase, 3 weeks ago
In 3 years there will be millions of these deaths and they will just say its 'arterial plaque" or some other
BS.

4 rumbles

VictorOnRumble, 3 weeks ago
Notice how the death of the person he pulled the fibrous clots out of was blamed on Covid.

4 rumbles

Ctrachte, 3 weeks ago
This is scary.

4 rumbles

KurtBoulter, 3 weeks ago
The white clot, are clotted white blood cells. This is what the non vaccine does.

4 rumbles

Amanda0326, 3 weeks ago
I’m glad I already ate 

🥴

. I also made the correct decision when I decided against healthcare for my
career. I can’t even wipe up throw up without adding to it. 

🤢

4 rumbles

Animaltopper1, 3 weeks ago
We need to stop and review this issue now! These must be stopped until we know what is going on.

4 rumbles

Cookie333, 3 weeks ago
Thank you Dr Ruby. 

🙏🙏🙏❤❤❤

4 rumbles

InawanaP, 3 weeks ago
omg !!!

4 rumbles

Rabbisb, 3 weeks ago
Thank you Jane…

🙏

4 rumbles

BamaTom, 3 weeks ago
The body will grow new blood vessels if tissue is being starved of nutrients. 
Diabetic grow new blood vessels in the retina since high sugar levels in the blood stream cut off oxygen
to the retina cells. The retina grows new vessels that can leak blood and fill the eye snd they go blind. 
Heart attack victims will grow new vessels around the heart to keep blood moving. This could be a
response

4 rumbles

elerbe, 3 weeks ago
hydras? nano strands?

4 rumbles

TimeBandit66, 3 weeks ago
Maybe TPA shots could break them up?

4 rumbles

1LuTe, 3 weeks ago
Dr, are you thinking about leishmaniasis?

4 rumbles

Kimsu1963, 2 weeks ago
This interview is so powerful!

3 rumbles

dboy615, 2 weeks ago
get it to the lab immediately!

3 rumbles

ClaireofNature, 2 weeks ago
How do you not see this as FOUL PLAY? How can you stay quiet? Thank you for sharing this. Austrian
carbon expert Andreas Noack was murdered recently after releasing a video stating that the inoculations
of death cocktails are full of tiny, tiny razorblades, and that athletes die because their blood is rushing
faster, so the razor blades are wreaking havoc and causing death more quickly.

3 rumbles

Crahill, 2 weeks ago
Maybe the when the mRNA attaches to the spike-protein it is coded to make synthetic tissue ?

3 rumbles

sonshine7777, 2 weeks ago
we do imaging and have been seeing this for months..its awful

3 rumbles

morningtrain, 2 weeks ago
Does anybody have any contacts with other embalmers and those that work in the funeral industry? We
need to know what they are seeing and how much

3 rumbles

jacquelynsauriol, 2 weeks ago
So many embalmers must know this...and so few are speaking up....I know they are busy burying the
dead..but now their knowledge is precious...embalmers PLEASE SPEAK UP IF YOU CAN!

3 rumbles

Alabamamellie, 2 weeks ago
They need to have a pathologist dissect these!

3 rumbles

HealthDragonfly, 2 weeks ago
Can these worm like structures not be sent to labs for forensic examination. We need to know what
these are composed of. Morgellons comes to mind.

3 rumbles

19mtwitt62, 2 weeks ago
Are there any pathology reports on these fibrous strands? The public needs to know ASAP what is going
on.

3 rumbles

Swan007, 2 weeks ago
The People who orchestrated this Scamdemic Like Bill Gates need to be Indicted, Tried then Fried!!!!

3 rumbles

Tw33dle, 2 weeks ago
I CAN EVEN CRY BECAUSE I AM SO OVERWHELMED :'(

3 rumbles

MI3rdDistrict, 3 weeks ago
Interesting that they "look" like worms and what cures covid? Anti-parasitics like ivermectin,
fenbendazole and HCQ. The evil that has been perpetrated on humanity deserves no quarter, death to
the evil ones and only death.

3 rumbles

mrlucky64, 3 weeks ago
I imagine all of the Coroners are corrupt and won't say a word about this. Has he ever brought this up to
the Coroners who are doing the autopsy's? This should be headline news everywhere!

3 rumbles

Floydheddie, 3 weeks ago
So I have been thinking that whatever is in these biological experimental gene editing therapies is going
to grow throughout the body and turn the veins into like wires. Now I don’t know if it has to do with the
graphene oxide or the hydra like creatures, but whatever it is it is sinister and diabolical.

3 rumbles

Susandawn, 3 weeks ago
Thank you to Richard for his bravery in exposing this. Thank you, Dr Ruby, you asked excellent
questions. 
God Bless you both.

3 rumbles

L_Brooks_, 3 weeks ago
The only thing that will save humanity is if Jesus Christ comes back, he's the only one who can solve
this.

3 rumbles

JC20, 3 weeks ago
This is so lose lose for us. If we're right, and they're wrong, we still lose. If they're right and we're wrong,
we also still lose. Keep praying this is just a money making scam for big Pharma and nothing more
sinister. I'm asking God every day to protect and show mercy to the whole world.

3 rumbles

Marleybob, 3 weeks ago
I do believe there are a lot of people fining out the truth and are living in denial.

3 rumbles

BudT, 3 weeks ago
Boost your immune system and be healthy.

3 rumbles

patty0728, 3 weeks ago
The jabbed will be dying in droves in 6-8 months it is going to be horrific. I am praying for all that have
been injected my friend and family that they will be safe. I pray for all this at it is 

😞

3 rumbles

5acrefarmgirl, 3 weeks ago
Someone said in the comments called this ....."The "V" CULT".....
IT IS...i was in a real cult for 25 years...this "V" CULT...

ITS TRULY A CULT..!!!!!!!!!!

🤮

BRAINWASHING TECHNIQUES ARE USED ON EVERYONE WHO WATCHES MAINSTREAM
NEWS....DEMS..."BIDEN"ISTA...
ETC.
STAY AWAY FROM ANYTHING I MENTIONED...

🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

3 rumbles

YourShadow, 3 weeks ago
And yet they keep pushing the shot.

3 rumbles

RhondaSc, 3 weeks ago
God help us! These deaths are going to touch the entire world! Everyone on earth has a Family member
vaxd.

3 rumbles

YBSMike, 3 weeks ago
The closer the Lords return is, the worse it's going to get. He is desperately trying to wake up this World,
and especially those who remain asleep. He can do it one of two ways, through judgement or through
mercy. He prefers mercy, and that's why there are close to 1 million warnings from His prophets, but
sadly and as He recently told a sister of mine that most people do not seek Him until they fear death or
are facing death, so this causes Him to have to use catastrophes as His last resort. It's sad that people
won't even consider Him until they fear losing their life. He so badly wishes that people would look at the
whole picture, and at the very least read the Bible. All who do read His word KNOW that ALL of this was
written about 1,000's of years ago, and it's happening exactly as written. Please seek Jesus before you
are faced with death. He longs for your attention and loves each of you more than you can fathom.
Thank you for the info Dr Ruby. God Bless all of you.

3 rumbles

Pureozone33, 3 weeks ago
It’s very important to ask if this has ever been seen in the unvaccinated?

3 rumbles

mrsa4life, 3 weeks ago
Well it makes sense why an anti parasitic drug has been working like Ivermectin!

3 rumbles

Spectra, 3 weeks ago
Awful to hear and important to know. Thank you Dr. Jane Ruby for highlighting and Mr. Hirschman for
your bravery in speaking up and care for humanity. I thank all the brave embalmers who are discovering
and documenting what they’re finding.

3 rumbles

george12, 3 weeks ago
Go to your favorite search engine and search for "fibrin in blood clots pics". This is a common result of
the spike proteins caused by C0vid and by the C0vid vaxines. There are many articles about this. Here's
one from NIH: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8380922/ I'm not a doctor, but I urge
anyone who has gotten the shots to look into taking daily Lumbrokinase. You can take a daily low dose
aspirin, but this product has its own issues.

3 rumbles

ellecatt, 3 weeks ago
My daughters 20's 30's both have covid this week. One on Zelenko protocol and one on Ivermectin. Only
3 days of mild symptoms and done

3 rumbles

SherribRN, 3 weeks ago
Horrific!

3 rumbles

justaround, 3 weeks ago
it doesn't seem like anyone could be alive with that in their veins, is it clotting there after they're dead?

3 rumbles

1Love2U, 3 weeks ago
Praying for humanity. Although the truth is disturbing , it must be told. We are at war. A war like we’ve
never heard of or been in. God help us all.

3 rumbles

Aquagirl7, 3 weeks ago
These look like the white fibrous tendons in raw chicken breast meat…. 
Whatever it is..if its rubbery and growing inside veins, theres no way blood will get through so the person
is dying of clots.  
WHITE… very curious! Get a piece under a microscope !!! I was expecting black..as though the
graphene oxide grew/multiplied as we’ve seen it do (Black goo).. 
 
Hmmm….. What of the ingredients in the vials that have been exposed…could DO this to make these
white clots??? Something needs to match up!  
BIOPSY this pronto!!!

3 rumbles

sred1601, 3 weeks ago
My whole family is also vaccinated bc we have a vax karen in the in law side. So all of my nieces and
nephews have gotten jabbed and boosted. And I literally just spent 9k to move to be closer to them all
and now this. I can only hope some of them have gotten the placebo. How can they still be pushing this
on everyone and now they are coming for the kids.

3 rumbles

Markus, 3 weeks ago
They need to get this guy in front of Congress so it gets on national tv! I hope he finds out chemical
make up real soon. Also all embalmers need to come forward!!

3 rumbles

Tryster, 3 weeks ago
Nattokinase disolves blood clots better than aspirin.

3 rumbles

Hogfart, 3 weeks ago
The shots are killing people, more than any flu. If the sheep won’t listen at least listen to yourself…stay
away from the clot-shot

3 rumbles

9thshodan, 3 weeks ago
This is scary. My step mother just told me yesterday that she pulled one of these out of her nose. Shes
not vaxxed but her job makes her nose swab everyday in order to work. When I saw this video it terrified
me because it describes exactly what she pulled out of her nose to the T.

3 rumbles

Jwithrow, 3 weeks ago
This is so eye opening! Only one in our family got the jab for her job and she is a nurse practitioner!
Have prayed for God not to let this hurt her in any way but now that I have read all these comments I
want her to do these protocols as God helps those who help themselves. Thanks everyone for your
caring input. God help us this is going to get worse.

3 rumbles

Nana4life, 3 weeks ago
A recent lab discovery documenting that the vax is sexually transmitted and changes the unvaxed
partners blood to become identical to the vaxed blood. Similar to HIV transmission. Sorry I don’t have the
link but it’s out there. Evil to the core.

3 rumbles

GucciNeko, 3 weeks ago
I can't verify if this guy is who he says he is because his only internet presence is a private Facebook
page and his employer does not list him as a staff member on their website. Interesting story but not
sure if this is really credible, I will wait to see if other embalmers will step up to say they're also pulling
weird huge tube clots out of vaccinated dead people.

3 rumbles

InfectedNewspaper, 3 weeks ago
I wonder if this happened to me when I was in the ICU with covid. I was induced coma when I woke up
three weeks later. I was told I had a few clots in my legs.

3 rumbles

Undergroundoz, 3 weeks ago
Hope the clot was sent off to pathology for lectron microscopy, culturing etc.

3 rumbles

cgates, 3 weeks ago
Consider that according to his stats up to 80% of his recent cases had these clots. But how many other
people in his town/area died and were cremated? We will never know if their veins were also riddled with
this clots. Terrible situation ... truly evil.

3 rumbles

LT127, 3 weeks ago
Are those the hydras?

3 rumbles

WW2kids, 3 weeks ago
can't Patriots all over find out where the vials of Antimicribials are and storm the building to get to
them??? 
why are USA people so chicken? 
Jan. 6 was a tiny hope of what Americans can really accomplish with the Lord's help.

3 rumbles

Elijahx3, 3 weeks ago
Over at Zerohedge today; Chinese Scientists From Wuhan Discover "Potentially Deadly" New Strain Of
Coronavirus., just in time for the Olympics.

3 rumbles

summitflyer, 3 weeks ago
All so very sad is all I can say right now .I have been watching this nightmare in my family also.

3 rumbles

hawaii50th, 3 weeks ago
God Bless you Dr. Jane Ruby for what you are doing.

3 rumbles

Sunflower08, 3 weeks ago
The "injection" IS Foul play!

3 rumbles

W091220, 3 weeks ago
Rod Serling could not have thought up a worldwide horror of this magnitude, although he might have had
some insight into people's willingness to put with it.

3 rumbles

HempMamaEvelyn, 3 weeks ago
Heartbreaking 

💔

3 rumbles

jOG4, 3 weeks ago
Trolls with the down hand on this. Seriously everyone needs to see.

3 rumbles

Maude32252, 3 weeks ago
I worry because some in my family who I love have gotten these bogus VAX....

3 rumbles

RIOTEARTH, 3 weeks ago
Seems odd to me that after all this time he never once had a pathologist look at what these fibrous clots
are. I can't imagine anyone living with that stuff in them without having a few limbs lost first. Seems a bit
fantastical. Looking for more clarification on this. I see that he does work at 2 funeral homes. However
he's not listed in their 'about us' sections. Though I wouldn't necessarily expect an embalmer to be on
the website I suppose!

3 rumbles

NoskerdycatUSA, 3 weeks ago
fix the link and see image: researchgate. net/figure/Long-fibrin-clot-completely-occluding-the-catheter-
lumen-of-an-Indwelling-pleural_fig3_334522712

3 rumbles

kk87482009, 3 weeks ago
Could he call a doctor who does autopsies?

3 rumbles

Gutie, 3 weeks ago
https://rumble.com/vtcsgw-worldwide-exclusive-embalmers-find-veins-and-arteries-filled-with-never-
bef.html  
Stew Peters Show

3 rumbles

Rockon2, 3 weeks ago
I wonder how long after the jab theseWhite clots start forming

3 rumbles

GanacheGlaze, 3 weeks ago
It reminds me of GRISTLE!!! A cartilage; broadly : tough cartilaginous, tendinous, or fibrous matter
especially in table meats. 

😱😠😡

3 rumbles

Banasace, 3 weeks ago
This must be the reason for the amputations after the jabs

3 rumbles

AlabamaKnight, 3 weeks ago
They are destroying the image of God and replacing it with these, their image of the beast, no vaxxed
people should reproduce https://rumble.com/vt7gs2-dr.-viviane-brunet-on-black-eyed-babies.html

3 rumbles

REPLY

fraudstoppers, 3 weeks ago
Who are you?  
I am Frank Waldo, from fraud stoppers pma...https://fraudstoppers.org/ 
and I love that you are quoting the word of God! 
Good work waldoslack, carry on!
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ShadowMonkey777, 3 weeks ago
Like from the sandflies Fauci fed puppies' brains to?

5 rumbles

S

REPLY

1LuTe, 3 weeks ago
the sandflies would lay their eggs, the worm that hatches eats the area for a while then
becomes the bext sandflie... leishmaniasis, there are 3 kinds... I confused Leish... with 
Wuchereria bancrofti, (elephantine - google translate from a Portuguese word)

2 rumbles
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MsPam, 3 weeks ago
Good question but I think it was answered when Mr. Hirschman reported that nothing like this had
been seen over the past 20 years; that it is showing up after COVID’s appearance.  
 
What needs to happen now is the pathologists need to start investigating and reporting it - if they
have the courage to confront Fauci & crew.  
 
It occurs to me that IF such structures were to show up in a verifiably unvaccinated person, the
experts will have to look at shedding,  
 
Check out Stew’s interviews with Dr. Love from last October and her findings with her patients’
blood anomalies and a disturbing look at the secret sauce under the microscope.

2 rumbles

FromInfinity, 3 weeks ago
I suspect it's the free floating spike doing accumulated damage in the body over months, plus poor
health so the body is not repairing itself and clearing the fibrin. Repeat boosters keep the spike
circulating constantly. Just... wow.

1 rumble
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Turbosonic, 3 weeks ago
I keep wondering this myself. We need some honest pathologists to explain.

1 rumble
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TerrieLyn, 3 weeks ago
Seriously? This is so scary!! God please 
Come back soon! I do not want my son, nor my nieces and nephews to be left behind in such an
evil world!!

1 rumble
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Fuzzel1, 3 weeks ago
He mentions that he does not work in one location. He travels to various locations as needed. That
might be why? I agree these stories need to backed up by those watching. I’ve searched for other
doctors that have appeared here and so far I have been able to verify them.

4 rumbles

lenasgarden, 3 weeks ago
I thought I heard him say he was a bit like a traveler that works for a number of hospitals rather
than having his own facility where people are brought to him.

2 rumbles

F

REPLY

yani808, 3 weeks ago
Dr. Jane usually vets the sources before posting or interviewing them.

2 rumbles
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MAGA20, 3 weeks ago
It's because of January 6th that American's aren't protesting like the other countries. They will do
anything to stop us.

2 rumbles
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jenwells, 3 weeks ago
Wow. Thank you for sharing.!

1 rumble
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REPLY

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Too many are complicit or don't want to know the truth!! You have to be careful who you trust. It's a
very sad state of affairs.

3 rumbles

Susiecreamchees, 3 weeks ago
yes, or call in some people from vein clinics to see what he is running into. They should recognize
what is out of the norm.
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morgansa55, 3 weeks ago
Great guest. Very interesting great questions. Wow

3 rumbles

Adamsmd, 3 weeks ago
How can people rid these things???

3 rumbles

veder, 3 weeks ago
I've heard that scientists have found hydra linnaeus vulgarus in the bioweapon we have been told is a
vax, could that be it?

3 rumbles

watchmanreport, 3 weeks ago
Graphene is in the vax because the mark of the beast system will be based in the GRAPHENE
BLOCKCHAIN! 
 
Check out our feed for reports on this!

3 rumbles

CatherineWhitford, 3 weeks ago
AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHH

😳😳😱😱😱😱😱😱

3 rumbles

ZadokAngel, 3 weeks ago
hydras?

3 rumbles

TDJR70, 3 weeks ago
LOVE THE SHOW

3 rumbles

Dminor69, 3 weeks ago
So this is not really all that Different from reporting a strangulation if you suspect that. This is basically
effects from a bio weapon and it should be recorded that these unusual and abnormal effects are
happening to peoples bodies. In my humble opinion. Thanks for all you do Dr. Ruby and thanks for
sharing your stories to the embalmer.

3 rumbles

usr9876553115, 3 weeks ago
*puke emoji*

3 rumbles

WithTheBand, 3 weeks ago
Use bromelain enzyme to break down foreign proteins in the bloodstream.

3 rumbles

CeeFree, 3 weeks ago
These look like parasites!

3 rumbles

deano77, 3 weeks ago
I love you lady and I hope you have security truthers are going down all over

3 rumbles

Kittycatbaty, 3 weeks ago
https://tapnewswire.com/2021/10/parasitic-organism-dubbed-the-thing-found-in-covid-vaccines/
Looks like the thing Dr Madej found.

🤢

3 rumbles

fidgetfinger, 3 weeks ago
The white material... also described as fibrous in nature that does not break up when physically
manipulated ... scar tissue?

3 rumbles

jmerciers01, 3 weeks ago
ivermectin is a dewormer

3 rumbles

Glorybe, 3 weeks ago
Look at the dates on his vas card, to see how long it took

3 rumbles

Sproutfuel, 3 weeks ago
Preparing for nuclear style war and noone has iodine like stores put out in Hawaii during the Missile
alert. Now this, rubbery clots? Is this some polymer scaffolding based on butyls in the jab that goes into
synthetic plasma?

3 rumbles

StaceyMAGA, 3 weeks ago
it reminds me of c-diff the slimy stools yikes

3 rumbles

khristaki, 3 weeks ago
Gel Electrophoresis 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDZUAleWX78

3 rumbles

Cookie333, 3 weeks ago
Why don't they use a high power microscope to see what it's made of. it's probably a huge hydra or
cluster of them.

3 rumbles

RavenBlaze, 3 weeks ago
NAC could help?

3 rumbles

TimeBandit66, 3 weeks ago
it's the spike proteins

3 rumbles

BolshevikWatch723, 1 day ago
The Darwin award will be earned by many in the coming years. Don't weep. You couldn't save them.

2 rumbles

13billCatholic, 1 week ago
Has anyone put this stuff under a microscope?

2 rumbles

Toymaker8, 1 week ago
The 5G tower are what's going to make people sick, and the graphene oxide needs the 5G to activate.
And more people will die when more of these tower go up. Note sure if I can put the video in here or not
but it one you all need to see and you would see what I am talking about.

2 rumbles

ScottMc37, 1 week ago
Reminds me of a movie I saw, Alien...  
 
arteries and veins filled with unnatural blood clot combinations with strange fibrous materials that are
completely filling the vascular system. 
 
I find this hard to believe

2 rumbles

adaptune, 1 week ago
Thanks for this exposé. Eventually the edifice of lies must cave in.

2 rumbles

BarbLovesFreedom, 1 week ago
Insurance companies are stating that between 18 and 64 years old deaths have increased by 40%.

2 rumbles

djmotise, 1 week ago
Jane Ruby is NOT a medical doctor. Why is she shown in this photo like a porn star with a stethoscope?
Such a misleading garbage cover pic. Shame on you.

2 rumbles

DavidJuck203, 2 weeks ago
This appears to be clotting related to the jab and appears to fit with the New World Order agenda. We
have also noticed substantial overall increase in the number of persons whos names appear in the local
funeral announcements.i ask myself why is there such a large push by government to take the poison
now? I know there is a conspiracy and a well thought out plan to eliminate the human population.

2 rumbles

PJBel, 2 weeks ago
hmmm surely this has to make ya stop and think  
sure m glad I didn't get that shit regardless

2 rumbles

Dreaume, 2 weeks ago
I’ve tried to red pill my friends and family members but it is extremely difficult with the censorship.
Unfortunately the only way some see the light is when a traumatic event/ injury happens to them or
someone they love but even that does not guarantee as they side with the cdc and who’s propaganda of
‘association is not causation’. It’s very sad. I sent a good friend a snip from the “A Second Opinion” video
by Ron Johnson here on rumble ( I highly recome to everyone watches it) this video is filled with experts
in the field with real world experience. He sends me a smear piece “fact checker” article from the New
York Times with no studies siting there views (Really the New York Times the most agenda driven smear
tactic piece of crap newspaper there is)….. that’s the kind of lemming following off the cliff mentality we
are dealing with…. I’m losing hope but I keep trying.

2 rumbles

iamthevisitor, 2 weeks ago
If this is so...there must be accountability. ASAP! It's been Opposite Day, it seems, for too long.

2 rumbles

BWATBWAT, 2 weeks ago
can those white electric formations be sent out to be analyzed?

2 rumbles

WesInman, 2 weeks ago
This video might explain those long white tentacles. This doctor showed that the Pfizer vax immediately
destroyed or sucked out the oxygen or hemoglobin from the red blood cells and they began to clot. They
turned very white. Well, if this spread, you could get a long white tentacle. Not a doctor, just an
observation. Here is the video: https://rumble.com/vu1ebh-pfizer-biontech-injection-develop-blood-clots-
within-first-few-minutes-dr.-.html

2 rumbles

astrigroth81, 2 weeks ago
This Is Disturbing! Thank you - Ur reporting have been the Most interresting throughout this whole
«pandemic» I am Just Waiting for my vaxxed Loved ones to fall over with all kinds of Creepy shit
deseases and parasites in their bodies. Even my sister is breastfeeding her baby, double-vaxxed, and Im
just waiting for something to go wrong..

2 rumbles
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2 rumbles

AlwaysRt, 2 weeks ago
By their Own Admission, the "Vaccines" ONLY reduce severity in some people for some variants... So
the Correct Description for "Vaxxed" is "have taken one of the Approved Prophylactics". And of course
the 'Approved Prophylactics' (Vaccines) are By Orders of Magnitude, the Most Dangerous
Treatment/Preventative Biologics available.

2 rumbles

Hellochristinajoan, 2 weeks ago
I wonder if the white structures are the protective lining in the vascular system?

2 rumbles

BukaTV, 2 weeks ago
This is a very disturbing fact about these damnable vaccines.

2 rumbles

TimothyZub, 2 weeks ago
We need to know if there is any truth and evidence to support these observations ASAP 
If it was not observed before and it is now in any significant numbers we need to know WHY 
This is a population time bomb if this is real 
The consequences would be off the scale

2 rumbles

EdwardDavignon, 2 weeks ago
Nephrogenic Systemic Fibrosis from Remdesivir/Vanco/Dexa or MRI contrast? 
Amyloid? Moderna’s Wikipedia page mentions bone marrow damage (which results in AL amyloid
buildup)

2 rumbles

AMurica, 2 weeks ago
Divide and concur oldest trick in the book, but this is tearing family's apart not just country's and
governments. I too have family that thinks Im nuts for not getting the china death jab.

2 rumbles

jgbartist, 2 weeks ago
Did anyone analyze the white fibers?

2 rumbles

YellingElk, 2 weeks ago
I wonder if Mr. Hirschman himself has had the jabs?

2 rumbles

Kmerril, 2 weeks ago
This is disturbing.

2 rumbles

DayleM, 2 weeks ago
Interesting but like others, I am puzzled as to why this condition has not been taken to a pathologist or
lab for analysis.

2 rumbles

Nsk0302, 2 weeks ago
Did they lock us up so people would watch TV and be extra brainwashed?

2 rumbles

RefJoe2, 2 weeks ago
I have a history of DVTs. I got one on the 15th day after contracting COVID. I can only imagine what the
jabs are doing...

2 rumbles

Nikchilly, 2 weeks ago
Murder by government

2 rumbles

ChristianDave, 2 weeks ago
I would be interested in knowing if these fibrous white "clots" are being studied to determine their
makeup and compare them with the body's natural cholesterol-based repair mechanism for injured
vessels. I would hypothesize that the spike proteins could be causing such profuse damage within the
bloodstream and that the body is working overtime to repair the micro abrasions those spike proteins are
causing. As the cholesterol loaded blood is overloading the blood stream, the repairs/patches are being
accomplished. However, combined with stacking and decreased blood flow to the area due to minor
(normal) clotting, the cholesterol is linking to this stacking or clot or cholesterol patch and starting the
string. Over time, the body may have been able to dissolve and reabsorb the clot; however, being
overwhelmed by the spike protein-produced damage, the body never gets the chance to fulfill the
remainder of this natural process.  
 
The interviewer correctly stated that this phenomenon may be caused by either the vaccines or the bio-
weaponized virus. The body's natural immune system produces these spike proteins in response to this
particular bio-weaponized virus (at far lower rates that may or may not overwhelm the system of many of
those who catch the virus). My hypothesis remains the same in either account. There is no way of
determining exactly how long this process would take to produce these long fibrous clots and it may
have been at work in many of these patients before the vaccines were even produced and only
exacerbated in some by the vaccines. 
 
If this hypothesis, (or any other hypothesis) could be verified, the work could begin to find remediation
and save lives. At the same time as proving the cause of the fibrous clots, research should be done to
determine how to dissolve them without damaging other normal processes. At any rate, if it is
determined that the spike proteins are at the root of this deadly development, vaccinations should halt
immediately!

2 rumbles

LordBeerus711, 2 weeks ago
get the batch or lotnumber of the vaccine these poor people got, and communicate it to dr micheal
yeadon he can help tracking them

2 rumbles

netsonmusic, 2 weeks ago
Stay strong , humans , i feel really lonely here in Azerbaijan , but doing my best to focus on positive
things , not easy though , listening to "channeled" messages helps , and following the "formula" . Hugs.

2 rumbles

batmasterson77, 2 weeks ago
Anyone seen the movie "I am legend?" ...Just saying.

2 rumbles

KittyKittyMeow, 2 weeks ago
God help us is right! This is horrifying!

2 rumbles

Dee06812, 3 weeks ago
Why is he not sending it for testing?

2 rumbles

JDPugh, 3 weeks ago
I am not a doubter but I would like to have more information. Why do they not take these to someone for
testing to see what these "rubbery" substances are? He has been seeing this for months yet no one
seems to have investigated the exact makeup?

2 rumbles

Pollyannacat, 3 weeks ago
All of us are going to lose half of our family, most or all and some even ourselves. This is evil. The
survivors must bring all those involved to justice.

2 rumbles

SiriusLightwork, 3 weeks ago
Does he report this to the hospitals, CDC or other agencies? Surely there is an association for
Embalmers or Morticians nationwide to confer with regarding this, wouldn't you think?

2 rumbles

lshewitt, 3 weeks ago
Such evil that created all this.

2 rumbles

Metaman4Truth, 3 weeks ago
This confirms that the nano graphine in the vaxx clot shot is acting as razor blades in the bloodstream
causing nano cuts in veins and arteries.  
NANO GRAPHENE RAZORBLADES - DR. ANDREAS NOACK ,WHISTLEBLOWER CHEMIST &
GRAPHENE EXPERT IS NOW DEAD 27.11.2021: https://odysee.com/@repostasap:c/NANO-
GRAPHENE-RAZORBLADES---DR.-ANDREAS-NOACK-%2CWHISTLEBLOWER-CHEMIST---
GRAPHENE-EXPERT-IS-NOW-DEAD:3?r=GtXQRNZLj64QB4VAYduxbkiqfzRuU9ju

2 rumbles

Outthebag, 3 weeks ago
God bless you dr ruby, you have been a divine shining light for humanity , throughout this disgraceful
democide of the world!.. 
sending you love and protection to you and that great embalmers family's 

🙏❤

2 rumbles

PatrickHuey, 3 weeks ago
Bad information. I am a licensed funeral director and embalmer and have been embalming since 1990. I
also embalm in one of the larger counties in Texas for a facility that had a caseload of over 5,000 last
year. We were embalming 25-30 a day 85-90% COVID. Clots…lots of BIG MONSTER SIZE clots is an
unusual technical issue usually seen in bodies that have been dead an extended period of time prior to
embalming, HOWEVER it has been found to be a very common with most COVID positive bodies even
those who have been dead only a few hours. People are NOT dying suddenly in huge numbers from
being vaccinated and vaccinated people don’t tend to have major clot issues when being embalmed. The
unvaccinated that die from COVID are the ones we see with clot issues and I have seen it in COVID
cases since the beginning…way before the vaccine was available. And as I have embalmed several
hundred myself I believe I have enough experience to know what I am talking about.

2 rumbles

Waterdog111, 3 weeks ago
Why are you not sending samples of this stuff to scientists doctors and other knowledgeable people to
analyze this material. 
 
Maybe this stuff is the lining of blood vessels

2 rumbles

Philrodo, 3 weeks ago
Dr. Ruby, please provide this information to state health authorities, like in FL, SD, and other Ed states
where they will take it seriously. I doubt that anyone in the FDA, CDC or NIH could care about these
findings.

2 rumbles

rreed48862, 3 weeks ago
Forcing it on children? Pure evil!

2 rumbles

christinelc, 3 weeks ago
Thank you Dr Ruby.... God bless you you are a hero and have saved so many lives... please always
remember that. It does need to stop but there is only so much you can do. Be Blessed always xo

2 rumbles

anarkii51, 3 weeks ago
This is the scariest thing ive seen and I cant tell anyone who has had the vaccination. The vaccination
process is so far along now - faark if this is true...

2 rumbles

ChickenCheeks, 3 weeks ago
I just got over a 2-week cold that had me test positive for Covid. Never got the jab. Now I expect to be
completely protected for the next 2 years. It seems there's a lot of pressure for us all to get the jab.
What's the alterior motive, really? A new world with fewer people? Who decides? The likes of eugenicists
like Bill Gates, Charles Schwab, Anthony Fauci? This is fast turning dystopian.

2 rumbles

LSW777, 3 weeks ago
Really bad audio

2 rumbles

MyJune, 3 weeks ago
Whatever happened to proof of graphene oxide in viles?

2 rumbles

HKautz, 3 weeks ago
It very much looks like Rope worms from the intestines of autistic children, which according to my
understanding is the fruiting body of slime mold that carries the fungus genome plus a scondary genetic
cluster that has been sequenced and shown to contain 5% fruitfly, 15% worm and 80% human DNA.
This is lab-work, typical for transhumanism. The secondary genetic clusters generates "co-opted insects"
(NASA terminology) that resembles the archons from the mythology. Compare visually to
https://aquarius-technologies.de/wp-
content/uploads/2021/02/E_Identification_of_Autism_and_Morgellons.pdf

2 rumbles

528cjk, 3 weeks ago
Hydra

2 rumbles

keylover, 3 weeks ago
Masks=Fibers

2 rumbles

Windlass, 3 weeks ago
I hope everyone sends this video to every embalmer you know. 
 
PS: Trying HARD to recall what the name of the foreign Doctor was who talked about finding this rotten
injection containing a live *organism with multiple tentacles which are able to grow to 25 FEET long.* 
If anyone has a link to that video, please post it here.. 
May God Bless Us All Who Seek The Truth IJHN AMEN

2 rumbles

BobOrRob, 3 weeks ago
From 'www dot sciencedirect dot com/science/article/pii/B9780120777501500155' on thrombosis:
Postmortem clots frequently form loose casts, which are moist, shiny, rubbery, and readily removed.
Thrombi have a white head that is comprised largely of platelets and a red tail consisting mainly of
coagulated blood, constituting rapid and secondary propagation. 
 
Also perhaps of interest: www dot nbcnews dot com/health/health-news/blood-clots-outstretch-rubber-
bands-odd-test-flna1c9438829

2 rumbles

Leilastar, 3 weeks ago
Funeral parlers will be filled more and more from people falling from the poisonous shots. Embalmers will
have a hard time keeping up because the number of deaths will be overwhelming. God help us all.

2 rumbles

Ladyfuzzy81, 3 weeks ago

🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨

NOTICE

🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨

IF YOU OR FAMILY has taken the cv shots abd are not feeling well or regretting it.. 

TAKE SERRAPEPRASE.. its an ENZYME that literally breaks dosn fibris tissue, scar tissue, proteins,
clots etc etc etc etc..

It comes in a capsule.. so if you have family.. like elderly mother.. the wont believe you but is sick and
wont help themselves.. you could dissolve 1 capsule in water ir juice and give it to them.. youll secretly
be SAVING THEM.

SERRAPEPTASE!!! 40,000 SPU.. thats a MAINTINENCE DOSE.. i take 2 a day, not vaxxdd, but i use it
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nowisalluhav, 3 weeks ago
Hydra Vulgaris

1 rumble
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WithTheBand, 3 weeks ago
Exactly, that's why I recomend bromelain enzyme.

4 rumbles
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foghornleg90, 3 weeks ago
That's like saying a bin is only 'for trash' - it's one of MANY COMMON AND PRACTICAL USES.

2 rumbles
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PatriotBrad, 3 weeks ago
It seems to activate the polymerization of platelets in the blood. 
 
Microscopy should reveal the composition satisfactorily.

3 rumbles

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
You can get povidone iodine from Amazon (sorry!) or Walmart online. Good luck finding it in stores.
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Patriotmom3, 2 weeks ago
We would have seen it before then right
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CCS18, 2 weeks ago
Get up with this Dr. Yeadon and have him watch this video.
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Mustard_Tiger, 3 weeks ago
Explain that process to us laymen. Exactly how do you go about embalming a body?

2 rumbles

bburns1955, 14 hours ago
I believe the clots are happening in Covid deaths AND vaccine deaths. The clots are caused by the
body reacting to the spike proteins, from what I've been reading & seeing in my research...& the
vaccines turn the body into a spike protein producing factory!  
There is no doubt that the jabs are at fault for all those athletes that are dropping dead on the field,
or having heart problems during a game.

1 rumble
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KC_Liberty_Avenger, 3 weeks ago
Don’t bother. Baby Huey is lying. Call a real funeral director and ask about the process. Do
your own research tiger.

1 rumble
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KC_Liberty_Avenger, 3 weeks ago
Maybe it’s not. Mark be it’s the graphene oxide and spike proteins stacking and creating clots.
Maybe these people were infected by the jabbed. Lots if maybe possibilities. I agree samples need
to be marked. Chain if custody. Certified mail. Return receipt requested to several different labs
and to professors that testified at Sen Ron Johnson hearing last Monday. Start a pAper trail. Real
science in action.
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BobOrRob, 3 weeks ago
Funeral directory, also talking about thrombosis. 
www dot kla dot tv/21382
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SERRAPEPTASE!!! 40,000 SPU.. thats a MAINTINENCE DOSE.. i take 2 a day, not vaxxdd, but i use it
for overall wellness. 

Your vaxxed loved one should take one 120,000 SPU.. it will begin to break down the fivris tissue
thebody will rr absorbe it and pee out.... but it will cause a headache fir about 1 week.. its called DIE
OFF. a headache isnormal at first.. because its working!!

2 rumbles

AmericanATG, 3 weeks ago
Going to have to reach out to some old friends in the business and try to collaborate this story. The news
from funeral home directors in London England have been just as disturbing.

2 rumbles

DocDiva, 3 weeks ago
It sounds like it is Hydra…which is in the J @b.

2 rumbles

Judess69er, 3 weeks ago
i wanna see what this guy pulls out of one of those athletes that collapsed and died on the field.

2 rumbles

Robsurfin, 3 weeks ago
Spike proteins at work. I'd pay to see Mini Me Facuci, Gates and their fellow mass murderer's injected
with their poison

2 rumbles

justinkayz, 3 weeks ago
Stay safe, Mr. Hirschman. Back up your findings with as many of your colleagues as you can...asap.

2 rumbles

Nprblondie1, 3 weeks ago
My Dad and I haven't spoken for almost a year. When I told him I wasn’t getting the vaccine he said,
“Well I hope you get Covid really bad because it’s the only way that you’re going to learn”.

2 rumbles

SonOfEnki, 3 weeks ago
Dr Jane, I remember from an older video of yours with little white unknown rings found in the blood of v
victims that seemed to be joining and creating a hollow tube.. Do you that could have been the beginning
of these long fibrous clots?

2 rumbles

Susiecreamchees, 3 weeks ago
If many embalmers are seeing this; then more of them should come forward. Once TPTB realize their
clot-shot is being exposed and leaving-a-smoking-gun like this, they will make sure they are silenced.

2 rumbles

346nyc, 3 weeks ago
He looks very traumatized. 
So sad.

2 rumbles

Jnkvogt, 3 weeks ago
“50% of the bodies have these strange clots”. Scary!

2 rumbles

NorCraft, 3 weeks ago
Polymerization.

2 rumbles

Grandin, 3 weeks ago
I wish I could send this to people I used to care about

2 rumbles

12Madelyn, 3 weeks ago
OMG. What is the delay in finding a research hematologist who can identify what the hell the structure
is? Hurry up!

2 rumbles

Todd2000s, 3 weeks ago
Yeah, those doctors got muzzled by the Biden government too. Without medical licenses, they can't do
their jobs.  
 
Man! What a big threat to all Americans & the rest of the world!  
 
Reference : doctor blows whistle on medical board and it's incredibly disturbing
https://rumble.com/vtabvk-ca-doctor-blows-whistle-on-medical-board-and-its-incredibly-disturbing.html

2 rumbles

Irmawatier, 3 weeks ago
Omg That is scary

2 rumbles

78BamaGal, 3 weeks ago
I am looking at YT on my TV as I'm reading this. The article on TV has this title: '300,000 in UK suddenly
develop DEADLY HEART CONDITION'. If these are the early onset illnesses & disabilities, just imagine
what the long term results will be! Devastating!!

2 rumbles

Megschable, 3 weeks ago
This weirdly looks a lot like when yeast has infected the bowels, could this be yeast in the blood?
Systemic Candida Disease? Could Covid-19 encourage Candida (yeast) to takeover the body, especially
those who are vaccinated and are replicating the mRNA to help create a unequal balance for the body to
fight it off? Almost like creating a perfect environment for Candida to live and thrive in? Could be why
anti-fungals are working to battle against covid…

2 rumbles

TonyGuid3, 3 weeks ago
Why not send this ‘sample’ off to a laboratory to have it analyzed and it’s “molecular make up”
determined..?.. 

🙏

2 rumbles

ShadowCitizen, 3 weeks ago
Is anyone following up with the lot and batch numbers of the STILL IN CLINICAL TRIAL mRNA
modifications marketed as a vaccine under Emergency Use Authorization (which have not been FDA
approved) that have caused these massive weird clots the embalmer is finding? Remember: this is all
allowed to continue and encouraged because since Trump signed the CARES Act (written by financial
giant Blackrock months before coronavirus hit the scene) the US dollar is linked to the performance of
the Stock Market. The stock market is hinged on the Biomed sector. Blackrock won the no bid contract
for the purchase of stocks by the US Federal Reserve, which under the CARES Act merged with the US
Treasury, can now buy stocks. Blackrock uses artificial intelligence called ALADIN to make these trades
and to make sure the stock market / US dollar do not crash. 500 new billionaires have been created
since the CARES Act was signed at the onset of the coronavirus pandemic. Because of the pandemic
we have been distracted from the global financial crisis. Historically the US has had no problem making
human sacrifices to save the dollar. Remember again that this this whole experience with the injections
is part of OPERATION WARPSPEED, a military operation. We are in the middle of a 5th generation war
and no one can think straight.

2 rumbles

Freeedy, 3 weeks ago
Two years ago, I thought the release of this virus in China looked suspicious. For 2 years, I’ve read &
researched all manner of medical literature, followed various medical experts on social & mainstream
media. Everyday that passes I feel more & more relieved & vindicated in my decision to keep my wife & I
vaccine free.  
 
This is so sad & tragic. In WWII, the German fascist regime used guard dogs, guns & barbed wire to
force people into the gas chambers. Today, it takes little to no effort for our leaders and health authorities
to coerce people to take these experimental vaccines that have bypassed all manner of safety & efficacy
trials & rushed these products to market because this pandemic is based more on making money than
care for our health,

2 rumbles

PercyBlakeney, 3 weeks ago
I started questioning vaccinations about thirty or so years ago, after a significant adverse event with one
of my sons.  
 
The deeper I researched, the more I realized much of what we were being told was propaganda fed to
part time and full time ignorant and stupid public agents and medical professionals. I learned things like: 
 
- no credit for the was being given better hygiene, water filtration, nutrition and sanitation, even though
diseases of the past were dropping off because of them; 
 
- other diseases popped up with the exact same symptoms as polio, so polio was said to be declining,
and vaccines were credited for the decline, even as the "other" disease remained around the same
levels, the improvements mentioned aside. 
 
- it is indisputable that polio vaccines caused many of the cases of polio, AND that was a danger
decades later, in the 70's (as young parents, we were warned by the drug pushers). 
 
Now, in shades of history repeating itself, by design, we see different names given to covid vaccine and
treatment reactions.

2 rumbles

RMaine, 3 weeks ago
How many in the health/medical field are there who do not dare to come forward like these people. Like
he said.. he was kind of reluctant because it will scare the sh*t out of those who have been vaxxed. 

😥

2 rumbles

jennerclay, 3 weeks ago
COVID-19 Caused by Graphene Oxide: Introduced by Several Ways into the Body 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/urgent-announcement-covid-19-caused-graphene-oxide-introduced-
several-ways/5749441

2 rumbles

Daves762x51, 3 weeks ago
The Georgia Guide stones clearly defined they wanted to do this. They just didn't have the technology to
do so at that time. Now they do. And they used OUR money to do it.

2 rumbles

Pbandjellyyy, 3 weeks ago
I would want to know after a loved ones passed, if that came out of their body.

2 rumbles

SpeedyOne22, 3 weeks ago
Which jab did these people recieve???

2 rumbles

Durchgirl2, 3 weeks ago
Could this be that chimaera thing that they found in the bottles of the vax

2 rumbles

Ckalies, 3 weeks ago
Most of my immediate family is jabbed. My grown kids are in medical fields and jabbed. I’ve been saying
from the beginning NOT to but they did. I’m afraid for the children of parents jabbed. What a crisis this is
going to create for children if both parents are jabbed then they pass away. If entire families are jabbed
except kids what is going to happen to the welfare of these children. The questions like this go on and on
in my mind. I pray for the world and truly hope these evil people are held accountable soon.

2 rumbles

coastahmaine, 3 weeks ago
The "virus"(es) were created in a bioweapons lab in Wuhan, funded with DARPA funds (= US tax $$):
https://www.darpa.mil; the jabs are part of the same evil game plan, also funded w/US tax $$. It would
appear that we are the enemy, and we are also complicit. I hope someone is now helping this man get
this horrific material analyzed; we need to know more. Now.

2 rumbles

Johnde123, 3 weeks ago
My close family have lost about half of my extended families friends and neighbors. Now, since we
refuse to get anything called a vaccine, they hate us and publicly condemn me and my love ones to
imprisonment and separation of my children and anyone else who Is non-Vaxxed. This is madness! I
went to the dentist, when the dentist stepped away from me, while lying on my back, his nurse ordered
me to put my mask back on, because she and her staff are diligently trying to keep their office clean and
sterile from me who refuses to be vaccinated. WTH? Normies are dying from the clot shot, simply
because they’re afraid of peer pressure.

2 rumbles

Q1776Q, 3 weeks ago
People have been co COMPLETELY BRAINWASHED that basically NOTHING is going to wake them
up.

2 rumbles

frankjcrow, 3 weeks ago
For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it.
(Matthew 16:25)

2 rumbles

ggregg, 3 weeks ago
I loved "Stretch Armstrong" as a kid. Luckily I avoided the vax and did not become him.

2 rumbles

Bruce_in_AZ, 3 weeks ago
This mass vaccination program has great risk. The worst part is the suppression of treatment using safe,
inexpensive therapeutics. Censorship and mandates are indication of corruption.

2 rumbles

JohnKuhles, 3 weeks ago
Spread The Word Far and Wide!

2 rumbles

RealDuxinaro, 3 weeks ago
Emergency Use Authorization is against the law when there are known, proven cures.Physicians who
actually treated patients with these time proven alternatives were threatened with loss of license &
worse. Some were even killed.This surpasses Crimes Against Humanity. It's government sanctioned
Genocide.

2 rumbles

Comonsenz, 3 weeks ago
If this is legitimate. They need to have formal pathology performed on these "clots" and release it to the
public. Doctors should investigate this as well and explain this to the public.

2 rumbles

Blokje, 3 weeks ago
Also in Germany, pathologists have strange findings: https://pathologie-konferenz.de/en/

2 rumbles

dragonworks, 3 weeks ago
I think that although these resemble worms they could also simply be the result of having millions of
spike proteins (or graphene micro-blades?) scraping the walls of the veins and creating micro-clots
which would then naturally bind together into long strings within the veins.

2 rumbles

SuzH, 3 weeks ago
Holy God - what’s it take to wake people up?

2 rumbles

phredpham, 3 weeks ago
WE MUST CONTINUE TO BRING THESE FACTS OUT IN THE OPEN SO PEOPLE CAN MAKE A
DECISION, NO MORE MANDATE, PERIOD!

2 rumbles

Starfish157, 3 weeks ago
I recall a recent video of a doctor from Eastern Europe showing slides of fibrous clots that elongated and
split. Wish I could remember his name.

2 rumbles

magaman1986, 3 weeks ago
It means that the vaccine is working better than expected

2 rumbles

MsNala, 3 weeks ago
This is awful and alarming. We all have loved ones who've taken these shots. As Dr. Ruby stated, this
needs to stop now. Praying for delivery from this evil that has risen all over the world.

2 rumbles

ChatterE, 3 weeks ago
Very disturbing and applaud this guy for speaking out. However, as he has made his findings public I am
puzzled at his reluctance to contact families of the person who has died with these ‘worms’ inside their
bodies. Acknowledge he doesn’t want to alarm people but least the information may equip them to
legally challenge cause of death.

2 rumbles

WeRscrewed, 3 weeks ago
So many of us have already lost loved ones. And it looks like there is going to be a lot more. I have 6
siblings, only 2 of us haven't been injected and he's considering it because my sister keeps telling him to.
She and her entire family will be getting every booster till they drop dead, including my almost 2 yr old
niece; "I can't wait till she is protected and I don't have to worry any more". SMH. I've tried everything:
shared info, videos, pictures, articles, studies, VAERS, links, I cried, I yelled, I begged....nothing works.
She just laughs at me and now she won't talk to me. They just won't listen. It is in my opinion 100% cult
mentality. And no, I do know how to break them out of it. It seems like nothing will. At this point all I can
do is pray and hope that she's spared from a fate like what I've seen here today. #StayFREE and if you
haven't done so yet please find your way to God cause I think this ride is going to end soon. It has to!

2 rumbles

Grom, 3 weeks ago
I think this is the action of the spike protein converting fat to harden these clots? When you look at the
big picture, cHiNa has how many billions of people that would love to come here and move into our
homes once we are all dead, or killed?

2 rumbles

1Denny, 3 weeks ago
In the U.K. when a person is injected, they are not aspirating when given. The injection is put into the
arm and the plunger pushed down. So how many have been injected straight into the veins?

2 rumbles

Tdaly, 3 weeks ago
Needs to have analysis done, maybe Doctor Ryan Cole would do it. Doesn't hurt to ask.

2 rumbles

ScottsSheds, 3 weeks ago
Wha the hell is wrong with his sound? Nobody did a sound check before the bloody interview?

2 rumbles

nzmagpie, 3 weeks ago
So cremation hides the evidence?

2 rumbles

rjlee819, 3 weeks ago
Maybe Mr. Science should send someone over and take a lot at it. Might be important, but that's just me.
Probably will be 6 more months before anyone pays any attention. Weird.

2 rumbles

JoliePop, 3 weeks ago
SPIONS - Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles is what made people magnetic. What was the
stuff called that connected like a spider in the petri dish? These injections are absolute TRASH 

☠

2 rumbles

SOtEM, 3 weeks ago
Some carbon, protein, salt, acid....red rubber! 
The creepiest horror movie I ever saw, was our govt doing this to us all. We kept saying people would
die if they did this and now, they are threatening drs who give accurate data and treatment.

2 rumbles

Darthnight7, 3 weeks ago
This is a crazy world we live in. We never know how long we have in this life. Please get right with Jesus
Christ while you still have time. 9 If you confess that Jesus is Lord and believe that God raised him from
death, you will be saved. 10 For it is by our faith that we are put right with God; it is by our confession
that we are saved. Romans 10:9-10 https://www.jesusfilm.org/watch/jesus.html/english.html

2 rumbles

JoyDorcas, 3 weeks ago
「And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were
as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the
dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority. 」
Revelation 13:2

- This first beast is covid, its genome has elements of HIV, influenza, Malaria.

- The dragon is China.

「And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two
horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.」 Revelation 13:11

- This second beast is the covid vaccine.

「And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and
bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads」
Revelation 13:16

- Right hand, the jab

- Forehead, the PCR test

「And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the
name of the beast, or the number of his name.」 Revelation 13:17

- No jab no job.

「Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of
the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six
hundred threescore and six.」 Revelation 13:18

- The number of the beast: Graphene: 6 protons, 6 neutrons, 6 electrons.

- The number of a man: Graphene is carbon which accounts for 18% of a
human body. 6+6+6=18.

-The name of the the beast:

6 letters in CORONA:
C-#3
O-#15
R-#18
O-#15
N-#14
A-#1
6/66

Also see Revelation 16:2, Revelation 16:10-11:

- Pains and sores: vaccine side effects.

What if someone already took the vaccine? Call on the name of the
Lord, you shall be saved. (Acts 2:21)

Matthew 24:15-18 The abomination of desolation is here already
(this mark of the beast vaccine).

Escape to high elevation, country side places. The time is now. Sea
level rising may become very real.

Also read Isaiah 14:23 (Babylon becomes pool of water) , Job
38:22-23 (treasure of snow is glacier; note that the shape of a
snowflake is also hexagonal)

Jeremiah 51:6, 51:9, 51:45, 51:50 (leave Babylon!)

Jeremiah 51:42, 51:55 (sea waves cover Babylon)

****************%%%%%%%&&&&&&&&@@@@@
2 rumbles

Coverup1, 3 weeks ago
What a nightmare! Thank you for exposing this phenomenon. I was thinking an aspirin regimen or
prescribed blood thinners might slow these things down but it's probably too late for that to help. It's
shocking.

2 rumbles

ChBaker, 3 weeks ago
Worse than a horror movie

2 rumbles

Dar29oh, 3 weeks ago
All this soon to be forced fed to the MSM. Tic. Tic. Tic.

2 rumbles

dmeissner, 3 weeks ago
Congress is complicit.

2 rumbles

AimDawg75, 3 weeks ago
Has anyone thought about blood transfusions from the jabbed into the unjabbed? Any thoughts
appreciated!

2 rumbles

SamVG, 3 weeks ago
Have these fibrous clots been discovered in young people or children?

2 rumbles

Potaytoes, 3 weeks ago
Right, he cannot make personal contacts about the fibrinogenic clots, etc. But, getting this video out,
talking to county coroners. Ideally, this video gets to our warrior doctors.

2 rumbles

WorthwhileMedia, 3 weeks ago
Just wondering if any of the esteemed docs/scientists like those on Sen. Johnson's Second Opinion
Roundtable are willing to check the white stuff out? Harvey's Risch, Jay Bhattacharya, Paul Alexander,
Paul Marik, Robert Malone, Ryan Cole. Peter McCulough -- or somebody they know??

2 rumbles

Tweet_Tweet, 3 weeks ago
Very scary! I had a lifetime friend who had her second jab and a month later died, She had a pacemaker
for years and I am surprised she even got that vaccine!!

2 rumbles

k8m8e6rm, 3 weeks ago
If this was something that the body is creating to protect itself as she says, it would have been seen
before.

2 rumbles

Julietawod, 3 weeks ago
This has to be one of the most disturbing revelations. To know people we love have this breaks my heart.

😪😪😪

2 rumbles

tiginit, 3 weeks ago
OK so this doesn't look like foul play WOW. Are you kidding me?? What our has become!!!.

2 rumbles

Deeelite, 3 weeks ago
Thank you Dr. Jane Ruby for sharing truth! Please have on the coroner John O'looney... he knows what's
going on too!! 

🙏💕

2 rumbles

Hackerbhao, 3 weeks ago
Animals and nature lover visit my channel

2 rumbles

llrhodes, 3 weeks ago
My father in law that took all of the jabs and is getting weaker and sicker. I have 3 close family members
that every time my daughter and I are around end up sick. I'm so worried for humanity.

2 rumbles

Burre, 3 weeks ago
biology in the past had credible standing. Once society gave sentimental way to sex change we
established a new baseline... mans natural body no longer had legal rights preferring to augment
ourselves with spareparts . The transhumanist and AI. agenda established itself from alchemical visions
of immortality and power... We have voted with our behaviour to risk ill health and then use chemicals for
repair .Nature has been downgraded to allow the alchemists to act...
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EdwardDavignon, 2 weeks ago
They were carefully evaluated for safety and effectiveness — as pesticides — by psychopaths
#cycloneB

1 rumble
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danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Are you keeping up with Reiner Fullmich and the grand jury trial that is scheduled for February?
check out https://rumble.com/vtd3qa-no-mercy-for-these-bstards-reiner-fllmich-announces-trials-in-
early-februar.html?mref=8vr3x&mrefc=3

1 rumble
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SOtEM, 3 weeks ago
No! Unless we know we can destroy that stuff, no way! It was designed to be contagious. A self
spreading vaccine....which is a disease, a bio weapon

3 rumbles

jenwells, 3 weeks ago
I found in another forum where the people made a few suggestions. The first one being see if you
can get blood from an unvaccinated loved one/friend/donor with your same blood type and have it
saved at a blood bank for emergency use. The next would be to pray that nothing happens where
you be put in such a predicament. I read that the current blood supply is now tainted because they
do not ask donors whether they are vaccinated or not. I found a research paper from 2015 that
basically confirms what you may be concerned about "Blood from donors on medication may
contain drugs that could pose a risk for the recipient or affect the quality of the transfusion."  
https://www.uspharmacist.com/article/assessing-the-suitability-of-blood-donors-on-medication 
 
And this research regarding yellow fever vaccine in summary "This report provides evidence that
transfusion-related transmission of YF vaccine virus can occur and underscores the need for
careful screening and deferral of recently vaccinated blood donors." 
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm5902a2.htm#:~:text=Three%20of%20the%20fou
r%20surviving,of%20recently%20vaccinated%20blood%20donors. 
 
To answer your question: NO, it is not safe to receive blood from a covid mrna vaccinated person.

2 rumbles

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Seems like I remember a doctor saying that the blood supply for transfusions had been tainted
because they are not testing it for covid or the "vaccine" poison. Can't remember who it was.

2 rumbles

Ragingruth, 3 weeks ago
Just don't do it

2 rumbles
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2 rumbles

Waterdog111, 3 weeks ago
Fauci needs to hang.

2 rumbles

Southsidesman, 3 weeks ago
(-_-) 
 
seem like its all bad news

2 rumbles

ibannedfromyoutube, 3 weeks ago
Should check this out. 
 
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-andreas-noack-recently-deceased-explains-the-graphene-
component-in-the-vaccine-rip_d7aeDywFCcVPsbP.html

2 rumbles

BosCal, 3 weeks ago
Awesome Dr JR

❤🇺🇸👍🙏

2 rumbles

TheCajungal, 3 weeks ago
Thank you Dr. Ruby.

2 rumbles

wings008, 3 weeks ago
important contribution : https://verumetinventa.wordpress.com/2021/10/12/dr-franc-zalewski-living-
tentacled-thing-found-in-pfizer-vax/ 
 
BHT

2 rumbles

ElizabethJudy, 3 weeks ago
Those long white things look like veins. I'm from the country and have seen a plethora of animals
butchered and when they're drained and washed this is what some of the veins closer to the
surface/hanging out look like. 

😑

 Sus

😑

2 rumbles

Mjpestalitz, 3 weeks ago
thank you!!!

2 rumbles

P7LapLaneChill5, 3 weeks ago
Blood Trematodes?

2 rumbles

Kellyo224, 3 weeks ago
so alarming. thank you for the information. information is power. never going to accept the jabs no matter
what

2 rumbles

attilathereasonable, 3 weeks ago
Not to detract from the argument, but grainy, out of focus photographs don't help.

2 rumbles

SpyingBeast, 3 weeks ago
I guess the question I have is: is there any correlation between those that have had these "clots", age,
race, comorbidities, etc? Besides being jabbed that is...

2 rumbles

Dleigh, 3 weeks ago
Is it possible that this stuff is plaque build up changed by the shot?

2 rumbles

Sammytwiggy, 3 weeks ago
Contact Dr Robert Malone, he will know who to send out to you embalmers.

2 rumbles

rumblerod4, 3 weeks ago
Please everyone go and share this on ALL of your social media sites. It will save lives.

2 rumbles

HouseAtreides, 3 weeks ago
++Military deaths due to acute illness over 5yr spread before Korona: 1.7million 
++deaths over 10 months after the death shot: ~22 million (increase of almost 20 million!)  
.

2 rumbles

felixcatfan, 3 weeks ago
Its so sad but I'm glad you're sharing this. Seeing actual sceienfic visual evidence is so helpful. we learn
more and more about these evil jabs.

2 rumbles

Jetinit66, 3 weeks ago
So sick!

2 rumbles

tbman, 3 weeks ago
Can't wait for a blood transfusion.

2 rumbles

FORNSVENSKEN, 3 weeks ago
https://rumble.com/vrd6c6-its-beginning-to-look-a-lot-like-genocide....spacebusters.html

2 rumbles

GIJosie, 3 weeks ago
rubbery. reminds me of monty python. shrubbery.

2 rumbles

nhuntinghouse, 3 weeks ago
wow! :(

2 rumbles

kathytodd710, 3 weeks ago
Thank you Dr Jane…..Godspeed!

🙏♥🦅

2 rumbles

Joel27, 3 weeks ago
There is a Blood test that will reveal if one has thick blood. I think it is called Homocysteine.

2 rumbles

GanacheGlaze, 3 weeks ago

🎯🎯📢📢🚨🚨🚨

2 rumbles

RosalieJ, 3 weeks ago
https://magicdichol.com/store/distribute/?aff_id=5208 
 
Protect yourself around the jabbed and help those harmed. This will enable the body to kick the borg-like
substances out of you. Empower yourself, and put an end to this long-planned dystopian elite wet
dream, to bed.

2 rumbles

RobRusso, 3 weeks ago
Could these massive fibrin thrombi structures? Maybe forming to protect against the spike proteins free
floating in the vascular system?

2 rumbles

Gergnad, 3 weeks ago
It is a crime that our Heath Care Administration is not pulling these transient and Omicron ineffective
vaccines from the market. Anyone less than 40 and healthy, should think twice about getting the shot.
You want to make sure you don't go from the frying pan to the fire. Currently there is little to no liability for
the Pharmaceutical companies.

2 rumbles

FlatEarthThomas, 3 weeks ago
HYDRA??

2 rumbles

abeysinghe4, 3 weeks ago
The Pandemic is almost over. This is distubing to see.

2 rumbles

Elizagail, 3 weeks ago
Gross

2 rumbles

hoosiergrandma8, 3 weeks ago
Is it possible that these are the actual veins themselves, somehow coming "loose" from attachment to
the cells lining these? Need lots of potential theories. Again, biopsy should identify the type of cells in
these "clots".

2 rumbles

Rijntje, 3 weeks ago
Shared it. Thank you! 

💚

2 rumbles

PatriotBrad, 3 weeks ago
Perhaps a modified version of dialysis can remove the polymerizatiin agent to save some?

2 rumbles

Wooney, 3 weeks ago
How can professionals not know what it is? Get it tested. What is it made of etc.? I mean, this is like
listening to a guy who came in from the street. I mean, if i stumple upon somethibæng new at my work, i
dive into it and connect with colleagues and other professionals!? And these people come on saying;
"okay, i found this, this is not normal and i have no idea what it is. Bye, have a good day, God bless". 
 
And we sit here wondering who the beep actually know how to do their work haha. It is like looking at
work zombies, why do people even work?;p Solve the mysteries man so we normal people can rely on
you knowing how to identify stuff;p

2 rumbles

markocc, 3 weeks ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPHIp1UQfTw

2 rumbles

TheTimes, 3 weeks ago
Blood clotting agents.

2 rumbles

TheTimes, 3 weeks ago
People will start bleedimg out from all orifices.

2 rumbles

TheTimes, 3 weeks ago
we are anti-fuxers.

2 rumbles

Lamonta, 3 weeks ago
Traduisez cette page pour connaitre de quoi les Italiens de Bergame son mort. Les grande ligne de
l'autopsie dit: premiers diagnostics erronés, respirateurs artificiels ont empiré les
choses,microthrombose veineuse et non une pneumonie.interstitielle. En 2020 les Italiens de Bergame
son mort avec des caillots. Juste avant le covid-19 les vieux ont recue le vaccin Influenza moi je dit qu'ils
ont recue le vacin covid-19. https://lacrunadellago.net/2020/04/25/le-autopsie-di-bergamoil-problema-
principale-non-era-il-coronavirus/

2 rumbles

Erudin, 3 weeks ago
I work in an abattoir, clotted blood does look wormlike sometimes.

2 rumbles

TheGambler71, 3 weeks ago
Why hasn't he had these clots tested?

2 rumbles

jyakeli, 3 weeks ago
Tell him to put it under a microscope

2 rumbles

HarveyLouis, 3 weeks ago
Please fix the sound in the future.

2 rumbles

KURTBARLOW, 3 weeks ago
A real Doc

2 rumbles

QBillyDave, 58 minutes ago
Thank you Dr Jane from the bottom of my heart. Like so many others I have been on the front lines of
this information War for a long time. This must be stopped!

1 rumble

Lucybell05, 1 hour ago
The reason so many get these shots despite evidence is man fear mongering pure and simple, actual
lies dictated by Fauci and CDC w/o science to back it up BC Fauci IS science. Fear... Of losing
convenience and of the very thing we're all experiencing, forced division, isolation and discrimination
from the pack. Whats shocking to me is most DONT WANT TO KNOW THE SCIENCE, they simply won't
even listen. You'd think,the scale and severity of this theater would warrant a courageous investigation
but heads are in the sand. Vilifying Mercola and others helped their vax profits and now they're blaming
them for the entire pandemic, a convenient blaming strategy to avoid responsibility for their criminal
ations. How much death, job losses, suicides, multiple forms of vax injuries, hospital bills, depression &
anxiety... The list continues on and on. NOT THEIR FAULT, Mercola's fault! The US is bankrupt, the
financial system is imploding and Cov2 lockdowns will be blamed for it, WRONG. The big banks did all of
it before covid showed up. 80% of small business is dead or dying, a corporate love story. They want a
digital ID and a digital ONLY currency so they can ban cash and control Americans every thought and
step when the 2nd Depression caused by Elite greed hits America in earnest, less than a year imo. One
Federal Reserve chief already said publicly they may have to "crash it" to stop inflation. Many of the
financial guys I read are saying the same thing, selling their stocks and holding cash to avoid a 60% loss
over next couple years. Some are projecting a 10 yr recovery! That's 10 yrs of very hard times for most.  
 
This thing was planned long ago and fear has always been used this way by tyrannical govts, Nazis did
the exact same thing only they vilified Jews, now it's the unvaxxed and truth Doctors. History repeats
itself, better prepare as best you can, stock up while you can and eliminate as much debt as possible
quickly. Love to all, we will need each other.

1 rumble

jfrisina, 2 hours ago
Scary stuff. People need to know the truth!

1 rumble

FloridaRick, 2 hours ago
My 32 year old grand daughter got a booster shot right before this past Christmas and 3 weeks later had
a massive stroke. She is still trying to recover right now by PT and doctors, speech therapists, and now
calling us on the phone to talk. I am afraid to bring up the jab to her or family for fear of repercussions. I
pray she gets better mentally also now, as she was a lawyer.

1 rumble

Patagoniakid, 3 hours ago
Likely tied to mRNA vaccines that produce Spike Proteins. Need to verify!!!!

1 rumble

Borzoilady, 4 hours ago
So very sad. This bioweapon is doing it's work.

1 rumble

MissZee, 5 hours ago
What MORE do people NEED? This never should have been pushed the way it has been. I'm disgusted
beyond words! Disgusted!

1 rumble

judy18, 5 hours ago
It is hard to have this information and not share it. No one who got the injection will listen and I do not
want to add fear to a population that is already full of fear.

1 rumble

bburns1955, 14 hours ago
Myocardial Infarction, not Infraction. This is very disturbing. Like a few others, though, I would like to see
this coming from more than one or two embalmers. Not saying they're lying, but we have to be so careful
in order to maintain credibility. One or two "made-up" stories that we swallowed could shoot down our
credibility. 
 
WHY has this substance not be given to the Front Line doctors such as Dr. Ryan Cole, Pathologist. Or to
Senator Ron Johnson, who could surely get it to someone (such as Dr. Cole) who could analyze it??
That's what makes me a bit skeptical, in all honesty. 
 
I posted a replay to someone, a little bit ago, what those who have had the jabs need to do, per Dr.
Mercola, & per the FLCCC's I-Recover Protocols. I didn't have the jabs, but did do the antibody infusion
when I had pretty severe Covid, as I have asthma. Due to this, & due to some researchers now
questioning the infusion, I've ordered Mercola's Lumbrokinase Enzymes --
https://www.mercolamarket.com/product/2565/lumbrokinase-enzymes-30-per-bottle-90-day-supply -- as
well as Pure Body Extra from Touchstone Essentials - https://naturallivingfamily.thegoodinside.com/ --
The Pure Body Extra is Zeolite which has been nano-sized, so it not only helps the digestive tract, it gets
into the bloodstream & detoxes the entire body.

1 rumble

caimbra, 22 hours ago
Let the truth come out the closet to the light....

1 rumble

humannaki, 1 day ago
This is insidious it's beyond words!

1 rumble

Watcher359, 1 day ago
Is there a written copy of this interview?

1 rumble

Kurious1, 1 day ago
Both my elderly sister and her eldest son, my age, had shortness of breath, dizziness, arm and chest
pain after their second injections in Oct. Tests, of course, revealed nothing. The shortness of breath and
fatigue continues. My son has not recovered from a 'flu' at Christmas, fatigue and cough. They all are tv
watchers and fully injected. They want to make me bigger tin foil hats. How can people choose to ignore
all the information available and just go along to get along, is beyond my comprehension.

1 rumble

Ceswann2015, 1 day ago
This has worldwide consequences! 
 
Considering that an average of 70% of the worlds population has been vaccinated using these vaccines
in question, we must assume that the better part of 50% to 70% of the developed world will be affected
and suffer large death tolls associated with this vaccine linked adverse reaction. 
 
We may see a depopulation event unseen since the era of the black plague or the 1817 Spanish
Influenza epidemic. This will be caustrophic for the world as a whole!

1 rumble

mo1q, 1 day ago
OMG

1 rumble

Lisah56, 1 day ago
It would be interesting to find out if its the mRNA or the Jantzen or other type injectable therapeutic
patients.

1 rumble

Boomslang, 1 day ago
Should we be thanking China/Fauci or Big Pharma?

1 rumble

ElizaJane, 1 day ago
As gross as it sounds, I would like to see a recording of the embalming showing a comparison of normal
vs abnormal process

1 rumble

CorinneBraun, 2 days ago
It IS reportable, exactly as strangulation marks on a neck would be! Coerced Co Vax injury is a crime!

1 rumble

TruthHuntersShow, 2 days ago
Thank you for exposing this! I wish more people would wake up to the truth. Also, unrelated, if you mute
your mic when your guest speaks, you won’t have the echo. It’s recording the sound through your mic
and internally at same time and thus creating the bad echo. Hope this helps! God bless you

1 rumble

Al426, 2 days ago
Why wouldn’t they send these things out to a lab to have them analyzed to find out exactly what they are
‽??????

1 rumble

KittyWick, 2 days ago
No wonder autopsies weren’t required during covid. More evidence FDA and CDC are hiding truth.

1 rumble

AlouiciousJ, 2 days ago
These fibrous clots are caused by nanotech that has been used for 20+ years now. It's not only in
vaccines but is a primary component in the geoengineering(chemtrail) campaign, it's in the water, it's
everywhere. It is a silica-based synthetic 'life form' that sends out white tendrils upon entering water,
inter-connecting to form the fibers. As usual, it was depicted by Hollywood also- remember the
terraforming agent in 'War of the Worlds'? Just the same thing on a smaller scale. They used to film
these tendrils covering the ground after the unusual(artificial) snow storms a few years back. This
nanotech is energized by WIFI, EMF's, nuclear radiation, etc. The purpose is to form a sort of synthetic
nervous system which plugs the victim into the matrix.

1 rumble

JJRed, 2 days ago
They need to get a lab analysis on this immediately.

1 rumble

dotty620, 4 days ago
Could the mRNA be altering the DNA of the blood? Traditional Asian Medicine diagnosis of blood heat is
caused by the body's immune response to "blood toxin" or a "fire-pathogen" in the blood. If the immune
response is strong to fight a strong toxin, clots can happen like meat juices on a skillet. But the clear,
stringy fibers? Is this mRNA changes to DNA? What about the millions of people and children who took
the "jab"? What is their future?

1 rumble

SpiphyWarfare, 4 days ago
Could it be something that they weren't walking around for that like days or weeks but maybe something
similar to a critical mass? Once enough of these things are bouncing through our veins they start
congealing into whatever that was he found?

1 rumble

kittysmooches, 4 days ago
Has any patient gotten these pulled out BEFORE dying? 
Do they just show up after death?

1 rumble

TheLeveeBreaks2021, 5 days ago
It doesn't matter what you tell people they just get the injection even when there is no pressure (like
losing a job) forcing them to do so.

1 rumble

biform13, 5 days ago
I hope that Dr. Ruby will spend a day with a busy embalmer and see this for herself and report back to
us.

1 rumble

Fmrplt, 5 days ago
Do you have any way of knowing which jab is causing this or are all causing this?

1 rumble

karulya, 6 days ago
last stages of coagulation - conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin monomers, which polymerizes and forms
fibrin polymer... <crying>

1 rumble

Love2Bhere, 6 days ago
The Embalmers should reach out to the lawyers involved with The Grand Jury trails. It's called The grand
Jury THE COURT OF PUBLIC OPINION

1 rumble

Datadigger2, 6 days ago
So sad how the mainstream media is pushing the lies without even blinking

1 rumble

DeceptionMatters, 1 week ago
Mark of the Beast! Revelation 13

1 rumble

RenaissanceRecorders, 1 week ago
And, how is this NOT "Foul Play..."?

1 rumble

JustANormalAmerican, 1 week ago
need that chem analysis now.

1 rumble

JustANormalAmerican, 1 week ago
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WeRscrewed, 3 weeks ago
Have you ever seen a lump on someone? I know what's inside lol. I got one out for a friend and
one out of my leg just below the knee. It started out like a pimple but then idk how or why it turned
into a lump. When you cut into it this white cottage cheese like stuff comes out. But you can't stop
there. you have to remove the capsule or it'll fill back up. It's like a plastic sack your body uses to
encapsulate things it can't get rid of- essentially quarantining it from the blood (there is no blood
inside at all). Now......what if that's what's happening? What if this is their bodies way of trying to
encapsulate the toxins and cut it off from the blood stream? The horrible part here is that the toxins
are already in their blood stream. And so if their body does this process it will clog everything up
and there is no surviving. Just a guess.

2 rumbles

WeRscrewed, 3 weeks ago
I would think if that were the case at least one embalmer would have seen it before. But none did
till they started injecting people. So, to me, that's the key variable.
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Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
D-dimer test detects clotting

3 rumbles
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Truth_seekerr, 3 weeks ago
NO ONE no matter the age should be taking those bio weapon clot shots.

3 rumbles

REPLY

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
You're right! I'm going to be 70 in 2 months and I would not even consider taking them.

1 rumble
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Truth_seekerr, 3 weeks ago
You mean PLANDEMIC.

4 rumbles
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Abdelnout, 3 weeks ago
They have been called “morgellons”. which are actual fibers. Look it up and go to “images”…you’ll
see what they are. They flood our skies with particulates which cause this. They put them in the
blue and pink masks, in sanitary pads, in diapers. It’s crazy how much they want this stuff in us.
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choyster, 3 weeks ago
White, fibrous, and connected together like in the image? Makes me want to ask my cousin that
owns and operates his own funeral.

9 rumbles

PatriotBrad, 3 weeks ago
But normal clotted blood is dark red-black and uniform. 
 
This is light colored. It is highly unusual.

3 rumbles

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Is it whitish and can you pick it up and squeeze it and stretch it without it falling apart?

1 rumble

C
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queenz731, 3 weeks ago
Choy you should ask are this video with them. Even if they think your crazy. Tell them to
please look at this with an open mind. The more people looking into it the better the research
will be and the communication between other directors can form a strong alliance just like
Americas front line doctors. All you can do is ask. If he doesn’t that’s not on you.
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imagine what it does in the capillaries
1 rumble

JustANormalAmerican, 1 week ago
any of this sexually transmitted? asking for a friend :)

1 rumble

Charlesrosaly, 1 week ago
It is easier to fool someone than to convince them they're being fooled.

1 rumble

FreeBitmarco, 1 week ago
This is so barbaric and disgusting what they do to people!

1 rumble

Meegley, 1 week ago
What's interesting is that the white end that splits off resembles what the vaxx actually looks like under a
microscope. At least in a pic I saw from another video on rumble.

1 rumble

WABLIESAM, 2 weeks ago
TY FOR YOUR BRAVERY!! NEVER HAD THE JAB...NOT GONNA!! PRAYERS FOR HUMANITY!!

1 rumble

chaste74, 2 weeks ago
en effet , c est du silicone et ces masses ont un instinct de survie en dehors du corps physique , c ew4 a
dire qu ils peuvent se transmeetre meme si ils sont retiré du corps

1 rumble

WimOtte, 2 weeks ago
I knew that there was a point to my watching the 'Six feet under' TV series.

1 rumble

skyjinx2000, 2 weeks ago
https://rumble.com/vtqxdu-bombshell-pfizer-foia-proves-covid-jabs-a-bioweapon-and-government-know-
the.html

1 rumble

Veritas12345, 2 weeks ago
Google Translate, translates this extremely clearly, from the French. https://www.francesoir.fr/societe-
sante/toxicite-des-vaccins-arn-contre-la-covid-19-investigation-thanatopracteurs . A "thanatopracteur" is
an "embalmer" in French. It is a profession that is licensed: https://www.cidj.com/metiers/thanatopracteur

1 rumble

SuppDick, 2 weeks ago
Poor, stupid, mass-hysterical brainwashed vaxxers. You are klaus schwabs useful idiots. Theres no
saving you now. Youve drank the salt water.

1 rumble

SamStars, 2 weeks ago
Thank you ever so much,on your great Intel it's so, needed, and really such a wakeup call for many here
in the UK and the world over,this so serious I spoke to a few people about this so,call jab but
unfortunately they didn't listen to me and as a result they have had Heart Attacks,Blood Clots it so
upsetting you never really go back to those people and see if they are ok. I'm so glad for people like you
and Dr Richard Hirschman and Stew Peters and make people aware of these killer jab on they do so,
much damage to people on a large scale.What I believe is to stop watch TV all together I gave up 7
years ago. And I don't know if you have noticed that people are under some form of Hypnosis and acting
very strange I for one Have taken any of this BS and they say the world has go mad..!! I disagree it's the
people in it that's gone mad and not the world we live in...Bless you all 

😇🙏

Out of the 

🌑

 and into the
light 

🌕

 God wins
1 rumble

MarnieNoob, 2 weeks ago
This is so scary 

😞

Can they find out what the white substance is??
1 rumble

Notoall, 2 weeks ago
I wonder if we're seeing a manifestation of the hydra.

1 rumble

GloriaDec, 2 weeks ago
Thank you, Dr. Ruby. I just can't, either.

😥

1 rumble

Ritaki14, 2 weeks ago
People please stop saying vaccine! It is not but a bioweapon eliminating the people of the world
including children. Pure evil

1 rumble

LetsGoBrandon7, 2 weeks ago
World elites mush parish over this intentional murder. Nobody else should get this population control
device they claim as Covid-19 vaccine. Death to all involved!

1 rumble

Lastgoodbye, 2 weeks ago
i would take a high dose of bromelaine and nattokinase for the clots.

1 rumble

EdwardDavignon, 2 weeks ago
ModeRNA affects the bone marrow, is this amyloid tissue?

1 rumble

4KevinMcD, 2 weeks ago
Honestly, it's hard for me to take things seriously on Rumble because they're still trying to figure out how
to be a video sharing platform.

1 rumble

ProctorSilex, 2 weeks ago
Congress won't help us. 
They LOVE the clot shots. 
My house rep keeps telling us that they're the best clot shots ever!

1 rumble

YellingElk, 2 weeks ago
Dr Jane. I highly recommend changing your flashy sexy looking intro. It will most often immediately get
people off side. Like.. "yeah right, serious doctor huh?"

1 rumble

StuiV, 2 weeks ago
IF this information is correct, what a hell of situation this unnatural blood clotting could reveal long term!
This appears to be shatteringly scary information for almost anyone who has received covid shots. This
information MUST BE put into the public arena for immediate review, further research, education and
more crucial feedback.  
From Mr. Hirschman's personal commentary advising increasing numbers of "unnatural blood clotting
combinations with strange fibrous materials ........" if this blood clotting does become widespread, which
it appears to be, where to for all society from here? Is the antibody to this unnatural clotting? Walk away! 
Surely, if Mr. Hirschman is correct, Big Pharma must already know of this 'mysterious' reaction. Is it
acknowledged as an 'injury' related to the experimental vaccines and hidden in their still withheld
research papers?  
Some have been very skeptical of the motive of this rushed vaccine process from the outset two years
ago, advising caution, whence government promotion and extensive advertising 'won the day' for many -
or is it most?  
And now this vaccine is being promoted for administration on hapless children with their whole life ahead
of them! 
It would be great if this video could be spread far and wide to help those with an open mind. 
I wonder what else is yet to be revealed! 
 
A massive thank you to Mr. Hirschman and Dr. Ruby.

1 rumble

yeshua9832, 2 weeks ago
We need to stop thinking or calling this injection a VACCINE! 
The mRNA injection is GENE THERAPY. A manipulation of your bodies molecular structure of your body
via nanotechnology that reorders your bodies immune system to reject your own immune system.  
So a vaccine, it is not. Patients they are not...THEY ARE RESEARCH SUBJECTS at the most.

1 rumble

SetInGold, 2 weeks ago
*Expect the Cabal to now push for cremation rather than embalming.

1 rumble

Mystic17, 2 weeks ago
It's so sad and disturbing we have been sharing this truth for over 2 year's now. People made their own
choice by following Media and Government. My husband retired early or would have quit, I will not take
anything they push this hard for people to take. I told my husband retire early, we have God to rely on
HE will take care of us, even if we have to live homeless. I am truly amazed at how many are taking the
experimental Bio-Weapon. STOP WATCHING THE NEWS. RESEARCH YOURSELF. CNN IS
CORRUPT, ALL MAIN STREAM NEWS IS. THEY WONT EVEN REPORT ON THE TRUCKERS
CONVOY THAT IS GOING ON NOW OR BIDEN AND PORCHANKOS? CALL, DO THEY EVER
REPORT ANYTHING NEG ABOUT BIDEN? WHY NOT? WHY DID THEY NOT STOP HARRASS AND
ABUSE PRESIDENT TRUMP AND HIS FAMILY? AMERICANS NEED TO WAKE UP. THEY WANT
OUR CHILDREN!

1 rumble

mary0jade, 2 weeks ago
This is shocking. I think the dying years have started. We must be strong through this. I hope my loved
ones have been getting placebo shots. Oh God, this is… I’m so shocked and sad.

1 rumble

5pac35tat10n, 2 weeks ago
Disturbing but I'm intrigued to know what these 'clots' are when they're analysed. 
 
I see from comments lots of people who don't watch TV. I haven't for years either. I did notice about 30
years ago how mesmerising it is. Apparently it gives off some 'frequency' like a mother does to lull a
baby. It's a social engineering tool . That's why they're called programmes folks.

1 rumble

wl26, 2 weeks ago
Graphene oxide?

1 rumble

thetruth9, 2 weeks ago
Thank you.

1 rumble

CCartez4JC1962, 2 weeks ago
I had a gut feeling from the beginning that there was something fishy and refused to even consider being
vaccinated. Now I know why.

1 rumble

GregPatterson, 2 weeks ago
Excellent show...Hats off to Dr Jane Ruby and guest Richard Hirshman board-certified Embalmer who
publicly exposed this satanic attack on the world population...Don't take the death jab...Pray that this
goes world-wide...Spread the word that mainstream media is covering up...God have mercy on this
worldwide attack on the uninformed and the sheeple...WATCH THE WHOLE SHOW !!!

1 rumble

GregPatterson, 2 weeks ago
Creepy death jabs cause strokes, heart attacks, and now this,,,YIKES...Hundreds of my friends rejected
the Faucifer-Lucifer JAB...

1 rumble

lauriead, 2 weeks ago
Yes, why aren't these rino's doing anything? Keep up all your work. It has to be making a difference even
if waking people up. I got the first two, and I refuse to get the booster even if work requires it.

1 rumble

Jaral, 2 weeks ago
This validates Dr Andreas Noack exposing the Graphine Hydroxide in the vax. It's not spiked protein it's
razerblade Graphine.

1 rumble

Newtownsquare1981, 2 weeks ago
Take to a pathologist

1 rumble

jimmerjimmer, 2 weeks ago
Other embalmers should speak up. I bet Richard's discovery is not unique.

1 rumble

Cathyfreedom, 2 weeks ago
Kimbrj75@gmail.com

1 rumble

Cathyfreedom, 2 weeks ago
Kim

1 rumble

johnwboyd, 3 weeks ago
Perhaps they are morgellons.

1 rumble

BMKeller, 3 weeks ago
This looks like an extreme version of Morgellons Syndrome! This is a bio weapon in conjunction with
Agenda 21 population control.

1 rumble

ilanamoss, 3 weeks ago
14:30 FIFTY PERCENT of the bodies have this ???? :-O

1 rumble

CountryMikki, 3 weeks ago
The white part almost looks like a worm.

1 rumble

bvdon, 3 weeks ago
Can anybody tell me where this guy is a funeral director? Do we really know who this guy is? Is he just a
nobody putting out misinformation to scare people?

1 rumble

CAPITALOFFENSE2, 3 weeks ago
HE NEEDS TO NOTIFY THE CORONER WHO PERFORMED THE AUTOPSY OR THE DOCTOR
WHO SIGNED OFF ON THE DEATH CERTIFICATE AND GET THESE CADAVERS BACK TO THE
EXAMINATION TABLE FOR FURTHER DISECTION, SAMPLES AND TESTING. NOTIFYING THE
CORONER WHAT YOU ARE FINDING WOULD ALERT HIM TO BEGIN AN EXAMINATION POST
MORTIM THAT LOOKS FOR THESE CLOTTY WHITE THINGS.

1 rumble

ChrissytheHyphenated, 3 weeks ago
I pray this video saves some lives.

1 rumble

CindyW3604, 3 weeks ago
How could those monsters, Fauci, Gates, , big Pharma, not realize that good doctors not find about this
and NOT tell us about them. Even just here on Stews show. I just hope more like this Denier are
documenting this and keeping record of it, whether or not they inform the families. I further hope he finds
someone to further study them. This seems to be what’s killing us.

1 rumble

Amethystine, 3 weeks ago
White cells clotting??

1 rumble

MicheleMit, 3 weeks ago
Nanotech found in Pfizer jab by New Zealand lab 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=xyQjFKJIcaQ&feature=share 
https://dailytelegraph.co.nz/.../parents-group.../ 
Our children we love and are not experiments

1 rumble

Niccii, 3 weeks ago
Truth will out! No more.

✊🌏✌💜

1 rumble

wildbill5562, 3 weeks ago
Just say no! Your life depends on it. And steer clear of the super-spreaders.

1 rumble

SpliffertonSheldrake, 3 weeks ago
Clotopsies

1 rumble

martha2450, 3 weeks ago
Thanks so much for the good WARNING!!!

1 rumble

Virgie67L, 3 weeks ago
But Covid itself causes blood lots. 
Is that correct? I had Covid, not vaxed. Scary shit even after using ivermectin. It didn’t work for me. And I
took all the vitamin regime too! In three days I almost died!

1 rumble

airdrop72, 3 weeks ago
So is this guy setting on this stuff or sending it out to have it looked at ???????? GET THE BALL
ROLLING .

1 rumble

Rungus, 3 weeks ago
This needs investigating scientifically to (a) confirm it is not a hoax, (b) to find out what the white
structure is, and (c) to help prosecute anyone who has caused these deaths.

1 rumble

strefanash, 3 weeks ago
NO WAY are these clots etc the result of error or incompetence. 
 
this vaxxand thevirus were designed with evil even diabolical intent

1 rumble

Dilly376, 3 weeks ago
I saw another lab technician  
Discovered similar findings in the vaccine!? It actually moved!?

1 rumble

AABooks, 3 weeks ago
If this person was vaxxed and "then" got "Covid", first of all, without a proper clinical analysis, you don't
know what that person got, so don't help the scamdemic narrative by tossing them a complimentary
admission that the virus exists when there is no evidence. Secondly, the vaxx destroys the immune
system. If this person had trouble breathing after the vaxx, the white rubbery ropes in their blood vessels
would explain it: there was no blood moving, no oxygen getting to their lungs.

1 rumble

sledhead34, 3 weeks ago
IVE SEEN IT IN 2 women now one died another is still alive both were vaxed with jand j

1 rumble

Shadowchasers, 3 weeks ago
Like grissle?

1 rumble

murrdhf2020, 3 weeks ago
But, could this be caused from having Covid and not the “vaccine” ??

1 rumble

RANDU14348, 3 weeks ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsDSkvKT91s

1 rumble

anitahappens, 3 weeks ago
I can't help but wonder if the white part is the vein or artery itself. Separated from the surrounding tissue.
Creepy.

1 rumble

NYLON_G, 3 weeks ago
A chemical analysis of the material surely is being undertaken. The make up of the foreign body has to
be man-made. But by whom? How did it get into the vaccine? Was it introduced knowingly? The people
who have taken the jab need to know. I am allergic to needles and crochet.

1 rumble

coupforsure, 3 weeks ago
I have been blocked from proferring facts.

1 rumble

Brklyngirl, 3 weeks ago
Search for German doc Franc Zalewski who discovered this. His pics will wake everyone up. Crazy.

1 rumble

sosiesje, 3 weeks ago
weet iemand hoe het komt dat ik het filmpje niet kan bekijken??

1 rumble

GaianGawain, 3 weeks ago
Has this material not been sent to any appropriate pathologists?

1 rumble

Maryjanderson, 3 weeks ago
Would HCQ or Ivermeciton treatments get rid of these? Are they a heart worm?

1 rumble

HillbillyRickGodsServent, 3 weeks ago
Who is that playing the music in the beginning...

1 rumble

YHVHHAVEMERCY, 3 weeks ago
Please keep Dr. Jane Ruby on the Stew Peter's Show. Keep all the people Stew Peter's host. And then
keep some in the future. Thanks be to God.

1 rumble

LordGooch, 3 weeks ago
https://www.bitchute.com/video/2EXu0Zb9xLWP/?
fbclid=IwAR0LkojfgVfaxaxiLbFOYD1Ujec_GvpHWmgbqLxGuS75v4OxC1HiDAKIaxs

1 rumble

AllThatGlittersIsNotGold, 3 weeks ago
I live in a fairly small city. I donot know anyone here that has had a reaction to a CV vaccine, and I dont
know anyone that knows anyone or heard of anyone that has has any sort of reaction. Is this a
coincidence?

1 rumble

Ravodunna, 3 weeks ago
The only acceptable punishment, give the tyrants their own shot!

1 rumble

Macromental, 3 weeks ago
there is another UK funeral director who speaks of the same thing .. sad.. actually

1 rumble

Ascadian1776, 3 weeks ago
This was a really hard interview to listen to I am not a squeamish person but this shit is gonna give me
nightmares

1 rumble

ReDDeviLL, 3 weeks ago
Called Fibrim.. the white rubbery substance. 

🍻

1 rumble

SlaveNation, 3 weeks ago
People get what they deserve when they refuse to listen or allow themselves to be brainwashed.

1 rumble

firemanbob96, 3 weeks ago
Maybe it would be a good thing for this guy to share these type of finding with the spouse because then
he or she could possibly come to the Lord... if this thing is not the Mark of the Beast.

1 rumble

Ladyfuzzy81, 3 weeks ago
The vaxxed are indeed shedding/transmitting and its affecting OUR DAMN BLOOD!!! But its temporary..  
 
I tested my own blood under a microscope to confirm.

1 rumble

panyusg, 3 weeks ago
I was listening to the many scientists who were saying that much harm will come to those who are
vaxxed. Now, here is the evidence of accumulation of blood clots. They start as microscopic clots but
soon overwhelm the body's ability to clear them. As more clots form, they link up and form these hideous
long ropes.  
 
As these from those who died with heart, brain and other major organ failures, they show up as long
strings of clots. For those still alive, one can only fear they are heading for possible disaster. The timing
is uncertain. Embalmers speak the truth...they take out the blood and they do not need to tell tall tales.

1 rumble

Juliesunshine, 3 weeks ago
These five Roy’s things need to be examined thoroughly with all the nifty tools known to modern
science.

‼

 STAT

‼

1 rumble

statsman, 3 weeks ago
Chicken fat clot. This is not that rare. Sometimes occurs after death. If before death, can be caused by
inflammatory diseases, like Covid. I suppose it could be caused by the vax, but there is no telling. The
fact that this guy didn't know what it was makes his opinion a bit suspect.

1 rumble

DudeBroSef420, 3 weeks ago
turn off your speakers next time dr ruby

1 rumble

Rumblefish98, 3 weeks ago
How could a clot get to that length? It should have killed them SOONER. How? A tiny clot does harm
rather easily, but this is FEET long, FEET. I just had a thought, what if this long rubbery string thing were
really ALIVE at one point, but died with the host, I'm curious, because some of these things perish with
the host because they don't necessarily feed off of ligaments in the body but nutrients produced from a
living host. I just recorded a video in which I detail my pretty easy toil with potential covid, but what if I got
boosted, and had this going on afterwards? Is he dead. I got a family history of blood clotting, I can't
have that going on, also in not saying 100% that that was a living creature, but I am saying it sounds like
one, and could have been one, potentially. Pray guys, this is disturbing and has to stop, NOW. We can
not wait, we need to do it the right way though, but how though? Evidence in a doggie bag mean nothing
now in days, your judges don't care, your doctors, some of them don't care, what do you do? Well your
reps don't care either, unless it's Ron Johnson or Rand paul, with a handful of others, but where it
matters is where there is no there there, we need more, and we can't convince more. It is idiotic.

1 rumble

HawkeyeDan, 3 weeks ago
Is she even a real Doctor?? 
 
...cause Stews last doctor was a witch! 
https://gab.com/HawkeyeDan/posts/107443295912049032

1 rumble

BBarajas, 3 weeks ago
This is absolutely horrifying! I’m sharing this interview far and wide. Thank you so much for always
working to bring us truth.

1 rumble
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eternal6782, 5 days ago
Take a look at Davidicke.com. Article on shedding. It's quite complex, but I in the mean time would
avoid bodily secretions from anyone who has had the jab. The jury may be out on this one.

1 rumble
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RejectDegeneracy95, 2 weeks ago
this is true i want to be able to show this video to my mom 
who is an M.D. but i’m concerned bc she won’t take it seriously due to the “unprofessional attire” i
know it may seem not important to many but unfortunately that’s how some people view it,
especially doctors.. it takes away from credibility and respectability in the field. I’m going to try to
edit the video a little bit to but out the intro so i could send her the rest, no offense Dr. Jane i think
you’re wonderful!!!
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DZ37, 3 weeks ago
Howbadismybatch.com has found statistically significant mathematical patterns in the toxicity of
different batches/lot numbers. The most deadly batches have been spread out and sent to all 50
states. Your city must've mostly gotten the less toxic batches. 

🙏

❤ a lot of people where I live are
having issues but don't attribute them to the shot. School where I work the teachers took j&j, then
kids took pfz, then teachers took mdrna booster so we have quite the variety for a small school 

🤦
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ByteMaster, 3 weeks ago
God. We must repent and ask God to help and save us and our country and the world. Satan's
control is growing and if we turn our hearts away from God, He will do the same to us.

1 rumble
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Jkeyz, 3 weeks ago
She says she’s a nurse practitioner so I’m guessing the doctor Jane refers to a Doctorate in Nurse
practice
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1 rumble

herbalise, 3 weeks ago
This is beyond disturbing. My friend down the block much the same The lady had a blood clot and her
husband stroke just a few days ago- he is in VERY BAD shape. The hospital care is almost none, the
daughter has to go everyday to help to take care of him. THIS IS TRUE HORROR

1 rumble

sayange, 3 weeks ago
could this be Marburg ...as that will be the next virus they are rolling out ...hemorrhagic virus ...clotting
and bleeding is marburg ...they put it in the vax ...Russia was doing experiments with this virus and china
is starting to repot an hemorrhagic virus outbreak ...this will cause hysteria

1 rumble

Zinsmom, 3 weeks ago
Why is this person the only one coming forward? Should I be suspicious of his claims? Thanks

1 rumble

DavidFord98, 3 weeks ago
The fibrin looks white to me. 
 
https://www.britannica.com/science/phase-state-of-matter 
Red blood cells (erythrocytes) trapped in a mesh of fibrin threads. Fibrin, a tough, insoluble protein
formed after injury to the blood vessels, is an essential component of blood clots.

1 rumble

mceric, 3 weeks ago
What were the ages of those with these clots ?.

1 rumble

ThinkBig2020, 3 weeks ago
The left is keeping everything from us. Including findings in autopsies from all the athletes that have
mysteriously died on and off the field in 2021.  
 
I personally believe it's this shot. But I would like more evidence then one person who has courageously
come forward with this information. I pray more people will come foreword with their findings as well.
However, I don't believe it will change anything in the direction in which things are going. God (Jesus
Christ) told us it will get worse and all we can do is pray God's will be done and look foreword to Him
calling up His church. 
 
"For the Lord Himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with
the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first: Then we which are alive and remai shall be
caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the
Lord. Wherefore comfort one another with these words, (1 Thessalonians 4:16-18)

1 rumble

Tau22, 3 weeks ago
Indeed it's a clot shot!

1 rumble

CinSH, 3 weeks ago
I agree get this to Senator Johnson now ASAP

1 rumble

cgsmklsa121, 3 weeks ago
This is insane!!  
Process of elimination, how many have died with the shot & have this white fibrous material, and how
many people who did not get the shot have died, did they have that white fibrous material in their veins
??

1 rumble

Geinloth, 3 weeks ago
This is foul play on big Pharma and The Microsoft MAN.

1 rumble

Helen202156, 3 weeks ago
Ivermectin is an anti-parasitic? and it works against Covid? Very important to get these samples tested.

1 rumble

gem52, 3 weeks ago
When are they going to have these structures analyzed by a lab?

1 rumble

FromInfinity, 3 weeks ago
Consider "How Bad is My Batch" - Are some mRNA vaccine batches more toxic than others? 
 
Batch codes and associated deaths, disabilities and illnesses for Covid 19 Vaccines 
 
https://howbad.info/

1 rumble

RobertNo1, 3 weeks ago
Have those "ropes" been analysed by a forensic lab?

1 rumble

MrsPatriot, 3 weeks ago
I wonder what if any characteristics the victims have: age, sex, backgrounds, where they lived...

1 rumble

tracybird, 3 weeks ago
It almost looks like the blood vein itself. But he did say he pulled it out of the vein. The nano particles of
the graphene oxide is supposed to have extremely Sharpe edges and when moving through the vein rips
and shreds the inside epithelial cells of the veins.

1 rumble

ThomasBarrett, 3 weeks ago
Graphene Oxide from the injection.

1 rumble

ThomasBarrett, 3 weeks ago
Graphene Oxide from the injection.

1 rumble

PatriotPatriarch, 3 weeks ago
Sunset memorial Park Ft Lauderdale. 
Mengele 2.0 (FAUXISM) experimentation on seniors who are over medicated prescriptions.

1 rumble

McG605, 3 weeks ago
Any follow up or similar reports out there? This is the best, craziest physical evidence possible if it’s true.
It would be the smoking clot that could shut this monster down! Calling all embalmers!!!

1 rumble

McG605, 3 weeks ago
Any follow up or similar reports out there? This is the best, craziest physical evidence possible if it’s true.
It would be the smoking clot that could shut this monster down! Calling all embalmers!!!

1 rumble

McG605, 3 weeks ago
Any follow up or similar reports out there? This is the best, craziest physical evidence possible if it’s true.
It would be the smoking clot that could shut this monster down! Calling all embalmers!!!

1 rumble

qny1, 3 weeks ago
Yes, Dr. Ruby, that is how I have been feeling since the lockdown happened. Stop it and fight it!!!

1 rumble

bill_mcgonigle, 3 weeks ago
Where is he? Anybody who took decently advanced bio knows how to prepare a stained slide from this
and get it under a microscope. Every pathologist can, obviously. I would be wearing a respirator,
personally.

1 rumble

CatLovingCathy, 3 weeks ago
He first saw them 2019-2020. He's never seen anything like this prior to this. It's not the jib-jab then cos
of the dates so what is it?

1 rumble

RickfromPaso, 3 weeks ago
How does Mr Hirschman know the vaccination status of his cadavers?

1 rumble

ThisChick, 3 weeks ago
We've got to learn if the white/wormy structures are proteinaceous? Fibrinogen? Is it spike protein?

1 rumble

Belgia, 3 weeks ago
BS Gain of Function! Soros owns Wuhan lab and many others to include..testing lab companies....to
monitor how well the genocide is going? The entire Cabal COUP and Gates..funds them for a reason!
Science Fiction nightmares are now Criminal Reality!

1 rumble

janamurray, 3 weeks ago
Homeopathic Cina is a good remedy for parasites, but there are others that are worth considering > 
Improving Blood Circulation with Homeopathy https://www.drhomeo.com/uncategorized/homeopathy-for-
blood-circulation/

1 rumble

808Bill, 3 weeks ago
Very wrong! 
And, someone needs to pay!

1 rumble

Linktronics, 3 weeks ago
Get the sample to a Lab. And are these vaccinated or unvaxed victims what are the common
denominator gather data specifically. Well Merited for immediate action

1 rumble

Yerik, 3 weeks ago
As long as there is a dollar to be made, you know these monsters will not relent! With this much
documentation and truth out, and STILL, NOTHING IS BEING DONE, suggests more about the
complacency, mind-altering, psychosis of the dumbed-down masses and their lack of ability to now form
a sentence, much less form any worthwhile group to join together. It's up to those of us with a Real Pulse
to join together!

1 rumble

mguag, 3 weeks ago
Can these be sent to forensic Pathologists for investigation as they are discovered by embalmers across
the country? An official means of dialogue between scientists and embalmers needs to be set up.

1 rumble

Northchar, 3 weeks ago
Dr. Ruby, can't those "strings" be analyzed to determine if their composition matches the man-made lipid
nano-particle spheres that encase the mRNA, or at least list out what they're made of?

1 rumble

Sirfos, 3 weeks ago
please watch this video posted by some German scientists. They have studied the vaccines under a
powerful microscope. http://www.doctorofmetaphysics.com/2022/01/13/german-doctors-discover-worms-
and-other-things-that-should-never-be-in-vaccines/ 
Thank you for being an honest and open about your findings! Norway, my country has started
vaccination of children 5-11 years old now, and I am so afraid for our children! 
god help us all!

1 rumble

DaleMullen, 3 weeks ago
If these clots first showed up in 2019, 2020, then it seems that the clots are not likely the result of the
mRNA injections but rather the possible effects of Covid itself (?).

1 rumble

StymieCW2, 3 weeks ago
why not call the county coroner?

1 rumble

Miniminer1, 3 weeks ago
Not everyone will die. I would not get any shots now though

1 rumble

dhahran7794, 3 weeks ago
These samples need to be sent to a qualified pathologist. Thinking that Dr. Ryan Cole may be a source
as to where to send samples. Probably need to be sent to multiple labs to get several or more opinions.
Then Dr. Malone and his fantastic team of colleagues need to get into the analysis of what they are and
how they are being caused.

1 rumble

LionofJudah999, 3 weeks ago
Have any of these been examined by a Laboratory to see what make up they are, what is the chemical
make up, the actual structure? Have these been looked at under a Microscope?

1 rumble

gijacklin, 3 weeks ago
Love this show! Thanks Stew and Dr. Ruby!

1 rumble

SQPEnforcer64, 3 weeks ago
Spread the Word far and wide! This is Fact! Make these bastards poisoning us pay.

1 rumble

Melissaeno, 3 weeks ago
I wish he would have stated the vax date and death date.

1 rumble

techristian2, 3 weeks ago
embedded at http://clutterpop.com Jan 28

1 rumble

chrislamp777, 3 weeks ago
From isabelle on Cogiito.com: 
 
Translation from French:  
Hello everyone, solutions exist for people who are already vaccinated: 
-Chlore dioxide against both vaccines and Covid virus, it destroys graphene dioxide and protein spikes ;
see Dr Andreas Kalcker's research. 
-L Glutathion and N-acetylcistein are potent antioxidants 
-Infusions of macerated silvester pine needles(fresh) for its suramine content 
-Active charcoal to get rid of heavy metals 
-Magnesium chloride  
-The trio: Vitamin C liposomal, Zinc and vitamin D3  
-Quinto water/ marine plasma. 
 
Of course, it belongs to each one reading this to investigate these recommendations . My role is to pass
it on .Personnally, I have been applying "the trio" forever and with success.It is well known to most of us.I
take vit.D in drops with vit.K2 
 
 
 
 
Bonjour à tous, des SOLUTIONS EXISTENT pour les personnes vacciner ; 
 
– Le Dioxyde de chlore contre le covid et surtout les vaccins, détruit le graphène et proteine spike,
d’après les recherches du Dr Andreas Kalcker. 
– Le L-glutathion et la N-acétylcystéine de puissants anti oxydant. 
– Des infusions et macérât d’aiguilles de pin sylvestre fraîche pour la suramine. 
– Le charbon actif pour purifier l’organisme des métaux lourds. 
– Le chlorure de magnésium. 
– Le trio Vitamone C liposomale, Zinc, Vitamine D3. 
– Eau de quinto/plasma marin. 
Ses produits naturels peuvent aussi servir à se protéger des personnes vacciner. 
 
Surtout NE PERDEZ PAS L’ESPOIR ! Restez LUCIDE, FORT et SOLIDAIRE ! La nature e

1 rumble

DebWeaver3, 3 weeks ago
Are these like the ones Dr. Franc Zalewski found in the Pfizer vials, only bigger?

1 rumble

DavidSChandler, 3 weeks ago
Organize!

1 rumble

boozinsoozin, 3 weeks ago
Would EDTA Chelation work? 
 
Chelation therapy is a chemical process in which a synthetic solution—EDTA
(ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid)—is injected into the bloodstream to remove heavy metals and/or
minerals from the body.

1 rumble

REMstate7, 3 weeks ago
Could it be large accumulations of fibrin?

1 rumble

Mootsie57, 3 weeks ago
And they are pushing so hard to get kids to get the shots. Depopulation anyone?

1 rumble

TerrieLyn, 3 weeks ago
Wow!

1 rumble

teeveemood, 3 weeks ago
Terrifying. I hope people stop taking these death shots.

1 rumble

danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
For everyone that is concerned about family members who refuse to see the truth, the Lord speaks of
this in the book of Luke 12:51-53 "Suppose ye that I am come to give peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but
rather division. For from henceforth there shall be five in one house divided, three against two, and two
against three. The father shall be divided against the son, and the son against the father; the mother
against the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the mother in law against her daughter in
law, and the daughter in law against her mother in law." He goes on to say that we recognize signs of
rain and wind but we don't discern this time of division. All we can do is pray.

1 rumble

tchalla, 3 weeks ago
Where are the lawsuits?

1 rumble

CarolynSigns, 3 weeks ago
Marker 8:30 Time Stamp..could you not have warned me beforehand. This is disgusting Jane. Absolutely
gruesome. :( Warning.......disgust.

1 rumble

UnitedWeStandForEver2021, 3 weeks ago
I pray that the right people see this and can help find something to fix this. I pray.

1 rumble

Austin31445, 3 weeks ago
If you want to see something interesting the link below is the CDC report of death rates in each state
comparing 2019 and 2020. Click on each state and observe the trend and just imagine what it would look
like if 2021 data was included. Think about the time line vs when the jab started.  
 
https://www.indexmundi.com/dashboards/us-deaths/alabama

1 rumble

zurk, 3 weeks ago
My wife wanted a D-Dimer test. Dr said no reason as she's on blood thinners. She insisted - Well guess
what - she is 20% above normal which is not good since she has some heart issues.

1 rumble

SuzH, 3 weeks ago
Oh…and what about all the dead who are cremated!!

1 rumble

WhiskyPeddler, 3 weeks ago
I think it's attributed to Jesus, check me on that: "There are none so blind as those who refuse to see."
He wasn't referring to The Dread Rona op... but it's valid in that respect as well. Cheers!

1 rumble

arbiter9605, 3 weeks ago
If his gut is right that it was the vaccines, guess what the companies that made them are immune from
liability thanks to the fed gov.

1 rumble

Gertjan01, 3 weeks ago
The very fact that covid is make believe and governments have imposed tyranny based on a fabrication
from some twisted jewish minds to justify the injecting of a lethal bio weapon in a global experiment
using the goyim as lab rats is reason enough to arrest all minions of these treasonous governments and
erect gallows to effect the hangings which must surely follow the guilty verdicts. We are at war and it is
long past the time we should have begun shooting back.

1 rumble

Cordery39, 3 weeks ago
How much longer can the truth be hidden?

1 rumble

GregBen, 3 weeks ago
Why's a mortician pulling out veins? Is it because the embalming fluid can't flow through the veins, so
they look for blockages? Anytime I see horrific stuff like this, I wonder why more people aren't providing
additional evidence? If it is so prevalent there should be lots of examples. Jane asked good questions.

1 rumble

Number3, 3 weeks ago
As a Pathologist, why hasn't Dr Cole seen this before?

1 rumble

4DBullshitPatroll, 3 weeks ago
Looks like it forms like a stalagmite where dead clot cells accumulate at one end

1 rumble

abrogard, 3 weeks ago
what a crap show. she cuts him loose. see you later. sure people are going to be interested. yadda,
yadda... 
 
nope. serious thing. she needs to establish right there and then online what will be done about
monitoring, analysing etc.. 
 
it's lightweight bull.

1 rumble

abrogard, 3 weeks ago
there ought to have been an analysis of these things, this stuff, by now. why not? he's 'working on' trying
to find someone who will 'do that' ? 
christ, you just go to a lab. 
and you could try some perhaps 'free' places, too, like universities, schools of medicine etc. 
and trade organisations - you'd think the undertakers associations would fund an investigation into
exactly what this stuff is. 
there should be heap and heaps and heaps of avenues, of people, or organisations deparately keen to
look into this... 
is this ruth going to do it for instance?

1 rumble

LBK7, 3 weeks ago
https://rumble.com/vnmd05-another-thing-in-the-vaxx.html

1 rumble

LBK7, 3 weeks ago
https://rumble.com/vnmd05-another-thing-in-the-vaxx.html

1 rumble

Comfortyogini, 3 weeks ago
God help us.

1 rumble

slovrien, 3 weeks ago
All of my children have had multiple jabs and it just burns me that their mother allowed our 17yr old to
get it as well. I pray that we are all wrong in our assessment of what is in these shot - but deep down I
realize it is true. 
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Metaman4Truth, 3 weeks ago
NANO GRAPHENE RAZORBLADES - DR. ANDREAS NOACK ,WHISTLEBLOWER CHEMIST &
GRAPHENE EXPERT IS NOW DEAD 27.11.2021: https://odysee.com/@repostasap:c/NANO-
GRAPHENE-RAZORBLADES---DR.-ANDREAS-NOACK-%2CWHISTLEBLOWER-CHEMIST---
GRAPHENE-EXPERT-IS-NOW-DEAD:3?r=GtXQRNZLj64QB4VAYduxbkiqfzRuU9ju  
 
This explains why their veins and arteries are clotting and is in agreement with your original
posting, thanks for sharing!

1 rumble
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gutfeeling, 3 weeks ago
Did you actually watch the video?
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MrFloybs, 3 weeks ago
The embalmer said Jan 2020.

1 rumble
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DaleMullen, 3 weeks ago
(6:59) Dr. Jane Ruby: “You said you ‘never saw anything like this.’ You’ve seen tons of clots,
tons of growths and things like that of course, but you had never seen anything like what we
are seeing in these pictures (7:08) before 2019, 2020, ah when this whole thing started.”  
 
The injections only really got started in 2021.

2 rumbles

D

EdwardDavignon, 2 weeks ago
Good point. The injections only simulate the patented toxic spike protein, which was
already encoded on the SARS-2 viruses in the initial release. Of course we don’t know
what else they put in the injections or release in or over the cities. See
https://www.ready.gov/Bioterrorism

1 rumble
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EdwardDavignon, 2 weeks ago
The county has not prosecuted anyone for COVID conspiracy crimes, that is why the US legal
system is useless.

1 rumble
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EdwardDavignon, 2 weeks ago
Amyloid? Bone marrow problem? See: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moderna

1 rumble
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danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
There is going to be a grand jury trial at the Hague in February led by Reiner Fuellmich. You'll have
to search Rumble or BitChute or some other alternative platform to find any info about it.
Mainstream has blacked it out.

2 rumbles
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TerrieLyn, 3 weeks ago
She DID warn us all! Perhaps you looked away while the warning (Huge Yellow “WARNING”,
flashed across the screen as she also verbalized the warning!)…

2 rumbles
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danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Yet they insist there are no deaths from the shots! How stupid do they think we are?!?
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danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Had she taken any of the shots?

1 rumble
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zurk, 3 weeks ago
Yes she has health issues so thought that maybe she should. 2 jabs - no boosters.
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SuzH, 3 weeks ago
Actually…the DOD
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chaste74, 2 weeks ago
exact
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Libertyandtruth17, 3 weeks ago
Yes, it was explained that he needed to unclog the arteries before he could embalm.
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danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
We need to recognize how evil and pernicious the perpetrators of this hoax "vaccine" are. They are
everywhere!

2 rumbles

chaste74, 2 weeks ago
les labs sont Tous achetés vous devez le savoir
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realize it is true. 
 
How those who have pushed this are even still breathing baffles me. Once the truth gets out and the
deaths accelerate - the payback will begin and be all-encompassing.

1 rumble

Mymusic2, 3 weeks ago
Ok..I have to question the legitimacy of this... I've watched veins be removed from legs in surgery and
they look very very similar to this"worm"like thing you're showing. So I can't completely agree with this.
Get the research to back this up or you're just adding fuel to the fire for the left...

1 rumble

AmyAdams, 3 weeks ago
thank you. excellent report.

1 rumble

nhuntinghouse, 3 weeks ago
I said this months ago... reading the vaers reports.. OMG I cant do this.. I just cant.. it NEEDS to STOP! I
cannot belive people are not connecting the dots. big uptick in people dying here too.. jabbed stroked out
and heart attack , organ failure. i saw the immediate reactions.. now seeing corresponing reactions in
sync with each constriction of madnates.. all the "mandates " that people were coerced into that are now
stalled and withdrawn.. ..

1 rumble

ibannedfromyoutube, 3 weeks ago
Here's another one. 
 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/XAUk5a0120Mg/ 
 
Here's another interesting video. 
 
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-andreas-noack-recently-deceased-explains-the-graphene-
component-in-the-vaccine-rip_d7aeDywFCcVPsbP.html

1 rumble

TimeTravelor, 3 weeks ago
https://t.me/TakeTheOath/13424

1 rumble

comedyriktok1, 3 weeks ago
https://rumble.com/embed/vqtqmz/?pub=xanuu

1 rumble

Babylover0, 3 weeks ago
I want to take the shot but am now having double mind!!!

1 rumble

peachy444, 3 weeks ago
I’m not sure wearing white in front of a white background is a good look? We still love you DR Ruby!
Keep it going

1 rumble

Sammytwiggy, 3 weeks ago
Looked like silk spider webbed type veins

1 rumble

airehead13, 3 weeks ago
Listen to this

1 rumble

Dogtaxi51, 3 weeks ago
Do you know which vaccine company these victims were given?

1 rumble

MariusKruger, 3 weeks ago
Is it possible that they were trying to create life?

1 rumble

Roxxi787, 3 weeks ago
I hope you don’t take this the wrong way but there’s no reason to say/when giving the website address…
just SLASH is appropriate. I come from high tack… There is a woman who heard the/given and she
called me to ask the difference between the slashes. I told her it is either/or backslash and explained the
differences

1 rumble

Benno2310, 3 weeks ago

⚠🙏🙏✅✅🙏🙏⚠🙏✅✅🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏⚠🙏🙏⚠⚠⚠

It’s the Hydra. 

⚠⚠⚠🙏✅✅🙏🙏🙏🙏
🙏✅🙏🙏🙏

1 rumble

Adamsmd, 3 weeks ago
Can they be pulled out?

1 rumble

kosteczka, 3 weeks ago
MIŁOŚĆ

1 rumble

MARKTMARK, 4 days ago
so is this only with people who got the vaccine? Or can this happen if I did the PCR nose swab test? I
didn't know much about this stuff when I did the nose swab a year ago. I regret doing it now. But I never
got any shots/jabs. Am I still going to get all of these side effects as the jab people like blood clots?
Please somebody let me know!!

0 rumbles

blackrock2, 6 days ago
I don't know who's dumber- the guy or the chick. This guy is seeing unexplained phenomena related to
the jab and he's such an idiot that he's just throwing it all away. Makes it convenient for the government
when the people that catch you for your crimes are so stupid that they just throw the evidence away.

0 rumbles

RumbleRegistrationIsBS, 1 week ago
Is this show so shoestring they don’t have anyone to prep people for interviews to get good sound? Is
this doctor so oblivious she doesn’t know there’s a feedback loop and won’t correct the interview mid
stream? Too lazy to blur the deceased leg in an image? None of this is helping the case of making this
sharable or taken as seriously as it should be. 
 
Get this guy on a more reputable show with a better doctor like McCullough who can elevate the
discourse.

0 rumbles

PatrickHuey, 3 weeks ago
embalmed almost a thousand COVID positive bodies since this started and many were way before
vaccinations were created or available. These “horrendous clots” are a technical embalming problem
encountered with most COVID positive bodies and has been since the beginning.  
So I hate to disappoint all you folks. I am not seeing clot issues with anything other than unvaccinated
hospital ICU COVID bodies. We pick up every single person that dies in our county and no increase
sudden unexplained heart attacks or strokes and I am in one of the larger counties in Texas.

0 rumbles

omomble, 3 weeks ago
Many virologists consider that blood clots are how COVID-19 mainly causes damage. Does Jane Ruby,
doctor of psychology, wear a stethoscope around her neck to fake that she is a medical doctor?

0 rumbles

TimeisShort66, 3 weeks ago
Daniel 9:27  
27 And he shall confirm the covenant with many for 1 week: and in the midst of the week he shall cause
the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of abominations he shall make it
desolate, even until the consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon the desolate. 
I believe we are in those last 7 years that this verse is talking about. God said to look for signs in the
heaven for his sons soon return 
Luke 21:25  
25 And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth distress of
nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring 
That sign is the Revelation 12 Sign 
Revelation 12:1-2  
1 And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her
feet, and upon her head a crown of 12 stars 
2 And she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered 
Which appeared on Sept. 23rd, 2017 and when we add the 1260 days (mentioned in Revelation 12:6)
We get March 6th, 2021 which is the beginning of the 7 years 
Revelation 12:6  
6 And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath a place prepared of God, that they should
feed her there a 1260 Days. 
To back up the Revelation 12 Sign we look to Matthew 24:32-36 which talks about God sending is son
back within a Generation of Israel (Fig Tree) getting their land back (1948) 
Matthew 24:32-34  
32 Now learn a parable of the fig tree; When his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know
that summer is nigh 
33 So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things, know that it is near, even at the doors. 
34 Verily I say unto you, This generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled. 
We find out how long a Generation is mentioned in Psalms 90:10 
10 The days of our years are 70; and if by reason of strength they be 80 years yet is their strength labour
and sorrow; for it is soon cut off, and we fly away. 
Add 80+1948= 2028 this is when Jesus is returning.(EH)

0 rumbles

FredArde, 3 weeks ago
Can I ask people of what political persuasion seem to be getting the jab? It seems insane that Trump
initiated these yet Liberals SEEM to be the ones getting it. We are living in an upside-down world.

0 rumbles

TheHealthUnprofessional, 3 weeks ago
If anyone needs help NATURALLY thinning blood 

🩸

 and reverting GMOs (vaccine GM peope; spike
protein) HI I’m your witch! Witches are just healers don’t be scared I’m a GOOD witch 

💁

 The pharma
sorcerers just wanted to set up for their pharmakiea so they made people afraid of us!

0 rumbles

rebeccasanfilippo, 3 weeks ago
Does anyone know if insurance companies are paying out life insurance policies? Since it is considered
experimental . . . .

0 rumbles

foghornleg90, 3 weeks ago
There would be hundreds, to thousands, of 'embalmers' and 'coroners' around the world backing up his
'finding' if it really were that common. He lost me when he claimed 50%, HOGWASH! There is also no
indication of the cause of death the coroner claimed... or any 'collaborating tests' to prove his point. Plus
nothing saying whether the person has spent any time in a refer truck or freezer, as has happened in
many of the larger demoncratic states/cities.  
 
Seriously, there is a whole lot of valid info out there, some real reasons to be honestly concerned
(especially over the mRNA vaccines, and 'emergency orders' and blockage of KNOWN POTENTIAL
Prophylactic TREATMENTS... and all the censorship). This guys words are meanless without PROOF, in
different areas of the world, different hospitals, different bodies, different unrelated funeral homes. Not
sure what his game is, but he's full of it!  
 
Whack jobs like hirschman and ruby are why the GOOD DOCTORS IN THE FIELD ARE BEING
CENSORED over prophylactic measures and real warnings! What a shame...

0 rumbles

Billy_Blaze, 3 weeks ago
id hit it

0 rumbles

Emuetterties, 3 weeks ago
Pictures?
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VikingScottishPrincess, 3 weeks ago
Plastic? Muscles degradation?
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Bkrgi, 3 weeks ago
YES ...I asked the question because of what I heard on the net.... and BOOM
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PatrickHuey, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Delbert5521, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-2 rumbles

Parzivalmarv, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Mccrackin, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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VeeHaytch, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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papabearx1, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]

-2 rumbles

dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Koenders, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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dwilley07, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Cheryline76, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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wekanduit, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Qter, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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JenniferBond007, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Libertyandtruth17, 3 weeks ago
He was reporting that as an embalmer he's never seen this type of thing before, in such large
numbers.
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Cher128, 3 weeks ago
Watch some of Stew Peter’s other videos before making a decision. He has the most informative
segments.

4 rumbles

faekfake, 3 weeks ago
Please watch this doc. It was published in 1998. It goes over the history of vaccines. And not a
single one prevented a virus. All vaccines are poison. They don't work.  
 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/LdnOgt7K530z/
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danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
For your own sake: DO NOT COMPLY 
For the sake of the rest of us who refuse: DO NOT COMPLY 
 
You do not need this shot. Get yourself on a good vitamin/supplement regimen and take care of
yourself. Follow Dr. McCullough or Zelenko or Mercola or FLCCC or any number of physicians that
are saving people.
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WeRscrewed, 3 weeks ago
Why would you WANT to take these shots? Or any injections for that matter? Need to would be
one thing, being afraid would be another....but wanting to? Who "wants" to take injections other
than heroine addicts?? 
And it won't be "the shot". It'll be a series of shots on going for the rest of your life so you can be
compliant and "up to date". So far you'll have to take 4 of them just to catch up. 3 if you're 5-11 yrs
old. 
Please do some researching before you ever again consider getting injected with shit that they
refuse to tell us wtf is in it.
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MAGA20, 3 weeks ago
This so called virus is over 98% survivable! You have an immune system for a reason! I pray you
make the right decision.
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chaste74, 2 weeks ago
ce n est pas virus mais parrasitte hydra
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Susiecreamchees, 3 weeks ago
yes, try to get the batch # of the vaccines they got. 
Record everything!
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KC_Liberty_Avenger, 3 weeks ago
I’ve had three friends in 7 days have heart attacks. All vaxxd. Sorry to disappoint you Huey. You’re
lying and a big baby too.

3 rumbles

Mustard_Tiger, 3 weeks ago
You are a Fauci troll. You know you're a fake. If you are a real person, then tell me the first thing
you do once you get the body on the table?
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L_Brooks_, 3 weeks ago
Mark 9:1-2, the generation spoken of has already past it was the apostles. Son of Man sign was
probably the start of the great tribulation. We're a lot further along than you think.
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MrsPatriot, 3 weeks ago
"Pharmakeia" is Greek for administering drugs AND sorcery, because witches administered drugs
in historical times. You're all twisted up if you are trying to separate witches from sorcery, which is a
lie.

2 rumbles

Metaman4Truth, 3 weeks ago
You don't need to be a witch to do holistic healing or energy healing from source-God who works
through you! its the CHRIST IN YOU, not outside! You can do nothing but with YESHUA their are
no limitations. I know how in history the term witch was used and twisted and that natural healers
were demonised as witches and warlocks when they were actually closer to God and the Source of
everything than other under developed humans. Your consciousness comes from God-Source, you
don't need to be labeled or join a cult to prove that or use appaltions to impress people. Use your
GOD GIVEN knowledge, empathy, love, healing and kindness to prove your mighty strength and
your devotion to our father - Prime Creator: Source. Everywhere I see God, He is in everything and
everyone and very few see him, perhaps because they stopped looking for Abba during their
worldly pursuit of earthen treasure while missing the mark on finding the spiritual truth and what
energy, vibration and frequency is in correlation to Love. Why Love is the most powerful force is
the universe. God is with us always but you have to tune into the right signal like a radio station,
The Kingdom of Heaven has always been layered above Earth. You can enter anytime you wish
once you attune to the correct signal. 1:44.
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Metaman4Truth, 3 weeks ago
NANO GRAPHENE RAZORBLADES - DR. ANDREAS NOACK ,WHISTLEBLOWER CHEMIST &
GRAPHENE EXPERT IS NOW DEAD 27.11.2021: https://odysee.com/@repostasap:c/NANO-
GRAPHENE-RAZORBLADES---DR.-ANDREAS-NOACK-%2CWHISTLEBLOWER-CHEMIST---
GRAPHENE-EXPERT-IS-NOW-DEAD:3?r=GtXQRNZLj64QB4VAYduxbkiqfzRuU9ju  
 
This explains why their veins and arteries are clotting.
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Ladyfuzzy81, 3 weeks ago
he DID say lots of embalmers are weeing the same thing.. they have not cone foreard yet.. WAIT
before you dismisse and on another note: lots of people arebeinb FORCED CREMATION if they
die of vax... where have you been?
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Stephsserenity, 3 weeks ago
Did you watch the whole video? 

🤦
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Emuetterties, 3 weeks ago
Sorry. No I had not. I hD scanned and missed them. I will run this by a radiologist I know.
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bethanyja10, 3 weeks ago
Though I have my doubts about this story...If these fibrous clots were from Covid itself, this should
have shown to the public and EVERYONE would have lined up for the vaccine. They have pushed
this vaccine by bribing, punishing, firing, shaming, etc... If they had just shown THIS, people would
willingly line up globally to be saved. So, I doubt what you are saying as well.
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Watcher359, 1 day ago
Read “The Real Dr. Fauci” there are hundreds of the author’s end notes backing his
statements up. Find the ones that are lies and let me know. I am open for opposition when
provable. The author Robert Kennedy Jr. Not a conservative. Btw from what I’ve found no
undertakers backed up the horrible Covid death numbers but plenty are backing up the
hidden numbers of deaths from the clot shot. Pray for wisdom.
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danddTindell, 3 weeks ago
Isn't it because we are ALLOWING it to happen??
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papabearx1, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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SOtEM, 3 weeks ago
Sorry but your peers are extinct and half of mine are in it? You won't get peer reviewed
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bill1985, 3 weeks ago
Your doubting this ?? What the hell is wrong with you 

😂😂😂

 ok go get your booster and watch
TV

7 rumbles

dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
EXACTLY!!!!
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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lynnar, 3 weeks ago
He said he was keeping a log since November!!! And…some other embalmers maybe afraid to
come out!! They maybe vaccinated themselves!!! And r in denial!!

7 rumbles

Drewdog13142715, 3 weeks ago
No excuse for ignorance. Thank God Dr Jane brings truth to us!  
My suggestion to dlewis2a is to pray that this is not happening to you because of having taken the
vaccine.  
We understand your fears but please focus to be a part of the solution.
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
If they're afraid to come out, when they DO come out , they are usually armed with tons
irrefutable evidence. Not buying this. Yes the jab does cause clotting, but this is the stuff that
will make you like like an idiot in a discussion with a liberal while arguing real proven stuff, of
which there's tons of.
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
DrewDog is a Stew Peters shill. Not a real comment
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YellingElk, 2 weeks ago
I agree. Her intro doesn't exactly lend itself to credibility.
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DBRUN, 3 weeks ago
Only thing that is "tacky" is you and your worthless comment.
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wekanduit, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
You don't tolerate comments with differing opinions? :-(
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AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
If that is the only comment you have, it isn't worth the effort.
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wekanduit, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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WorthwhileMedia, 3 weeks ago
A whore? Well. Eye of the beholder.
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wekanduit, 3 weeks ago
She is dressing and acting provokativly in the intro. 
If your conscious was not already seared you would be able to see that. 
 
Satan, working through the commies has thoroughly demoralized this country.
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mtsmgs, 3 weeks ago
The jabs reek of B.S!!
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
Totally agree
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
mtsmgs, that's a given. What we're disputing here is the reality of what's being show, and not
being show in this, cough cough, story.
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Qter, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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13billCatholic, 1 week ago
Your reasoning is not. Clothing and appearance disqualify her? Really?
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AlaMeemaw, 3 weeks ago
judgemental much?
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
Bingo
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Teewriter, 3 weeks ago
Settle down i could hear the whole thing. Move on.
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3rdGrace, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Billyidol37, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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dagiles, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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dhaddix7, 3 weeks ago
Well I can't understand first of all why of all the things that are disturbing about this subject you pick
up on him mispronouncing something. I would say he's not a medical personnel, he does
embalming. I am disabled and have to use voice to text and on an earlier reply to something I had
someone point out some of my mistakes. Most of us make mistakes in our daily lives. Some do to
personal problems or disabilities or maybe he has some kind of problem with pronouncing certain
words. This was done and I'm sure they don't go through and edit the videos and take out
mispronounced words. I understand what he said. He got his point across and showed what he
was coming across in his profession. We all need to be more understanding of each other. And
more concerned with what's happening to people that we love that have chosen out of fear to take
this injection. Of course this is just my opinion.

22 rumbles

Rockpainter, 3 weeks ago
He's not a medical professional. He's a funeral director and embalmer.
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sgenevicz, 3 weeks ago
He’s a embalmer. Not a “medical man.” 
Huge difference…..
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JessieBeaner, 3 weeks ago
BITCH
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3rdGrace, 2 weeks ago
Lol calm down, pitchfork mob, I didn’t realize he wasn’t highly medically trained. I would have
deleted my comment if I could have. It only bothered me because sloppy medical terminology
detracts from the person giving testimony. I fully believe these stringed clots are happening and
want it to sound as valid as possible for those on the fence.
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LEEPRZ, 3 weeks ago
We are not stupid and we understand that. He's just talking about what he has been seeing
that he's never seen before.
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Metaman4Truth, 3 weeks ago
NANO GRAPHENE RAZORBLADES - DR. ANDREAS NOACK ,WHISTLEBLOWER
CHEMIST & GRAPHENE EXPERT IS NOW DEAD 27.11.2021:
https://odysee.com/@repostasap:c/NANO-GRAPHENE-RAZORBLADES---DR.-ANDREAS-
NOACK-%2CWHISTLEBLOWER-CHEMIST---GRAPHENE-EXPERT-IS-NOW-DEAD:3?
r=GtXQRNZLj64QB4VAYduxbkiqfzRuU9ju
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SOtEM, 3 weeks ago
That sounds really dumb or is it defensive? Or like magic? If you faithfully deny everything
you will be ok?
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AnnastineHammersdottir, 3 weeks ago
That graceless chick needs to find a new hobby.
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oldestgoat, 3 weeks ago
Exactly!! 
 
Stoopid farmer to vet: "i think my cow is sick" 
Vet to farmer: "but you're not a vet"
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howardtlewisiii, 3 weeks ago
Rubber. Az in PLUGGED ARTERY.
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Bgragg, 3 weeks ago
Yes, he's an embalmer. He never he's a 'medical man'...smh
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chaste74, 2 weeks ago
silicone
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dlewis2a, 3 weeks ago
Jesus, this sounds like a jr. high debate team. Do you people do any real research?
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luminax, 3 weeks ago
Please get lost you pig.
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BamaTom, 3 weeks ago
Billy is a loser. Go back to twitter
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Hope03, 3 weeks ago
I’ve seen a video of people experiencing adverse effects from the jabs (NOT from the Stew Peters
Show) where two different people had these types of clots coming out of them. 

😲
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stillgoing, 3 weeks ago
Take another shot be my guest
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dhaddix7, 3 weeks ago
If you don't like what is being said on this platform, why are you wasting your time watching and
then commenting? You are rude and make very stupid comments. You have too much time on your
hands. Do something constructive with your life, Mr dagiles.

7 rumbles

thelibcommie, 3 weeks ago
What does that have to do with anything?? They're showing the horrific shit that's coming out of
vaccinated people's veins, and you're worried about how "hot" the doctor is?? Jesus Christ we're
doomed

6 rumbles

Fitz11B, 3 weeks ago
Haha its the opposite the Docs are ALL hot that makes me suspicious lol
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luminax, 3 weeks ago
Shut up you ugly mongrel.
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jaxpacific, 3 weeks ago
[Show low scored comment]
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2020kimo, 3 weeks ago
Where can we see this?
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francoamericanpatriot, 3 weeks ago
Hope03, what video was that? thanks
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RedFox327, 2 weeks ago
NEED to PAY to SEE at dr mercola.com that sucks. Bummer.
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SOtEM, 3 weeks ago
Can you email that video to kunlong @ instructor . net?
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Hope03, 3 weeks ago
It was a video compilation of adverse effects from all
around the world on www.mercola.com. Dr. Mercola is heavily sensored and so only
leaves the articles/videos up for 24 hrs. In order to keep this video, I did a screen
recording of it on an app I have. This comment forum does not appear to allow screen
shots, but I did just nab a screen shot of the first young lady. I was a cop, so have never
been squeamish, but I actually found myself having to look away. 

😢

 

Not sure if this will help as you search, but I screen recorded the compilation on
11/27/21.

By the way, the “Record It!” app is awesome! No one can tell you later that you did not
see what you indeed saw.
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808Bill, 3 weeks ago
Hit the share button above and you can send these videos to anyone you want
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luminax, 3 weeks ago
Note: My comment is for that wretch "dagiles."
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Belgia, 3 weeks ago
*BS Gain of Function! Soros owns Wuhan lab and many others to include..testing lab
companies....to monitor how well the genocide is going? The entire Cabal COUP and
Gates..funds them for a reason! Science Fiction nightmares are now Criminal Reality!
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ibannedfromyoutube, 3 weeks ago
Injecting nano razor blades into my veins doesn't sound like a good idea to me but if that's
your thing, go for it. 
 
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-andreas-noack-recently-deceased-explains-the-
graphene-component-in-the-vaccine-rip_d7aeDywFCcVPsbP.html
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EsthersDaughter, 3 weeks ago
After seeing this you're recommending more jabs? Have you no heart or your own critical
thinking? 
I'm sure you are a troll or bot and I never reply, but this is an insane comment.
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ProctorSilex, 2 weeks ago
Bill Gates approves this message.
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I am afraid much worse than we know. The idea that a small group is going to control
the masses by burning their heads with signals is horrific and outrageous.
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Mandy7773, 3 weeks ago
I saw that interview. They killed that doctor right after he uploaded the video. These
people, who are killing us off, they have no fear. They are killing people right out in the
open.
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ibannedfromyoutube, 3 weeks ago
Here's a video of his wife. Anybody speak German to verify what she is saying?
Apparently they killed him with some sort of device that attacks the heart kind of like
those crowd control devices that cause you to feel like you are burning up. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUWcL3SHuBc
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ibannedfromyoutube, 3 weeks ago
I don't understand it. These doctors are cowards and murderers. If you need a
transplant of some kind and are not vaccinated they take you off the list and oh well,
just go away and die. Unbelievable. This whole thing is the worst to happen since the
holocaust. Keep in mind that none of this would be happening if it wasn't for law
enforcement willing to enforce these mandates and protect the people responsible for
these crimes.
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MyJune, 3 weeks ago
Yes, lots of internet publicity when happened, then everyone moved on. 
Now we are onto fibrous rubbery like clots. Where are other embalmers? Where are
more life insurance executives with mortality claims numbers? 
We get 1 embalmed, we get 1 insurance executive?
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Dezdwell, 3 weeks ago
EsthersDaughter, if you think jaxpacific is a troll why do you respond? You are only
making it more $$$, the more you engage.
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annebeck58, 3 weeks ago
I think it was sardonic humor.
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DeceptionMatters, 1 week ago
Exactly!!!!!
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